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Innovation Fund Proposal Framework
The City of Portland Innovation Fund is designed to provide seed money for one‐time
investments that will encourage new, creative ideas to reduce ongoing expenses, increase
revenues, create efficiencies, and provide improved services to the City’s internal and external
customers. Bureaus are encouraged to submit any ideas that accomplish those objectives, but
areas of focus may include:
 leveraging technology to reduce manual processes or increase performance
 streamlining business processes
 implementing lean process improvement
 improving customer service
 collaborating with other governments and the private sector to reduce costs
 consolidating services currently provided by multiple entities to enhance service
delivery and reduce costs.
Proposals that require work or business process changes from other bureaus or other agencies
should be submitted with the approval and support from the other bureaus or agencies.
The Innovation Fund is not limited to General Fund bureaus. All bureaus can submit proposals
for funding, including Enterprise Funds and Internal Services where potential savings and
efficiencies could help hold down rates for and provide benefits to internal and external
customers. Multi‐year proposals may be considered, however ongoing operations and
maintenance funding will not be available.
Projects will be approved as either a revolving loan (assumes that the initial funding is repaid)
or a grant (project will not result in monetary savings that can be returned to the fund).
Ongoing savings that result from the projects (once the initial loan has been repaid) will remain
within the bureau’s budget for reinvestment in other core mission functions.
Timeline







Distribute draft framework and project evaluation criteria; solicit feedback and
suggestions for Innovation Task Force members – August 12th
Finalize project evaluation criteria – October 4th
Identify members of Innovation Task Force – October 11th
Deadline for FY 2013‐14 project requests – November 4th
o Funding may be awarded in two phases. The first phase will include projects that
are immediately ready for implementation. The second phase will include
projects that are initially submitted as concepts for feedback from the task force
about feasibility, implementation strategies, and expected outcomes.
Follow‐up interviews by Innovation Task Force to review top scoring submissions –
November
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Innovation Task Force recommends list of projects to Mayor – December 9th
Mayor considers task force recommendations; determines which projects to forward to
Council for phase one and two funding approval – January;
Council approves phase one projects and directs appropriation of funds – February
Council approves phase two projects (if any) and directs appropriation of funds in Spring
BMP – May

Governance Structure











The Innovation Fund will be overseen by the Innovation Task Force. The task force will
consist of five members external to the City with expertise in one of the following areas:
technology, customer service, finance, management, or public policy. Council Offices
will submit nominations for members of the task force to the Mayor. Ideally, task force
members will have experience in organizational transformation, entrepreneurship, and
process improvement, and be willing to use that experience to help the City implement
creative solutions to long‐standing problems.
Bureau requests will be submitted to the task force, which will rank the requests based
on expected results, revenue generation, cost savings, and other criteria as determined.
A ranked list and recommended budget will be forwarded to the Mayor for review and
approval.
Upon Council approval of a project, the appropriation will be transferred from Special
Appropriations to the responsible bureau during a Budget Monitoring Process.
The task force may continue to serve as an oversight body or assign a “project sponsor”
during project implementation [to be determined at time of allocation; depending on
project, might require coordination with other advisory groups, Bureau Advisory
Committees, Technology Oversight Committee, etc.].
While the voting members of the task force will all be external to the City, selected
Council staff, bureau directors/managers, and other key City staff will participate in task
force meetings in order to provide input and context, ask questions, and otherwise
assist the process.
The Mayor’s office will convene the Innovation Task Force. The City Budget Office will
provide independent financial analysis and support. OMF and bureau staff will provide
feedback and support on policy and operational impacts.
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Submission requirements


Project Description
o Scope of work
o Type of project (technology, consolidation of services, lean process
improvement, redesigning business processes, etc)
o Identification of potential challenges or obstacles
o Lead bureau and other groups impacted (bureaus, governments, customers, the
public, etc)
o Project timeline including start and end dates, major milestones, and risks to
proposed timeline



Project Outcomes (qualitative and quantitative)
o Potential cost savings or increased revenues (one‐time and/or ongoing)
o Potential operational efficiencies
o Who benefits from the cost savings and/or efficiencies
o Performance metrics to track progress and expected outcomes



Budget
o Total General Fund discretionary requested (split by fiscal year if requesting a
multi‐year project)
o Leveraged funds
o Return on investment timeline, if any, and confidence level of the projections
o Ongoing operations and maintenance costs (identify costs and funding source)
o Staff requirements (existing or new)



All proposals must be approved by the bureau director prior to submission and include
contact information for the project lead(s)

Review criteria
Funds will be awarded through a competitive process. A point system will be created for each
criteria listed below to establish an overall “score” to be used as the basis for deciding which
projects are funded. Projects that are funded as grants may be ranked separately from those
that are funded as loans (i.e., positive ROI).



Benefit to City government, other governments, and/or the community
Amount of ongoing and/or one‐time cost savings generated (General Fund discretionary
savings will score higher)
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Financial sustainability beyond the initial investment (e.g. maintenance fees for a
technology project should be accounted for when calculating the return on investment)
Other funds leveraged (grants, external stakeholders, existing bureau funds, etc.)
Time before positive return on investment (if any)



Operational savings for bureaus (estimated efficiencies will be verified by the affected
parties)



Efficiencies resulting from lean process improvement



Impacts on customer service (weigh the need for savings or efficiencies vs. the need to
maintain customer service to the community, employees, and other stakeholders)



Impacts on stakeholders (who benefits and who is burdened by implementing the
proposal)



Impacts on equity



Implementation readiness (proposals that are “ready to go” and likely to result in quick
outcomes)

Project Reporting


If selected for funding, the bureau would be required to submit periodic reports
(monthly, bi‐monthly, or quarterly – to be determined at time of allocation) on the
status of the project. The reports may include project status, updates to timeline,
progress on meeting stated milestones, expenditures to date, next steps, etc. Early
review of progress could lead the task force and implementing bureau to decide the
innovation needs redirection, expansion, or is not worth pursuing beyond the initial
phase. Meetings among project sponsors may be held periodically to share findings,
discuss solutions, and problem solve roadblocks to success for each of the projects.



Upon conclusion of the project, the bureau will submit a close‐out report documenting
the actual budget used for the project, actual savings or benefits obtained (one‐time or
ongoing), and actual impacts, including any unintended consequences. The report will
also highlight the lessons learned and the applicability of the project outcomes to other
areas of the City.
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PROPOSAL OBJECTIVE:
The City Budget Office, in collaboration with Portland State University’s Center for Public Service (CPS),
proposes to leverage the research and practitioner‐focused applied research experience, expertise and
resources of CPS to create an effective and sustainable Innovation Fund Program (IFP). The primary
desired outcomes of this collaboration include the following:






Helping staff and facilitating the evaluation of proposals and decision‐making efforts of the
newly launched Innovation Fund Task Force;
Improving upon funding proposals submitted to the Innovation Fund;
Identifying and implementing best practices to cultivate and encourage innovative thinking,
management, governance and leadership practices within City bureaus;
Creating and implementing management and leadership tools to increase the personal and
organizational capacity for successful innovation;
Identifying and recommending specific areas that may warrant future innovation
interventions.

The Center would also assist the City, the Task Force, and others in the design and implementation
of effective evaluation and performance measurement tools to assess IFP‐funded initiatives.

PARTNERSHIP:
Key to the proposal is leveraging the expertise of the Center for Public Service. Below is a description of
CPS’s experience and knowledge that would be shared through a partnership with the City of Portland.

CENTER FOR PUBLIC SERVICE

Headquartered in the Hatfield School of Government at Portland State University, the Center for Public
Service applies evidence‐based and theory‐informed research and training to improve the effectiveness
of public service professionals and organizations. The Center does this by deploying teams of
practitioner‐oriented faculty, graduate students, and researchers – along with current and former
public service professionals and other experts – to assist local governments and similar organizations
improve their effectiveness.
For more than 25 years, the Center (and its antecedents, including the Executive Leadership Institute)
has delivered high quality training and research services to public service organizations (e.g.
government entities and non‐profits) throughout the Pacific Northwest and in a number of other
countries. As an entrepreneurial, self‐support entity anchored within a public university, the Center
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offers the cost competitiveness of a not‐for‐profit organization, the intellectual content of a leading
academic center, and the client‐driven flexibility of a traditional consulting firm.
Much of the Center’s recent work, especially in its research and consulting practice, focuses on serving
as such an “innovation catalyst” with local governments. Recent and current projects include assisting
the city of Beaverton improve outreach and engagement of its many diverse communities; helping
several East Multnomah County jurisdictions improve fire and emergency medical service delivery; and
identifying cost effective sustainability initiatives for municipal operations.
Faculty and staff who have experience in developing innovative leadership and practices, especially in
partnership with local levels of government, will partner with the City of Portland to aid the leaders of
its programs, departments, offices and bureaus to better explore, identify, refine, and implement
innovations that will increase efficiency, improve organizational effectiveness, and enhance trust and
legitimacy with stakeholders and clients.
For this proposed partnership, the Center’s lead team members will include:
Phil Keisling, CPS Director since 2010, Mr. Keisling’s career has also included time as a journalist;
elected state representative and Oregon Secretary of State; and 9 years’ experience as a Vice President
of a locally‐owned software services company. Throughout his career he has worked on a number of
innovative policy and management initiatives, including reforms to Oregon’s voting and elections
systems; the creation of Oregon’s nationally‐recognized “Forest Resource Trust” program to encourage
private land reforestation; and the web‐enablement of Oregon’s Corporate Registration system. He has
also been a lead participant in several key CPS projects, including the creation of a “Total Cost of
Employer Compensation” framework to better analyze and compare public sector personnel budgets.
Dr. Masami Nishishiba, Assistant Professor in PSU’s Public Administration Division. As Associate CPS
Director, Dr. Nishishiba has been the lead project manager on more than a dozen research and
consulting projects for the Center. In addition to the Beaverton engagement noted above ‐‐ done under
the auspices of the Center’s “Public Service Innovation Laboratory” initiative ‐‐ she has developed and
conducted cultural competency training for the City of Portland; evaluated the effectiveness of
Clackamas County’s 4‐day work week pilot program; and evaluated the performance of the Gateway
Center for Domestic Violence Services. This August she also conducted an “International Innovation
Laboratory” workshop with 25 visiting local government officials from Japan.
Dr. Marcus Ingle, Professor of Public Administration. In addition to his academic research and teaching
work for PSU and several other universities, Dr. Ingle has spent considerable time working in
government and the private sector. His focus on strategic planning and public service effectiveness in
the face of increasingly “wicked challenges” has led him in recent years to focus on identifying the key
conditions for “public service breakthrough innovations.” In September 2013, he delivered a paper of
that same title to the 3rd International Conference on Governent Performance Management and
Leadership, convened at Waseda University in Tokyo, Japan. Dr. Ingle’s other recent efforts include a
strategic assessment of the work of the Oregon Corrections Enterprises and a leadership review of
Clackamas County’s Emergency Management functions.
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Dr. Doug Morgan, Emeritus Professor of Public Administration and a founder of the Center for Public
Service. Dr. Morgan has more than 30 years of experience in serving on various elected and appointed
boards, task forces and commissions in the City of Portland, including the Portland School Board. He has
particular expertise in designing governance processes that balance the need for equity, citizen access,
efficient use of resources and effective program outcomes. A strong proponent of innovation through
governance reform, Dr. Morgan assisted Washington County in the creation of the “Vision Action
Network,” an innovative approach that combined and leveraged the resources of public, traditional
non‐profit, and faith‐based organizations to better serve county residents.
George Beard. Throughout much of Mr. Beard’s professional career his work has centered on the
interplay between technology, innovation, and leadership. He spent the first half of his working life in a
variety of roles with federal, state, and local governments. After a stint as the #2 technology manager
with the State of Oregon, he moved to the private sector to serve as Oracle’s global relationship
manager to Nike; later, he managed Retek’s global alliance with IBM. The past dozen years, George has
directed the Center’s Oregon and Hatfield Resident Fellows programs, and also works within PSU’s
Research and Strategic Partnership Office, where he has spearheaded various initiatives including the
expansion of use of electric vehicles. Working with the City of Portland and PGE, he helped create the
nation’s first street dedicated exclusively to electrical vehicle recharging (“Electric Avenue”).
In addition to the five principals of the CPS team noted above, the Center can draw on other resources
at PSU and in the larger community as needed. These include other regular faculty, adjunct faculty, and
graduate and undergraduate students across campus; current and former practitioners, including those
familiar with City of Portland operations; and other experts locally and around the country. Within the
Hatfield School of Government alone, there are currently more than 150 Master degree‐seeking
students and approximately 50 PhD students.

CITY BUDGET OFFICE

To support the Center for Public Service partnership with the City, the City Budget Office will serve as
the project lead for the City’s side of the partnership by administering the Intergovernmental
Agreement on behalf of the City and providing staff support as needed.
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SCOPE OF WORK
The proposed partnership with the Center for Public Service includes four major tasks: (1) support for
and facilitation of Innovation Fund Task Force decision‐making, (2) improvement upon current
Innovation Fund proposals through collaboration with bureaus, (3) cultivation of future innovative
thinking within the City by surveying current conditions, offering workshops to targeted City managers,
and connecting City programs with regional partners, and (4) identification of problems for future
innovative interventions

TASK ONE: FACILITATION OF INNOVATION FUND TASK FORCE DECISION‐MAKING

The Innovation Fund Framework identifies a range of possible innovative strategies and a set of criteria
for evaluating which ideas will yield the best results for improving City services to Portland residents.
Building upon these objectives and the review criteria, the Center for Public Service will assist the
Innovation Fund Task Force with selecting proposals by providing the following services:







Review and provide initial feedback to the Task Force on proposals;
Create and provide a proposal evaluation rubric, incorporating both the criteria from the
Innovation Fund Framework and additional criteria developed by Center for Public Service
partners based upon specific needs and conditions of the City of Portland’s innovation
opportunities;
Develop guidance for the proposal selection and preparation process. Such guidance might
include workshops that would assist proposers in designing robust proposals, interview
processes that the Task Force may wish to use and other similar activities that the Task Force
may deem important for improving the quality and efficiency of its work;
Facilitate interviews between Task Force and bureau proposers.

Through the above‐listed tasks, the Center for Public Service will assist the Innovation Fund Task Force
with (1) identifying conditions that are optimal for innovative interventions, (2) providing context of
how proposals compare to similar ideas implemented in other jurisdictions and (3) recommending
additional criteria for evaluating the proposals.
As part of the proposed budget for this partnership, the Center for Public Service is offering to donate a
significant amount of time for the project and specifically Task One. (See the discussion under Budget).
Regardless of whether this proposal is ultimately accepted, the Center has pledged to donate
approximately 80 hours of faculty time – and an equal amount of graduate student time – on this Task
One, beginning in November.
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TASK TWO: IMPROVE PROPOSALS

The City Budget Office will task the Center with collaborating with selected bureaus to either ensure
effective implementation of innovation proposals or to refine their proposals in order to optimize
strategy, efficiency of resources and proposal objectives.

Deferred Proposals

Accepted Proposals

As outlined in the Innovation Fund Framework, it is expected some proposed projects submitted to the
Task Force will be recommended for immediate funding, while others will be targeted for additional
work and resubmission. The table below outlines Center for Public Service tasks for both the accepted
and deferred proposals, and the following outcomes due to Center for Public Service consultation with
bureaus.

Center for Public Service Tasks

Outcome

Center for Public Service will collaborate with
bureaus that submitted accepted proposals
in order to:
1. Adjust project plan and objectives in order
to optimize innovative outcomes;
2. Identify “critical success factors”;
3. identify appropriate tools and
measurement strategies to implement
innovation;
4. Identify other resources of possible
nonprofit, governmental and private
partners within the community that could
be leveraged to improve project proposals.
Center for Public Service will collaborate with
bureaus that submitted rejected proposals in
order to:
1. Better understand the challenges or
conditions that might warrant an
innovative intervention;
2. Address reasons that led to the Innovation
Fund Task Force to reject the proposal,
and propose new or improved approaches;
3. Identify alternative strategies within
current bureau resources for addressing
challenges identified, or identify
appropriate new policies or resources
through the traditional legislative and
budget processes.

Following from Center for Public Service
guidance, bureaus will implement
improved‐upon proposals that achieve the
following objectives:
 Incorporate innovation “lessons
learned” from examples that can be
identified nationally and internationally;
 Foster future innovative thinking within
the bureau;
 Leverage outside resources and
partnerships along common objectives.

Following from Center for Public Service
guidance, bureaus will have these options:
 Prepare a proposal for the Task Force’s
consideration in future years,
incorporating improvements based on
Center for Public Service
recommendations;
 Reorganize the proposal into a budget
request for Council’s consideration in
future budget processes;
 Develop a strategy for addressing issues
within current resources.
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The Center for Public Service will also assist the City Budget Office and the Task Force to devise
evaluation and performance measurement systems for evaluating funded proposals. Such systems will
include a reporting structure for “return on investment”, actual costs and savings, measuring customer
satisfaction and service quality and improvements in building trust and legitimacy with stakeholders
and residents. Once these measurement systems are designed, the City Budget Office and the Center
for Public Service team will work with bureaus to implement these measurement systems.

TASK THREE: CULTIVATE INNOVATIVE PRACTICES AND THINKING WITHIN THE CITY

The best innovative ideas are bold, implementable solutions with measurable impact, as described by
Bloomberg Philanthropies. Experts in government innovation would add that innovative ideas are the
product of culture that thinks innovatively. Given this context, the Innovation Fund will yield the best
results as City managers learn to also use innovation as tool for solving problems and identifying
opportunities.
The primary goal of the Innovation Fund is to create an environment within the City that welcomes and
sustains innovative‐thinking, especially by supporting organizational cultures that encourages informed
risk‐taking and protects employees from legitimate failures.
To that end, and to help ensure the long‐term success of the Innovation Fund, the Center for Public
Service will complete the tasks below that improve the culture of innovation within the City. These
tasks aim to help managers understand the obstacles that limit innovative solutions and identify and
apply critical success factors for innovation. This process will be modeled after Dr. Ingle’s and his
colleagues recent work that has identified six specific factors, both internal and external to public
service organizations, as especially important to success in “breakthrough innovations.” CPS will
identify key success factors within the City and among key potential partners for innovation, which will
be important for building and sustaining “cultures of innovation” inside and among the City’s many
organizations.
More specifically:





CPS will survey City employees to assess the existing capacity and propensity for innovative
thinking, particularly around the idea of risk vs. reward in decision‐making.
CPS will identify specific bureaus or groups of managers within the City who would benefit from
learning how to think innovatively and to foster innovative thinking within their bureaus. The
Center for Public Service will then provide dialogue‐focused workshops for these targeted
bureaus with the goal of creating a work culture that values innovation.
Building upon experience of consultations with other jurisdictions and connections with
partners across the Portland region, CPS will collaborate with bureaus – either those bureaus
submitting proposals or bureaus with potential opportunities for innovative interventions – to
connect them with other regional partners who share common objectives. Ultimately,
Innovation Fund proposals are more likely to succeed when strategizing in collaboration with,
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and leveraging the resources of, nonprofit, private or governmental organizations to work
towards common objectives.

TASK FOUR: IDENTIFY PROBLEMS FOR FUTURE INNOVATIVE INTERVENTIONS

Certain challenges and opportunities require traditional solutions; in other instances, an innovative
intervention is required. To the extent that some of these key challenges and opportunities will not be
addressed within the initially submitted proposals, the Center for Public Service will identify
opportunities that could be considered as future Innovation Fund proposals. The Center for Public
Service will identify these opportunities by July 2014 so that bureaus can begin strategizing and
planning, costing out the required resources, and collaborating with potential partners in preparation of
a proposal.

ADDITIONAL SUPPORT FROM THE CENTER FOR PUBLIC SERVICE

In addition to specific tasks described above, Center for Public Service will serve as an advisory resource
to the Innovation Fund Task Force over the next year. As an advisory resource, the Center for Public
Service team will attend and participate in Task Force meetings, respond to research requests, provide
recommendations at the direction of the Task Force, and update the Task Force on the progress of
various deliverables.
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TIMETABLE
The proposed partnership would begin immediately and continue over the next twelve months,
formally ending as the Innovation Fund Task Force considers its second round of proposals, planned for
December 2014. The table below outlines the timeline of the partnership.
Task One:
Facilitate of
Innovation Fund Task
Force decision‐making
Task Two:
Implement and
Improve Proposals
Task Three:
Cultivate Innovative‐
thinking within the
City

Task Four:
Identify Problems for
Future Innovative
Interventions

Description of Work
 Facilitate the decision making
process for Innovation Fund Task
Force.
 Collaborate with bureaus to
successfully implement funded
proposals, and improve upon other
proposals.
 Conduct survey
 Provide innovation workshops and
trainings to targeted bureaus or
managers
 Connect bureaus to regional
partners
 Develop list of opportunities for
future Innovation Fund proposals

Start and End Dates
December 2013
(one month)

December 2013 – April 2014

April 2014 – September 2014

February 2014 – December 2014

BUDGET
To implement the proposed partnership, the City Budget Office and Center for Public Service request a
grant from the Innovation Fund in the amount of $100,000. The Center for Public Service has also
indicated a willingness to donate approximately 300 hours of faculty time and 300 hours of graduate
student time (see details below).
The requested amount of $100,000 will fund approximately 500 hours of time for CPS faculty/high level
expertise, and 700 hours of paid graduate student time, based upon the Center of Public Service’s
normal charge for faculty and other high‐level expertise on a project of this scale of $160/hour and
$30/hour for graduate student time. The City Budget Office will provide staff support, amounting to
approximately 0.25 FTE, to administer the Intergovernmental Agreement and provide staff support as
needed.
Other appropriate resources may be available and appropriate whose costs fall in between the faculty
and graduate students – e.g., project coordinators, evaluation personnel, assistant project managers,
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etc. To remain within budget, adjustments to the CPS team can be made with the mutual agreement of
both parties, as per part of the IGA agreement.
Pro Bono Work. The Center for Public Service has also indicated a willingness to donate the following
resources on a pro bono basis:



For Task One, 80 hours of faculty time, and 80 hours of assigned graduate student time
For Tasks Two through Task Four, another 220 hours of faculty time, and 220 hours of assigned
graduate student time.

These in‐kind donations could thus be valued at approximately $57,000. (As noted earlier, even if this
proposal not accepted, CPS will donate its time on Task One, for a value of $15,200.) Combining these
donated hours with the amount covered by the grant, total faculty/high level expert time would total
approximately 800 hours and graduate student time would total 1,000 hours. The table outlines the
total hours included in the proposed partnership.
CPS Proposed Partnership
Number of
Hours

Value

Contracted Time
Faculty ($160/hr)
Graduate Student ($30/hr)

500
700

80,000
21,000
$101,000

Donated Time
Faculty ($160/hr)
Graduate Student ($30/hr)

300
300

48,000
9,000
$57,000

Additional CPS Resources. The Center for Public Service has the proven ability to leverage assistance
from current and former practitioners and students who will see genuine value in better understanding
the City’s efforts here. Accordingly, the Center will identify a group of volunteer, unpaid advisors who
will periodically help inform our work, thus adding up to 200 additional hours of volunteer time to the
equation to further assist the City in its efforts. Another source of significant resources that could be
leveraged by this partnership could come from graduate students who could be assigned work by their
professors that would align with the City’s initiatives. For example, MPA graduate students often spend
200‐250 hours working on “capstone projects” to secure their degree (in lieu of a formal thesis). For
these projects, students seek sponsor entities in the community. With enough lead time, key faculty
here could help recruit 4‐6 students (and possibly more) whose capstone projects during 2014 (the life
of the engagement) could align with this initiative.
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‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
If the enclosed proposal is selected by the Task Force, the City Budget Office will work with the Center
for Public Service to prepare an Intergovernmental Agreement that provides further details and
timelines for the tasks described above. All figures included in the proposed budget, expectations and
deliverables would be further detailed in the IGA. To enter into the proposed IGA, Council would then
vote to approve the agreement, after which the formal partnership for Tasks Two through Task Four
will begin with the Center for Public Service.
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Post Box 1927
Portland, Oregon 97207
503.823.0911
FAX 503.823.4630
www.portlandoregon.gov/911

Innovation Fund Proposal: Phase 2 of 311 Implementation
The Bureau of Emergency Communications respectfully submits this Innovation Fund proposal
for consideration. We believe that our proposal for a 311 system for the City of Portland is an
excellent match with the criteria for potential projects since successful implementation of 311
will reduce ongoing expenses, create efficiencies, and improve customer service to both
internal and external customers. Although this project would begin as a City of Portland
initiative, it could be expanded in a cost-recovery, or even profit, manner to serve Multnomah
County, other municipalities within the County, Tri-Met, Metro, the Port of Portland, and even
into Washington or Clackamas Counties.
Background
311 is a toll-free number that gives a community access to local government non-emergency
services. The benefits of 311 include a single easy-to-remember telephone number for the
community, seamless access to general information and government services, the opportunity
for extended service hours and days, language translation available immediately for nonEnglish speakers, and quick response to emergencies. Additionally, a non-emergency call
center facility can be designed to serve as the backup for the 9-1-1 center. Cities that have
implemented 311 are enthusiastic about the success of their systems and cite improved
customer service.
Customer Service Representatives are the key to a successful 311 implementation. They
provide a “one-stop” call center, answering questions about government services, initiating
action on service requests or problems, and assisting callers on most issues. For those few
issues beyond the scope of the 311 center, Customer Service Representatives can direct
callers to the single most appropriate person in a bureau or agency to resolve their concern.
Any 311 system depends on specialized computer technology designed to house a very
powerful database of information about City services with network connections to participating
offices, bureaus, and agencies. This Customer Service Request System is designed to create
and track service requests from callers or individuals who make a request via the Internet,
initiate work orders for disparate agencies and bureaus, and serve as a library of information
so requests can be completed quickly with little fuss. BOEC proposes to use one-time
resources from the Innovation Fund to define and analyze the best system – both in terms of
organization and computer technology requirements – and to make design and deployment
recommendations.
BOEC will begin work in March 2014 on the first phase of the City’s 311 implementation
project. Phase 1, which is funded through one-time resources included in the budget for the
current fiscal year, involves foundational work to ensure the right organization is in place to
manage the work of the appropriate service providers. To ensure the best approach, BOEC
will engage a consultant to conduct a comprehensive assessment and analysis of the City’s
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current state of readiness for implementation of a 311 system. This study will include a gap
analysis of current service delivery with best practices from a 311 perspective. Based on the
study, the consultant will write a business case to develop and implement a 311 system for
the City of Portland, outlining the steps to implement a 311 Customer Service Center to
transition the City to a new generation of technology that centralizes citizen requests and
responses through a comprehensive public sector and citizen-focused tool.

Project Description
This Innovation Fund proposal looks forward to Phase 2 of the 311 implementation project.
Once the business plan has been developed in Phase 1, the project will require more
consultant expertise to develop a detailed implementation plan and work schedule. The City
will need to agree to the plan, which will use the Phase 1 assessment findings and include a
schedule of planned start dates, completion dates, responsible staff, and other needs. Finally,
the implementation plan will provide a recommendation regarding which system is best
designed for the City’s needs, as well as best-practice suggestions for optimum deployment.
Type of Project
In effect, implementing a 311 system uses technology to create a centralized entry point for
all non-emergency telephone calls and service requests, as well as online requests. 311 will
clearly make it easier to Portlanders to access their government, but the potential goes
beyond simple efficiency. As Philadelphia’s 311 system, Philly311, states in a recent news
release about the service, “efforts like this are part of a lateral campaign for the contact
center to serve as an actual institution for community engagement; they provide the
necessary framework and resources to individuals looking to become active members of their
community.”
By design, a 311 system:
 Leverages technology to reduce manual processes or increase performance – callers
dial one, easy-to-remember, number (311) reaching a Customer Service
Representative who can:
o Answer questions accessing up-to-the-minute information via the database.
o Enter a work order for service which is immediately forwarded to the appropriate
unit for completion.
o Refer the caller to the single, most appropriate person.
 Streamlines business processes by assessing workflow and then designing the database
to manage it, all business processes can be evaluated and optimized – even those not
incorporated into the 311 system. This enhances transparency into City operations and
service delivery.
 Leads to lean process improvement by removing non-value-added waste as defined
through the assessment process and by giving City offices and bureaus the best
information available to evaluate their customer service and business operations.
 Improves customer service by providing callers and online users with a one-stop
method of accessing City services, transforming the way the community experiences
government and increasing accountability through better tracking.
 Allows collaboration with other governments (and possibly the private sector) to reduce
costs by increasing the scope of the project this effort to include all of Multnomah
County, and/or the entire metropolitan area.
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 Consolidates services currently provided by multiple entities, creating the potential for
enhanced services and reduced costs by providing a single, citywide, professionally
managed call center which will facilitate data-driven decision making by both the City
and the community.

Lead Bureau
BOEC is the lead bureau working with an Executive Steering Committee comprised of other
key office and bureau stakeholders as identified by City Council. On October 31, 2013, BOEC
held a briefing for staff from other bureaus about the status of the 311 project and specifically
the upcoming launch of Phase 1. Over 30 staff attended, indicating a high level of interest in
this Citywide priority.
Project Timeline
 July-September, 2014 – Procurement process to select Consultant
 October 1, 2014 – Signed contract with Consultant
 October 2014 – Consultant begins work with Executive Steering Committee
 March 2015 – Consultant presents completed Implementation Plan to Executive
Steering Committee
 April 2015 – Council work session
Project Outcomes
The final outcome of this proposed project is completion of the second of the three phase 311
Implementation Project. The third and final phase will complete the project, bringing 311 to
Portland.
 Potential cost savings
o Unknown – however, this project has the potential to help the City realize cost
savings because it will consolidate call handling staff currently located in offices
and bureaus into a 311 center, ensuring that staff left on site can be most
effectively utilized in job performance duties
 Potential operational efficiencies
o 311 technology provides bureaus an efficient, organized, detailed process to help
manage and improve the way they conduct business
 Who benefits from cost savings and/or efficiencies
o Both the City and the community benefit in long-term cost savings and
efficiencies as 311 is implemented and business practices are streamlined
 Performance metrics to track progress and expected outcomes
o Contractor will complete the deliverables as identified in the RFP/contract
o Contractor will complete and submit a detailed Implementation Plan
Budget
 Total General Fund discretionary requested
o We estimate the cost of Phase 2 at about $200,000 to develop an
implementation plan and work schedule
 Leveraged funds
o The BOEC budget currently includes $221,000 for Phase 1, which will be
completed by June 30, 2014
 Return on Investment timeline
o The Innovation Fund request will support development of an Implementation
Plan, the second phase of a three-phase project. Phase 1 – Assessment will
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provide the City with a high level of confidence about the best approach to the
project and the best cost estimates. 311 will be operational at the conclusion of
Phase 3 of the project. We will have a clear sense of the Return on Investment
timeline at the conclusion of Phase 1.
 Ongoing operations and maintenance costs
o This information will be available once the Phase 1 – Assessment has been
completed
 Staff requirements
o Existing staff will be utilized
 BOEC – Project Manager and support staff
 Executive Steering Committee – members to be identified by City Council
Project Leads
 Laura Wolfe
o BOEC Senior Management Analyst
o 503-823-4762
 Lisa Turley
o BOEC Director
o 503-823-0911
 Katie Shriver
o Policy Analyst for Commissioner Steve Novick
o 503-823-3005
 Tim Crail
o Policy Analyst for Commissioner Amanda Fritz
o 503-823-3988
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FY 2013‐14 City of Portland Innovation Fund Proposal
Title:
Lead Bureau:
Supporting Bureau:
Project Lead:
Bureau Proposal #:
Date Submitted:

Community Risk Reduction Program
Portland Fire & Rescue (PF&R)
After‐school programs
PF&R Program Manager
PF&R‐02
November 4, 2013

1. Executive Summary
Portland Fire & Rescue is requesting resources from the City Innovation Fund to support a
limited‐term, full‐time Program Manager. The Program Manager will develop and deliver a
pilot program to reduce demand for emergency services through improving community
safety, health outcomes, and also increase the recruitment of people historically
underrepresented in emergency services.
The Program Manager will oversee coordination and performance of home safety
inspections advertised through the program, requested by the public, and performed by
firefighters. In addition to information on home safety inspections, educational material
will inform the community of non‐emergency resources available at their fire & rescue
station, including:






Blood pressure and blood glucose level checks
Smoke alarms and current smoke alarm requirements
CO alarm information
Safety information
Recruitment opportunities

Using Portland firefighters as positive role models and mentors, the outreach program
(name to be determined) would also deliver safety, health, and fitness education to children
in grades 3‐6 during after‐school programs. Children can then take education materials
home to educate family, friends and neighbors. There is substantial evidence supporting
the value of providing safety education to children in these age groups. These children are
ready to receive and properly assimilate fire/safety information, and also eager to
communicate the messages to their family.
If deemed successful, the Program Manager will make any needed changes for broader
implementation of this pilot.
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2. Project Description
A. Scope of work





Hire a limited‐term full‐time Program Manager
 The Program Manager will be charged with researching, developing, and
delivering the program
Select three fire & rescue stations
 Select stations with schools with high percentage involvement in free
lunch programs
Formalize agreement with specific after‐school programs
Program Manager trains participating fire companies how to best
connect/interact with residents in their fire management area and children
attending after school programs in their fire management area.
 Each of the three fire & rescue companies would attend the selected pilot
schools during after‐school programs for one hour, between 1600 hrs‐
1800 hrs, on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays, for a total of three
hours participation from each company, per week, coaching, mentoring
and encouraging.
 The companies will be trained in proper canvassing strategies and
dedicate time to knocking on doors in targeted neighborhoods
throughout their fire management area.
 The after school portion of the program will focus on age‐appropriate
activities for children in grades 3‐6 and include short “Quick Drills” for the
crews to deliver and encourage kids to learn more about safety, health
and fitness from PF&R firefighters serving as positive role models.
 Quick Drills would involve topics such as:
 Safety, consisting of fire and injury prevention
 Education on basic food groups, healthy food choices, impact of
diet and exercise on health
 Benefits and demonstration of basic exercise/activities
 Being a safe, respectful neighbor
 Following are examples of some of the activities the firefighters will be
engaging in:
 Documenting heart rate/blood pressure (with parent/guardian
approval)
 Baseline testing of student’s knowledge of various safety topics:
crosswalk safety, bicycle safety, smoke alarms, CO alarms, use of
9‐1‐1, matches/lighter safety, stop/drop/roll, etc
 Baseline of basic exercises ‐ i.e., do they know how to do a sit‐up,
push‐up, throw a ball, skip rope, etc.
 Safety quizzes after delivery of Quick drills
 Informing the students of career opportunities in Public Service,
specifically PF&R.
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Determine impacts of program
 Assess data for changes/improvements compared to recognized
benchmarks
 Assess feedback from firefighters, after‐school teachers, children,
parents, and residents
If program results are positive, implement improvements

B. Type of Project
This pilot takes a holistic approach to systematic deficits within our culture. Creating a
formal program that uses firefighters as role models/mentors for health, fitness and
safety has the potential to create a healthier community, in the short and long‐term.



Safety education reduces demand for services with fewer fires and accidents;
Healthy lifestyle habits, including healthy eating and physical activity, can lower
the risk of:
 Obesity
 Developing related diseases, including diabetes
 Diabetes is currently identified as the largest growing preventable
disease among youth
Ultimately, a healthier, safer community enjoys better quality of life through longevity,
less demand on healthcare, and lower property loss, therefore increasing wealth.
C. Identification of potential challenges or obstacles
Potential challenges to the project timeline include:



Coordination with after‐school programs for best time to begin new
curriculum/program
Willingness of residents to have a firefighter enter and inspect their home for
safety issues

D. Lead bureau and other groups impacted (bureaus, governments, customers, the
public, etc.)




Portland Fire & Rescue is the lead bureau, and submitter of this proposal. PF&R
will be responsible for managing the project, which includes developing the
program specifics and delivering to station personnel.
Portland Public Schools
Schools Uniting Neighborhoods (SUN) Community Schools,
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E. Project timeline including start and end dates, major milestones, and risks to
proposed timeline












January 2014 – Program Manager is hired and charged with developing a
Community Risk Reduction Program.
January 2014 thru May 2014 – the Program Manager will be establishing
relationships with the after‐school programs/locations selected for the pilot
project; identifying the subject matter that will be presented to the children and
designing age‐appropriate activities for children in grades 3‐6. At the same time,
the Program Manager will be working with the three involved stations preparing
them to participate in the after school programs, and making sure they have all
the necessary materials to be successful.
June 2014 – Using three fire & rescue station companies, pilot program
(including Home Safety Inspections) is launched at the three pilot schools and
incorporated into summer programs.
June 2014 – The Program Manager begins accepting calls and coordinating
requests for Home Safety Inspections generated from materials provided during
program
August 2014 – The Program Manager will conduct an analysis of the information
gathered during the summer pilot program. Based on the results, the curriculum
will be evaluated, and if deemed successful, revised to transition and implement
in after‐school programs beginning with the new school year.
September 2014 – The program is rolled out at the three pilot schools as part of
the after school program. Companies will visit kids at the selected pilot after‐
school programs for one hour, between 1600 hr – 1800 hrs, on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, and Thursdays, for a total of three hours participation from each
company, per week.
October 2014 – June 2015 – The Program Manager and the companies
collaborate together to make sure the materials and information presented to
the children remains relevant. Subject matter is revised as necessary.
July 2015 – The Program Manager performs an analysis of all the data collected
and presents a report to CORE of the first year of the Community Risk Reduction
program. Decisions are made about expanding the program beyond the three
schools and three stations.

3. Project Outcomes (qualitative and quantitative)
A. Potential cost savings or increased revenues:


Short term‐ Fewer preventable injuries/deaths, lower property loss resulting
from fewer fires; increase of public trust in government through positive
relationships
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Long term‐ Cost savings result from: reduced demand on emergency services,
decrease healthcare costs from healthier community, lower property loss,
increase of people historically under represented pursuing careers in emergency
services.

B. Potential operational efficiencies


Increase in response reliability and response times through lower demand on
emergency services; lower apparatus operating costs

C. Who benefits from the cost savings and/or efficiencies?





Children ‐ from safety and health education, and from positive public servant
role models
Community from increased awareness and application of safety standards
(smoke alarms/CO alarms; fewer fires/less property damage; bicycle/helmet
safety; Patients through more informed healthcare decisions
Our public through healthcare efficiencies and education outreach (improved
health outcomes through diet/exercise)
People underrepresented in emergency services by improving outreach and
increasing confidence in recruitment opportunities

D. Performance metrics to track progress and expected outcomes


Appropriate performance measures will be identified and tracked throughout
the first year of the pilot in order to assess the value of the program.

4. Budget
A. Total General Fund discretionary requested (split by fiscal year if requesting a multi‐
year project)



FY2013‐14 ‐ $50,000 for the Program Manager salary and benefits; $10,000 for
material development and equipment
FY2014‐15 ‐ $50,000 for the Program Manager salary and benefits; $10,000 for
material development and equipment

B. Leveraged Funds and Return on Investment Timeline


This project does not leverage funds, measureable return on our investment will
likely require a number of years
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C. Ongoing operations and maintenance costs (identify costs and funding source)


Once developed, tested through the pilot, PF&R expects to absorb ongoing
program management with an existing funded position.

D. Staff requirements (existing or new)


One limited‐term full‐time Program Manager.
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FY 2013‐14 City of Portland Innovation Fund Proposal
Title:
Lead Bureau:
Director / Project Lead:
Date Submitted:

PulsePoint
Portland Fire & Rescue (PF&R)
Chief Erin Janssens / Andrew Carlstrom
November 4, 2013

1. Executive Summary
In collaboration with the Bureau of Emergency Communications, Portland Fire & Rescue is
requesting resources from the City Innovation Fund to implement PulsePoint, a smart
phone app which notifies citizen volunteers that a cardiac arrest has occurred close to
them, and where the nearest defibrillator is located. These volunteers then have the ability
to respond to the event and commencing CPR and/or utilizing a defibrillator, until
emergency responders arrive to begin advanced life support measures. The goal of this
project is to utilize PulsePoint‐subscribing citizens to increase the cardiac survival rate in
PF&R’s response area. This will provide concerned citizens with an opportunity to make a
difference in their community.
Project funds would be used to pay for:





The interface between the City’s Computer‐Aided Dispatch (CAD) system and
PulsePoint;
The first two years of the City’s software licensing fees; and
Three outreach efforts to promote the app. within the city
Promote and deliver twelve CPR classes throughout the city

PF&R would leverage its public education resources to further promote PulsePoint and CPR
training, and would absorb the ongoing PulsePoint costs after an initial two‐year pilot
program.
2. Project Description
A. Scope of work
The scope of the work funded by the Innovation Fund includes the following:



Development of technical requirements, and implementation of, an interface
between the City’s Versadex CAD system and PulsePoint.
Agreements between the City and PulsePoint, including a licensing fee
agreement required of all PulsePoint licensing agencies (typically fire
departments).
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Funding for the first two years of the PulsePoint software licensing agreement.
The first two years of this implementation, funded by the Innovation Fund, are to
be considered a pilot program. After this period, PF&R will work with partner
agencies – the Bureau of Emergency Communications and Multnomah County
Health Department – to determine the effectiveness of the program and deliver
a recommendation report to the Commissioner in Charge.
Advertising to promote PulsePoint use.

B. Type of project



This project will leverage technology to increase the likelihood of surviving a
cardiac event by decreasing the ‘down’ time without CPR until fire & rescue
crews can arrive and begin advanced life support actions.
This project is a collaborative effort between PF&R, BOEC, and Multnomah
County Health.

C. Identification of potential challenges or obstacles
Potential challenges to the project timeline include:




Creation of, and training dispatch staff on, proper PulsePoint‐triggering protocols
(the City uses manual triage cards, not an automated triage system as do many
PulsePoint using agencies);
Review and acceptance of PulsePoint software by the City (Bureau of Technology
Services)
Synchronizing PulsePoint capabilities with CPR education and training within
PF&R’s response area.

D. Lead bureau and other groups impacted (bureaus, governments, customers, the
public, etc)




Portland Fire & Rescue is the lead bureau, and submitter of this proposal. PF&R
will be responsible for:
 Managing the project;
 Coordinating agreements and contracts;
 Collecting performance data; and
 Developing and implementing a public education campaign.
The Bureau of Emergency Communications is a supporting bureau and is
responsible for assisting in the project. Specifically, BOEC is responsible for:
 Assisting in the development of an interface between CAD and PulsePoint
(BOEC is the owner of the CAD system);
 Working with PF&R and Multnomah County in the development of new
dispatch protocols; and,
 Implementing PulsePoint‐triggering dispatch notifications on a daily basis.
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Multnomah County Health Department, through the Emergency Medical
Services Division of the Health Department, will be responsible for:
o Updates to Triage protocol cards
The PulsePoint Foundation – This organization has created the mobile app
specifically for fire and medical emergency responder agencies. There is no other
app on the market at this time that has the support, knowledge base, and agency
track record that PulsePoint has. Therefore, PF&R will procure the application
from this sole source.
Versaterm – This company is the provider of Portland’s Versadex CAD system.
PF&R and BOEC recommend that, for seamless integration, the City limit
development of the CAD‐PulsePoint interface to development resources within
Versaterm. Therefore, PF&R will procure integration services solely from
Versaterm.
PulsePoint Subscribers – In addition to increasing CPR trained citizens and
awareness of the PulsePoint app, PF&R will work to identify CPR‐trained
volunteer pools to be PulsePoint subscribers/responding volunteers for the pilot
program. These will be the individuals who, when they receive a smart phone
notification, have the ability to respond to a cardiac arrest incident and begin
CPR before professional emergency responders are able to arrive on scene.
The Public – Delivering CPR training and implementing this smart phone app
engages and directly benefits the public. Specifically, PF&R, BOEC and
Multnomah County Health seek to improve outcomes for patients in cardiac
arrest.

E. Project timeline including start and end dates, major milestones, and risks to
proposed timeline
PF&R anticipates working on implementation immediately following approval of funds
from Council. Specifically, PF&R will:
 12/01/13‐ 01/15/14 Work with BOEC, Procurement Services, and the City
Attorney on developing contracts with Versaterm and PulsePoint; and
 12/01/13‐ 07/01/2015 CPR training through community outreach
 12/01/13‐ 06/15/14 Work with BOEC and all stakeholders on developing
technical requirements and operational procedures;
 01/15/14‐ 06/15/14 Work with BOEC, Versaterm, and PulsePoint to develop an
interface between PulsePoint and CAD;
 12/01/13‐ 05/31/14 Design a public outreach campaign using PF&R’s
Communications group.
 06/15/14‐ 08/15/14 Actively advertise opportunity
3. Project Outcomes (qualitative and quantitative)
A. Potential cost savings or increased revenues: No direct city cost benefit
B. Potential operational efficiencies
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Enhanced ability for the City to facilitate increased cardiac arrest survival rate by
engaging citizen responders. At this time, PF&R cannot project with a high
confidence the number of PulsePoint notification or “saves.” For that reason,
this is a two‐year pilot program which will include an evaluation.

C. Who benefits from the cost savings and/or efficiencies?


Victims of cardiac arrest are the primary beneficiaries of PulsePoint
augmentation of the cardiac arrest survival rate.

D. Performance metrics to track progress and expected outcomes






Number of cardiac arrest incidents
Number of PulsePoint notifications
Number of measured citizen responses
Number of transports from PulsePoint citizen responses
Survival rate – both with and without PulsePoint citizen responses

4. Budget
A. Total General Fund discretionary requested (split by fiscal year if requesting a multi‐
year project)

Interface Development
Interface Support
Annual Licensing Fee
Initial Public Outreach
Public CPR classes
Subtotal

FY 2013‐14
48,000
7,500
10,000
10,000
10,000
$85,500

FY 2014‐15
7,500
$10,000
5,000
$22,500

Total
48,000
15,000
20,000
10,000
15,000
$108,000

B. Leveraged Funds and Return on Investment Timeline



While this project will improve performance (cardiac arrest survival), it is an
addition/enhancement to the missions of PF&R and BOEC. As such, it is not an
efficiency gain that has an easily projected ROI.
Ongoing operations and maintenance, including technology and public
education, relies on the existing resources, including budgetary of PF&R and
BOEC.

C. Ongoing operations and maintenance costs (identify costs and funding source)



Ongoing O&M, except for licensing fees, will be embedded in the budgets of
PF&R (public education/outreach) and BOEC (dispatch).
Licensing fees: $10,000 per annum
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Interface support: $7,500 per annum
Funding source: to be determined

D. Staff requirements (existing or new)


This project will be implemented with existing PF&R, BOEC, and County staff.
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FY 2013‐14 City of Portland Innovation Fund Proposal – Revised
Title:
Lead Bureau:
Director / Project Lead:
Date Submitted:

Tablet Computers for Stations and Apparatus
Portland Fire & Rescue (PF&R)
Chief Erin Janssens / Andrew Carlstrom
December 3, 2013

1. Executive Summary
Portland Fire & Rescue is requesting resources from the City Innovation Fund to implement
tablet computers and connectivity, in both apparatus and fire & rescue stations. City
technology standards approve one hardware platform – the iPad – that will fit this need.
PF&R will use this user‐intuitive hardware to leverage public safety applications,
communications, and business intelligence to better serve Portland.
iPads for fire & rescue apparatus will be used to expand field capabilities, especially the
expansion of patient care and treatment options, including telemedicine.
iPads for fire & rescue stations will allow PF&R to collect important information from people
visiting stations through confidential surveys completed on site, including demographic
information and other data points to improve the prevention of fires and other emergencies
through education outreach, and recruitment.
iPads for Fire & Rescue Apparatus
PF&R apparatus do not have internet capabilities. Computers (Mobile Data Computers
(MDCs) are fixed in fire & rescue apparatus and used exclusively for connection to the City’s
Computer‐Aided Dispatch (CAD) system; connecting MDCs to the City’s network and
internet is cost prohibitive and would continue to lack portability needed for field use. PF&R
seeks to improve information access, productivity, and situational awareness through
mobile computing.
Primary Uses of iPads for Fire & Rescue Apparatus




Transmit confidential patient care via email vs radio: In concert with new Rapid
Response Vehicle (RRV) Alternate Care and Transportation Pilot, iPads will
provide the ability to quickly send confidential email with patient information to
either the Coordination Center or healthcare clinic. The ability to expand this
improvement in patient care to all PF&R responders hinges on this capability.
Telemedicine: For Trauma Entry patients or those requiring unique medical
rescues, telemedicine capabilities will allow trauma doctors in the hospital to
visualize specific injuries to better prepare prior to patient arrival, or provide
more informed recommendations to paramedics on scene. This same
technology may enable clinics to provide best recommendations for low acuity
patients with known conditions.
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Data collection: iPad capabilities in the field will also provide forms necessary for
fire reports, pre‐fire surveys, and web‐based documents, improving data
collection.

Additional capabilities improving outcomes through increased field functions and
productivity include:






Email and communications (i.e. videoconferencing) capabilities
Specialized web‐accessible databases; including Safety Net contacts
Medical, prevention, and hazardous materials information resources
Education outreach through video
Collection of contact information for education/outreach follow up

iPads for Stations
iPads in fire & rescue stations will be used exclusively for members of the public. Examples
of anticipated applications include:





Collection of demographic data via confidential online surveys, so that PF&R can
better target outreach efforts, including fire/injury prevention and recruitment.
To provide ancillary educational visual aids (i.e. videos and presentations) to
specifically address the interest and needs of station visitors, which include
wellness information for visitors receiving blood pressure checks from station
personnel.
Confidential customer feedback collection

Revised 12/3/2013: Additional Primary Uses for both Apparatus and Station iPads
PF&R is committed to safely and aggressively protecting life, property, and the
environment. Using appropriate technology – iPad hardware and compatible software – will
allow PF&R to better serve all Portlanders, especially those who have barriers that prevent
them from accessing essential City emergency services.


ADA Compliance/Technology to serve persons who are deaf or hard of hearing:
Subsequent to the November submission, PF&R has learned that the Office of
the City Attorney has been working with the Bureau of Technology Services to
ensure that police, fire and emergency management bureaus are sufficiently
equipped to make its services: (1) compliant with the Americans with Disabilities
Act, Title II; and (2) available to persons who are deaf or hard of hearing.
Specifically, the City has recently fast‐tracked the adoption and purchase of
nonstandard software which will allow first responders to meet these two goals
through iPad/iPhone (iOS) devices. Portland Fire & Rescue does not have
sufficient numbers of compatible devices to provide technology‐mediated
American Sign Language (ASL) to the entire 30‐station service area, especially
given that Android smart phone devices are City standard.
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Technology to serve persons who possess Limited English Proficiency: In
addition, along the lines of meeting the needs of all members of the public, if
this proposal is funded, PF&R intends to equip first responders with technology
(iPad language apps) to communicate with persons who possess Limited English
Proficiency (LEP).

2. Project Description
A. Scope of work
The scope of the work funded by the Innovation Fund includes the following:
 72 iPad 4 devices with protective cases
 30 to be used exclusively by the public – one per each fire & rescue
station; and
 42 to be used by emergency responders in the field – one per each
engine, truck, and quint apparatus and RRV
 Two years of Apple‐provided warranty protection
 Wi‐Fi equipment in 27 fire & rescue stations (3 stations currently have this
capability)
 Wi‐Fi will be less expensive than data plans
 One year of City standard Verizon data plans for apparatus iPads

FY 2013‐14 CITY OF PORTLAND INNOVATION FUND PROPOSAL
PORTLAND FIRE & RESCUE – TABLET COMPUTERS FOR STATIONS AND APPARATUS
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B. Type of project


This project will leverage technology to increase performance and customer
service. Specifically, this project will increase PF&R’s mobile computing
capabilities on scene and will provide greater customer service to station visitors
through technology‐facilitated feedback and public education.

C. Identification of potential challenges or obstacles
Potential challenges to the project include:


Selecting and standardizing mobile apps for all apparatus iPads. However, PF&R
command staff have been working with this hardware and are able to use this
experience in helping guide selection. In addition, PF&R users are very
technologically savvy and are very interested in learning and adopting new tools.

D. Lead bureau and other groups impacted (bureaus, governments, customers, the
public, etc)


Portland Fire & Rescue is the lead bureau, and submitter of this proposal. PF&R
will be responsible for: managing the project; working with BTS to procure the
hardware; and to develop and implement all application selection, testing, and
rollout.

E. Project timeline including start and end dates, major milestones, and risks to
proposed timeline
PF&R anticipates working on implementation immediately following approval of funds
from Council. Specifically, assuming that Council will approve funds in mid‐February
2014, PF&R will:







2/17/2014 – 3/31/2014 – Work with BTS to procure iPads, data plans, and Wi‐Fi
equipment;
3/31/2014 – 4/30/2014 – Work with BTS to install Wi‐Fi equipment;
2/17/2014 – 4/30/2014 – Work with pilot stations to benchmark, select, test,
and implement initial apps, communications functionalities, and usage protocols;
and
2/17/2014 – 4/30/2014 – Develop and implement a public outreach strategy for
station visitors, including surveys and demographic data collection.
5/1/2014 – Begin bureau usage of all funded iPads
At the end of one year of operations, PF&R will report to the Commissioner‐in‐
Charge the impacts on operations and public education that have been achieved
with this hardware.

FY 2013‐14 CITY OF PORTLAND INNOVATION FUND PROPOSAL
PORTLAND FIRE & RESCUE – TABLET COMPUTERS FOR STATIONS AND APPARATUS
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2. Project Outcomes (qualitative and quantitative)
A. Potential cost savings or increased revenues:


This project expects to reduce healthcare system costs for which PF&R is seeking
avenues for reimbursement and/or subsidies.

B. Potential operational efficiencies




Enhanced ability for fire and medical first responders to access critical
information and be efficient on scene and in the field.
Enhanced ability for PF&R stations to provide an easily accessible tailored
educational experience.
Enhanced ability for PF&R visitors to provide both feedback and self‐identified
demographic data while still at the facility. PF&R will use this information to
increase its ability to target public education and outreach efforts.

C. Who benefits from the cost savings and/or efficiencies?





Patients through more informed healthcare decisions
Our public through healthcare efficiencies and education outreach
People underrepresented; identified through demographic data (or lack of)
First responders and the public through improved data collection for prevention
education and recruitment

D. Performance metrics to track progress and expected outcomes






% of units successfully implemented
Completion of standardized application/functionality profile
% of units utilized for patient care coordination, alternate care or transportation,
and telemedicine
Number of visitors receiving tailored educational materials in‐station
Number of in‐station surveys completed

FY 2013‐14 CITY OF PORTLAND INNOVATION FUND PROPOSAL
PORTLAND FIRE & RESCUE – TABLET COMPUTERS FOR STATIONS AND APPARATUS
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3. Budget
A. Total General Fund discretionary requested (split by fiscal year if requesting a multi‐
year project)

iPad 4 @ $630 each, 72 total
iPad Cases @ $50 each, 72 total
2 Years of Apple Care @ $99/year, 72 total
Verizon Data Plans @ $40/month, 42 total
Wi‐Fi Equipment @ $1,000 each, 27 stations
Wiring for Wi‐Fi at stations
Subtotal

FY 2013‐14
45,630
3,600
7,128

FY 2014‐15

27,000
5,000
$88,358

Total
45,630
3,600
7,128
14,256
20,160
20,160
27.000
5,000
$27,288 $115,646

B. Leveraged Funds and Return on Investment Timeline




This project is integral to both improving performance/ customer service, and
being a progressive healthcare partner to then negotiate and implement
reimbursement models with healthcare (or other) providers. Anticipate 2 year
timeframe for ROI.
PF&R will leverage its technology budget for the purchase of apps and other
software.

C. Ongoing operations and maintenance costs (identify costs and funding source)




Ongoing O&M will be funded by PF&R’s external materials and services budget.
Data Costs: $20,160 per annum
Replacement of hardware: to be absorbed by PF&R’s technology budget.

D. Staff requirements (existing or new)


This project will be implemented with existing PF&R staff.

FY 2013‐14 CITY OF PORTLAND INNOVATION FUND PROPOSAL
PORTLAND FIRE & RESCUE – TABLET COMPUTERS FOR STATIONS AND APPARATUS
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Portland Housing Bureau ‐ Innovation Fund Proposal
Expanding Rent Well, a Community‐Based Tenant Education Asset
Background:
Rent Well is a highly effective community‐based tenant education curriculum developed in 2009 with
leadership from the Portland Housing Bureau (PHB) and in conjunction with the Renter Education
Alliance (REAL), a unique partnership of representatives from public and non‐profit agencies in the four‐
county area (Multnomah, Washington, Clackamas and Clark).
Rent Well serves people who experience barriers to accessing rental housing, such as irregular rental
history, past evictions and or criminal histories. Most Rent Well participants have very low incomes and
many have experienced homelessness or other housing challenges. The curriculum provides participants
with information, concrete tools and resources to address screening barriers and help people take
action to be more successful in their next home. Rent Well provides people with the knowledge, self‐
advocacy, and self‐sufficiency skills necessary to attain and maintain a place of their own. A sample of
topics from the Rent Well Table of Contents is included as Attachment A.
Since its inception, nearly 3,000 low income tenants have gone through the 15‐hour Rent Well training
and nearly 200 instructors have become certified instructors. Participants who complete the course are
eligible to access a Landlord Guarantee fund that provides up to $2,000 for excessive damages, legal
fees, or unpaid rent. Since Rent Well began, fewer than 1% of graduates have needed to access the
fund. Students say that Rent Well has made all the difference in their finally finding a landlord willing to
rent to them.
Over the last 5 years, PHB has invested its staff resources to Rent Well and also contracts with Home
Forward at $70,000 annually to administer the program to 63 agencies in four counties. PHB has also
made up to $40,000/year available for the Landlord Guarantee fund. Home Forward conducts central
administrative functions, including instructor certification for the
four‐county area, curriculum updates, classroom monitoring for
"It's a highly effective class that
quality assurance, managing the Landlord Guarantee funds
provides you with a wealth of
provided by Oregon Housing and Community Services, and the
information. I learned the
administration of the Rent Well online support community, among
importance of always, always
reading through a lease, even if it
other tasks.
PHB staff and the City Attorney’s office worked together to
establish the legal framework for the curriculum and the City of
Portland (PHB) holds a copyright for the curriculum.
The challenge:

means breaking out a magnifying
glass, to make sure you’re familiar
with all of the landlord's
requirements. Another valuable
part was getting my credit and
background check. Even though I
didn't have any legal issues, I
wanted to be sure that the reports
reflected that."
‐‐ Susie, a RentWell graduate

PHB has insufficient staffing and funding to adequately maintain
oversight of Rent Well. Dozens of communities have contacted PHB
to inquire about purchasing it, but there hasn’t been staff capacity
to explore the legal and financial feasibility and potential gains. The
opportunity exists to use the curriculum to generate revenue,
which will cover the costs of administering it. However, marketing or exploring revenue‐generating
products fall outside of the usual activities conducted by PHB.
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The solution:
PHB wants to shift the ownership and administration of Rent Well to a nonprofit entity. Several local
agencies currently teach Rent Well to their clients, and have expressed interest in potentially
administering it.
Having a nonprofit agency administer the curriculum will help to ensure that Rent Well is revised and
updated as needed to stay a relevant and useful tool for participants, agencies and other communities.
Specific responsibilities would include:











Manage Rent Well lead agency contracts
Manage four‐county relationship
Manage fiscal tracking of landlord guarantee fund
Decide to sell or give curriculum to requesters –
related
copyright
consideratio
ns
Staff REAL (Renter Education Alliance) quarterly
meetings
Maintain tenant education portion of
www.rentw
ell.org

Continue regular instructor trainings
Maintain contracts with instructors and agencies
Ensure compliance through annual onsite agency monitoring

Project Description:
Support from the Innovation Fund is requested to hire a consultant to research the legal and financial
framework to shift the ownership and administration of Rent Well to a local non‐profit organization.
The consultant will perform the following:
A. Research and develop methodology to sustain the Rent Well program without ongoing
operations funding from the City. This includes exploring options for marketing and selling
the curriculum, charging organizations to have the rights to teach, or charging teachers for
taking the training.
B. Work with the City Attorney to determine legal process to shift ownership of Rent Well to a
nonprofit entity; determine mechanism(s) and plans for on‐going City involvement to ensure
the promotion of Fair Housing.
C. Work with the REAL Committee and other partners in the four participating counties to help
shape the future of Rent Well.

Potential challenges or obstacles
PHB could discover that the market demand for the curriculum will not sustain operations. Another
potential obstacle is being overly optimistic that the nonprofit can generate enough profit to sustain
operations within a six‐month time frame.
Portland Housing Bureau – Innovation Fund Proposal – page 2
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Project timeline
January 2014
‐ PHB hire a consultant through an RFQ process.
February 2014
‐ Consultant conducts a market analysis to determine market scope for the curriculum.
‐ Consultant works with City Attorney to determine legal process to shift ownership of Rent Well
Program to a nonprofit, including transferring copyright from PHB and files and data from
Home Forward. Identify legal or confidentiality issues.
‐ Outline qualifications to administer the marketing, selling, and administration of legal
agreements.
March 2014
‐ Consultant meets with REAL committee and other stakeholders to gather input on how to
preserve and improve the current Rent Well program, including streamlining program and
removing bureaucratic roadblocks.
‐ Develop sustainability plan.
‐ Develop landlord guarantee or plan to market Rent Well without it.
‐ Write Request For Qualifications.
April 2014
‐ RFQ to select non‐profit.
May 2014
‐ Do legal paperwork to transfer ownership of Rent Well.
June 2014
‐ Transfer of ownership complete.
Project Outcomes
The project is estimated to save the City $70,000 annually in program administration, as well as the
$40,000 Landlord Guarantee Fund commitment. It will relieve the Bureau of current compliance
responsibilities and requirements, and preserve additional PHB staff capacity by transferring the
responsibilities of contract managing and reporting to a nonprofit entity. It will also relieve PHB staff of
the extremely time‐consuming process of updating curriculum (approximately 320 hours, every 5 years)
and overseeing translation.
A nonprofit may be able to operate the program for less than Home Forward. A nonprofit will be better
able to market the Rent Well curriculum and have the ability to mold the program in a way that better
suits and responds to the needs of both participating agencies and instructors.
The community will benefit from the cost savings and efficiencies, with the most notable benefit being
the preservation of the program. People from communities of color are over‐represented in Rent Well
classes, suggesting that Rent Well programs are successfully reaching those in need and helping to
reduce this historic disparity.

Performance metrics to track progress and expected outcomes


Written feasibility analysis
Portland Housing Bureau – Innovation Fund Proposal – page 3
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RFQ completed and Rent Well ownership transferred to new entity

Budget
The cost of this Innovative Project is $32,000 to hire a consultant to transfer the program to a non‐
profit. This translates to approximately nine weeks of work at $90 per hour over six months.
Leveraged funds include the resources contributed by the REAL Committee that will assist the nonprofit
in the ongoing training of instructors (approximately 120 instructors every year) and provide continue to
operate as a tenant education advisory committee. PHB will also provide the equivalent of six months of
operation as seed money to the nonprofit to allow for them to implement their operations and
sustainability plan. Ongoing operations and maintenance costs will be absorbed by the nonprofit. The
Consultant will help the nonprofit owner develop a strong plan to ensure success.
Current staff requirements to write and manage contracts, gather and analyze program data, update
and translate the curriculum, and respond to community needs will be shifted to the nonprofit owner.
Contact information for Project Lead: Sally Erickson, Ending Homelessness Initiative Manager
Sally.Erickson@Portlandoregon.gov

Portland Housing Bureau – Innovation Fund Proposal – page 4
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APPENDIX A
Sample topics from Rent Well Table of Contents
Section 2: UNDERSTANDING THE LANDLORD‐TENANT RELATIONSHIP 9
How to Be a Successful Tenant 11
Understanding the Landlord‐Tenant Relationship 13
Good Communication 14
Landlord‐Tenant Law 17
Pulling Your Credit, Criminal, and Civil Records 20
Section 3: FAIR HOUSING AND DISCRIMINATION 31
Fair Housing Act 32
Who Is Protected under Federal Fair Housing? 34
Reasonable Accommodation and Modification 38
Your Rights as a Victim of Domestic Violence 41
Who to Call if You Need Help 42
Section 4: SCREENING: HOW LANDLORDS DECIDE IF THEY WILL RENT TO YOU 47
What Is Screening? 48
How Landlords Use the Screening Information 50
Sample Screening Criteria 51
Applicant/Tenant Screening Adverse Action Form 52
Section 5: IDENTIFYING YOUR SCREENING BARRIERS 67
Balancing the Scale 68
Reviewing Screening Reports 69
Reviewing Credit, Criminal, and Eviction History 77
Section 7: COMPLETING YOUR HOUSING PORTFOLIO 111
Creating a Household Spending Budget 112
Can You Really Save? 118
Dealing with Credit 120
Additional Money Management and Credit Report Resources 123
Section 9: STARTING YOUR HOUSING SEARCH 145
Where to Search for Housing 146
Housing Search Tracker 147
Making Contact 149
Meeting the Property Owner 152
Talking with the Landlord about Your Screening Barriers 154
Applying 155

This material is copyrighted by the City of Portland, Oregon, and may not be reproduced without its express
written consent.
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Innovation Fund Proposal
XML Data Sharing Pilot Program

Project Description
Project Background
Like many of the City’s service bureaus, the Portland Housing Bureau (PHB) uses large
web-based databases to hold and report information on the characteristics and needs of
the people it serves. These databases are populated with information by users working in
many different organizations across the city. Case workers in non-profit agencies that
provide assistance to homeless clients enter information on service use and measures of
program effectiveness. Property managers at property management companies enter
income and compliance information on households living in city regulated affordable
housing. Broad participation in these databases helps provide a consistent and accurate
snapshot of the populations that PHB serves, as well as information on service use and
measurement of performance of programs.
The information these users provide has an important impact on policy at local and
regional levels. At the same time, participation and reporting in PHB’s databases is not as
high as it could be. The database functions have not always been easy to understand and
like any software, each system takes time to learn. Users must manually enter data into
the systems through web-based interfaces, and in many cases data entry is duplicative of
entry that has already been done into agencies own internal information management
systems.
The goal of this project is to develop and pilot an XML data sharing program that permits
Bureau partners to export data from their own internal information management systems
and upload data into PHB databases. Implementation of an XML data sharing program
will greatly reduce the data entry burden on PHB partnering agencies, improve the
quality and amount of data received by PHB, and ultimately provide better performance
information to inform housing policy at the local and regional levels.
XML Data Sharing Pilot
Although not widely used in local government settings, XML is not a new
technology. The vendors of the web-based databases that PHB uses have defined and
published global schema for use when importing data through an XML tool. The schema
provide system logic to reconcile data and import into PHB’s web-based database
systems. Additionally, the vendors of PHB’s web-based databases have made XML
import tools available for use with each prescribed XML schema. The work that remains
is to do the outreach and programming to “connect the dots” and begin data sharing using
XML. The proposed data sharing pilot program will hire a programmer to assist PHB and
work with selected agencies source systems to export and map their data to the
appropriate XML schema. The mapping tools designed will be flexible, modular, and
displayable so that data can be understood by PHB and partnering agency staff during the
upload process.

1
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Innovation Fund Proposal
XML Data Sharing Pilot Program
The pilot will focus on two groups of PHB partners. Property management companies
that manage PHB regulated housing are required to regularly report extensive income and
demographic information on the residents of affordable housing. These agencies are
currently reporting information to PHB in one source format (a Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet) as well as hand-entering tenant data into a PHB web-based database. The
proposed pilot will create an XML tool to map the Excel spreadsheet data into a
prescribed XML schema. PHB and agency users will then be able to automatically upload
the mapped data into PHB’s web-based database using the vendor’s XML upload tool.
This will eliminate hundreds of hours of duplicate data entry by the many property
management companies that currently report to PHB.
Faith-based organizations that provide homeless services are the second group of
partnering agencies targeted by the XML data sharing pilot program. Staffed primarily
with volunteers, these agencies struggle to consistently report information into PHB’s
web-based databases. Staff at the agencies lack the time and background to easily and
quickly learn the database functionality and reporting requirements. This limited staff
capacity is coupled with some wariness of the constraints that government funding and
reporting could potentially place on their agencies. PHB proposes partnering with several
of the larger faith-based agencies in the city that provide homeless services to develop a
process to map their source data to a prescribed XML schema and upload their data at
agreed upon intervals using the vendor XML upload tool. This process will eliminate the
need for long hours of staff training as well as relieve the data entry burden currently
placed on these agencies.
While XML is a great boon to public and private agencies needing to share data across
software environments, it is not without its challenges. The proposed data sharing pilot
will require that someone (programmer, PHB staff, or other standard-setter) must
reconcile the differences between data sources and the destination web-based databases
in order for data to be shared. Data reconciliation will need to overcome possible
technical challenges as well as differences in semantics. In the two pilot groups there are
many opportunities for agencies to use different formats and terms to describe the same
attributes. Staff will need to work as integrators and determine if it is possible to use a
particular attribute for a particular purpose. These challenges, while serious, are not great
enough to outweigh the potential benefits of implementing XML data sharing.

Project Timeline
January 2014
 Work with Procurement Services to contract with an XML programmer through
one of the City’s existing flexible services contracts or through a RFP process.
January 2014 – February 2014
 Work with selected XML programmer to translate the Excel spreadsheet currently
submitted to PHB by local property management companies to prescribed XML
schema.
2
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Innovation Fund Proposal
XML Data Sharing Pilot Program




Document the process of converting the Excel spreadsheet to an XMLfile.
Test the final XML dataset for successful upload into housing software.
Verify the documentation created during the XML mapping process.

March 2014
 Meet with faith-based pilot agency leadership to kick-off the XML Data Sharing
Pilot Program and put necessary data sharing agreements in place.
April – June 2014
 Work with XML programmer to translate agency source system data into
prescribed XML schema.
 Document the process of converting the source data to XML.
 Test the final XML for successful upload into housing software.
 Verify the documentation created during the XML mapping process.
 Repeat above process for each faith-based agency (three total).
June 2014
 Coordinate with PHB to train and test on maintenance of the XML conversion
and upload process.

Project Outcomes
Implementation of an XML data sharing program will greatly reduce the data entry
burden on PHB partnering agencies, improve the quality and amount of data received by
PHB, and ultimately provide better performance information to inform housing policy at
the local and regional levels. Being able to provide complete data on homeless services
and outcomes in the community to PHB’s federal funders such as the Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) will improve the Bureau’s competitiveness for
future funding opportunities.
Implementation of XML tools for property management companies currently reporting to
PHB will eliminate hundreds of hours of duplicate data entry. These same tools made
available to faith-based organizations will eliminate the need for long hours of staff
training as well as relieve the data entry burden currently placed on these agencies. By
reducing the need for manual data entry, it is expected that data quality and completeness
will increase by a minimum of 25% for each participating agency.

Budget
We expect each agency data source to require a minimum of 50 hours of programming to
convert to a prescribed XML schema. An additional 10 hours of time is allocated for
documenting the conversion project for each data source. For this pilot project, potential
agency data sources include the Excel spreadsheets submitted by property management
3
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Innovation Fund Proposal
XML Data Sharing Pilot Program
companies (considered one data source) as well as XML converted data from each faithbased agency. The faith-based agencies are using a wide variety of software applications
to maintain their client records, and each agency will be its own XML mapping project.
Contractors with the requisite programming skills range in price from $50/ hour to $125
hour, depending on their expertise and skills. For purposes of this project we estimated
$100/hour.
PHB must pay a one-time, $6,000 XML upload fee per data source for use of the XML
uploading tools provided by the vendors of its web-based systems. We anticipate the pilot
will convert four data sources to XML files following prescribed XML schemas.
The table below represents the cost of converting and uploading four data sources via
XML tools.
Task
XML Programming
XML Upload (One-Time
Fee)
XML Documentation
Total Project Cost

Number of
Hours
200

Num
$20,000
$24,000

40

$4,000
$48,000

Project Contact Information
Leslie Goodlow
Portland Housing Bureau, Operations Manager
421 SW 6th Avenue, Suite 500
Portland, OR 97204
503-823-4160
Leslie.Goodlow@portlandoregon.gov

4
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City of Portland Innovation Fund Proposal
Proposing Bureau and Project Title

Revenue Bureau
Tax Information Exchange Agreement between IRS and Portland
Projed Description: Scope of work; Type of project (technology, consolidation of services, leon
process improvement, redesigning business processes, etc); Identificotion of potentiol chollenges
or obstacles; Lead bureou ond other groups impocted (buredus, governments, customers, the
public, etc); Project timeline including stort ond end dates, major milestones, and risks to
proposed timeline
The Revenue Bureau currently does not have an agreement for direct exchange of taxpayer
information with the U.S. Internal Revenue Service (lRS). Having an information exchange with
the IRS will provide the Bureau with local taxpayer information such as name, SSN/FEIN,
address, income and filing status which will greatly assist in the administration and collection of
local income taxes such as the Portland Business License Tax, the Multnomah county Bustness
Income Tax and the Arts Tax. The IRS provides this servicefreeof chargetoall 50states,the
District of columbia and eligible munlcipalities and counties with over 250,ooo residents.
The three primary benefits of such an exchange are:
1) A substantial

reduction in tax filing burden for hundreds of thousands of local taxpayers
because completing tax returns in common tax preparation software packages such as
TurboTax will satisfy Portland, Multnomah county, oregon and federal filing requiremenrs
simultaneously when e-filing is implemented in conjunction with the oregon Department of
Revenue (data exchange is a precursor to e-filing). Many taxpayers will no longer need to fill
out separate forms and mail copies of tax returns and other papers to the Revenue Bureau.
2) A significant increase in compliance

with all local income taxes administered by the
Revenue Bureau because key income and filing information will no longer be unknown and
unverified. This is especially important in the identification of taxpayers that have never filed
tax returns with the Bureau. The Bureau conservatively estimates a compliance increase of 13% for business income taxes and up to 5% for the Arts Tax, translating into millions of dollars
of increased annual revenue for portland and Multnomah county general funds, and the Arts
Tax Fund.
3) A reduction

of Bureau administrative burden related to processing paper returns;
processing times for tax returns and turnaround times on taxpayer refunds will be greatly
reduced after e-filing is in place. other benefits include increased physical security of tax
payments resulting from higher numbers of taxpayers paying electronically rather than by
check. The reduction in administrative workload for the Bureau will result in reallocating
additional staff to audit or other work further increasing revenues.
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The Revenue Bureau has already applied for acceptance into the Tax Data Exchange Program
with the IRS; the IRS has agreed the City is initially qualified to receive federal tax information
pursuant to IRC Section 6103(d)(1). To fully implement an agreement, the City must comply
with many security and other requirements delineated in IRS Publication 1075 (Pub 1075), and
additional resources are needed to do so.

Timeline, risks and milestones - There is an annual window to join the exchange program; the
Bureau must submit a Safeguard Procedures Report (SPR) by July, 2014. The SpR is a detailed
report (about 70 pages) that details how the City (Revenue and BTS) will access, store, use and
ultimately destroy the tax return and tax information data received. lt will take approximately
3-9 months to complete the SPR, ensure the security requirements are in place and receive
approvalfrom the lRS. Once approved, bi-annual security reviews will continue to take place
and additional implementation work will occur. The timing of E-filing implementation (project
benefits l and 3, above and below) is currently unknown and will be dependent upon the
Oregon Department of Revenue's workload and priorities, following implementation of data
sharing with the lRS.

Prciect Outcomes (qualitotive and quantitative): Potential cost savings or increased revenues
(one-time ond/or ongoing); Potential operational efficiencies; Who benefits from the cost
savings and/or efficiencies; Performonce metrics to track progress and expected outcomes

l) Reduction

in taxpayer burden for hundreds ofthousands of local taxpayers. Metric:

number of taxpayers e-filing returns.
2) Increased ongoing General Fund revenues of S78O,0OO to $2.3 million for portland;
5577,000 to S1.7 million for Multnomah County; and up to S54O,0OO for the Arts Tax.
substantial one-time business income tax revenues will also be realized as many taxpayers

will be identified that have multiple unfiled or incorrectly filed previous tax years. Metric:
incremental revenue tracking associated with increased compliance of accounts associated
with IRS data.
3) Decreased administrative burden for the Revenue Bureau which will result in reallocation of
staff to other revenue generating tasks, and potentially a longer term reduction in staff.
Metric: Bureau will reallocate staff to other tasks, document the transfer, and report on any

increase in revenue.

Budget: Totol General Fund discretionory requested (split by fiscot yeor if requesting o multiyeor project); Leveroged funds; Return on investment timetine, if ony, ond confidence level of
the projections; ongoing operotions ond mointenonce costs (identify costs and funding source);
Stoff requirements (existing or new)
Total request:5295,000 (estimated
FY

13-14:

BTS -

FY 13-14 -

5130,000; Fy 14-15 - S165,000)

573,000 (technical staff time and physical security upgrades) and
lsecu
could be required at BTS

Revenue - 557,000 (1-.0 FTE for 6 months
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and/or Revenue.
552,000 (hardware/software/tech
Revenue - $113,000 (1.0 FTE)
FY

14-15:

BTS -

n

ical

stafftime) and

Leveraged funds: none currently, but Multnomah County could be approached to assist
because thev also benefit.

timefine: program could be up and running for Tax Year 2Ot4 or 2075 resulting in ongoing
and one-time increased revenues beginning in Fiscal Year 2Ot4-2075 or 2075-2OL6 (the Bureau
will use federal data to adjust incorrectly filed tax returns for up to three prior years under City
Code; and all prior tax years for taxpayers that have never filed a return).
ROf

Confidence in proiections: budget-low to moderate; revenues-high.
Ongoing operations and maintenance costs/staff reouirements: New 1.0 FTE Senior
Management Analyst in Revenue. The Bureau will request a permanent position in the Fy14-15
budget process; if approved, this would reduce year two Innovation Fund expenses, dollar for
dollar. Estimated annual salary (at midpoint), beneflts and M&S is 5114,000. This proposal
requests funding for the position for 1.5 years. BTS estimates one-time expenses at 5125,000.
Ongoing expenses related to increased security, hardware and/or software are unknown at this
time.

Project Lead/Contdd I nformation

Bureau Director

Approval

Contod lnformation

Thomas Lannom,
Revenue Bu reau Director
(lead bureau)

Thomas.Lan nom

@

portla

n

doregon.gov;

)u5-625-5154

Ben Berry, Chief

Ben.Berrv@portlandoregon.gov; 503823-4279

Technology Officer
(assisting bureau)
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Aquatic Center Water Heating Efficiencies to Fund Scholarships
2013 City of Portland Mayor’s Innovation Fund Request – Portland Parks and Recreation

Background
Portland Parks and Recreation spends nearly half a million dollars annually for water heating at Community Pools.
Aquatic sites overall consumed 73% of all the natural gas used by PP&R in 2013 FY (446,000 Therms). Replacing boilers
that heat pool water can generate significant savings to PP&R’s energy consumption. Parks has a number of boilers that
were installed in the early 1970’s that are all now roughly a decade past their replacement dates.
Project Proposal
PP&R proposes to partner with the Energy Trust of Oregon (ETO) on energy efficient water heating upgrades. A 2012
engineering study completed by the ETO at various PP&R aquatics facilities identified over $50,000 in annual savings
from installing high efficiency condensing boilers at six PP&R facilities. The upfront cost to install the boilers is estimated
to be approximately $250,000. Energy Trust of Oregon will provide PP&R with a $33,000 rebate to assist with project
costs. Return on investment for this project is estimated at just over 3.5 years.
PP&R is proposing that the annual savings from the boiler upgrades be programmed to support a summer swim lesson
scholarship fund for low income youth. In FY 2012 the total value of scholarships granted at PP&R was nearly $500,000
– most of which lacks dedicated funding support. PP&R is engaged in a newly established effort to obtain funding for
the bureau’s scholarship program. This proposal allows for initial seed funding that the bureau will use to leverage
outside funding.

Portland Parks & Rec.

11/4/2013
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Benefits Summary:
• Leveraging Energy Trust rebates equivalent to 13% of projects costs
• Return on Investment of under 4 years
• Annual cost savings reprogrammed to benefit low income youth
• A reduction in greenhouse gas emissions
• Reduced maintenance cost and time
• Project is ready for immediate implementation

Portland Parks & Rec.

11/4/2013
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Replacing the Walker DDC system
2013 City of Portland Mayor’s Innovation Fund Request – Portland Parks and Recreation

Background

Direct Digital control (DDC) is the automated control of a condition or process by a digital device. DDC is often used to
control heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems. These systems may be mated with a software package
that graphically allows operators to monitor, control, alarm and diagnose building equipment remotely. Significant
energy and operational savings can be achieved by properly utilizing a modern day DDC controlled HVAC system.
Portland Parks and Recreation directly manages 14 Community and Art Centers. HVAC equipment at these sites is
currently controlled by what is known as the Walker DDC system. The Walker system was designed in the late 1980’s
and is now obsolete and minimally supported. Currently, when circuit boards need replacement it is necessary to
rebuild these components by hand because there are no parts available. Many of the sites have access issues making it
difficult or impossible for staff to make changes to the system. Aside from the mechanical obsolescence of the current
system, there has been a dramatic increase in building automation technology since the 1980’s.
Proposal
PP&R is requesting support from the Mayor’s Innovation Fund to cover the initial costs associated with updating the
DDC HVAC system. Matt Dishman Community Center has been identified as an initial pilot site. It is projected that full
implementation would result in annual energy cost savings of $20,000. PP&R is requesting $100,000 from the Mayor’s
Innovation fund with an expected obligation to pay back the fund over a 10 year period. Rebates and incentives may be
available from the Energy Trust of Oregon. The amount of incentive is dependent on the specifics of the project yet to
be determined.
In addition to energy cost savings the DDC upgrade will result in significant operational efficiencies. Maintenance staff
will have the ability to remotely troubleshoot problems instead of physically visiting a site. HVAC zones within a building
will be able to be optimized based on site specific programming schedules. This can lead to greater revenue potential by
allowing the bureau to bill tenants for specific energy use. Energy management will be further enhanced by having
access to room and or equipment specific energy use data.

Benefits Summary:
• Greater management of building environments.
• Possible new revenue streams through coordinated programming and enhanced cost recovery
• Increased service through customer comfort
• Lower utility cost by minimizing waste
• Reduced maintenance cost and time
• Empowers employees by giving them control over room specific temperature needs
• Energy Trust incentives are available to qualified projects.
Portland Parks & Rec.

11/4/2013
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Hot Spot Policing Project

Hot Spot Innovation Fund Proposal
10/29/2013

Greg Stewart
Sergeant
Portland Police Bureau
Greg.Stewart@portlandoregon.gov
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Summary

Following more than a decade of steady decline, the crime rate in the City of Portland, Oregon has grown by
15% since 2009 1. Over this same five year period the Portland Police Bureau (PPB) has lost both sworn
officers and non-sworn support personnel due to budget cuts. In fact, sworn officers in the PPB have
declined from nearly 1,050 sworn officers in the early 2000’s to under 950 as of 2012. Despite declining
resources, the citizens of Portland (and their elected representatives) expect the Bureau to find evidencebased, cost-effective ways to improve public safety.
Police agencies nationally have begun experimenting with a number of potential strategies to effectively
reduce crime and calls for service. One strategy that has shown promise, “Hot Spot Policing”, involves
“High Visibility Intermittent Random Policing” (HVIRP) of small geographical areas experiencing high
volumes of crime and disorder.
This project proposes to address important questions regarding the operationalization of hot spot policing
using a randomized control trial to assess if these techniques can be employed in Portland. The proposed
methodology will include an experimental design to evaluate the best methods for implementing this strategy
with the goal of improvements in how the Portland Police Bureau and its partners (with an emphasis on the
support provided by the Bureau of Emergency Communications) impact public safety.
At the conclusion of this project, the PPB will have identified the answers to two important questions:
1) Can Hot Spot Policing work to reduce crime and/or calls for service in the Portland?
2) If so, what are the best methods for implementing this style of policing in the Portland?
This project faces three major issues that this proposal seeks to address: 1) to successfully implement Hot
Spot Policing will require that 100 or more calls be uploaded daily and dispatched to officers. To manually
input these calls would require significant additional resources; 2) The PPB does not have experience in
conducting and evaluating a randomized control trial for the purposes of delivering an evidence-based
policing initiative; 3) in light of current analytic commitments 2 the PPB does not possess sufficient analytic
resources to establish this program.
This proposal seeks one-time monies to: 1) purchase a Versaterm Computer Aided Dispatch license and
related software allowing the PPB to test and implement a system that will create recurring calls for PPB
officers to respond to crime hot spots and; 2) hire a temporary crime analyst position to help establish the
Randomized Control Trial (RCT) and conduct the initial hot spot analysis. This will allow for an evaluation of
the effectiveness of the strategy. Such evaluations are essential for evidence-based initiatives.
The proposal is both a technology project in that it requires modification of existing technology and the
purchase of new software (see below) and redesign of a business process (modifying how officers use directed
patrol time).

1

As of 2012, as of this report Part I crime had dropped 6% since 2012 but was still up compared with 2009.
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Justification

“Hot Spot Policing” is an evidence-based approach to reducing crime and disorder (Telep & Weisburd,
2012). A recent meta-analysis found that only five out of 25 tests of hot spots did not result in noteworthy
reductions in crime (Braga, Papachristos, & Hureau, 2012). Additionally, the average effect size of these
combined studies was statistically significant. An RCT on hot spot policing in Sacramento, California (a
comparable city to Portland) found significant reduction in Part I crimes (murder, rape, robbery, aggravated
assault, burglary, motor vehicle theft, larceny and arson) in hot spots compared with matched but untreated
(i.e. no hot spot policing) areas (Telep, Mitchell, & Weisburd, 2012).
Studies consistently find that crime is geographically concentrated and that offending rates in these areas
remain stable over time (Groff, Weisburd & Yang, 2010) 3. Other studies find that increased officer presence
in these locations reduces crime (Braga, Papachristos, & Hureau, 2012) without any appreciable displacement
to surrounding areas (Bowers, Johnson, Guerette, Summers, & Poynton, 2011). In Sacramento, CA, for
example, officers were assigned to randomly patrol high crime areas in 15-minute increments. These “High
Visibility Intermittent Random Policing” (HVIRP) activities were associated with a 25% reduction in Part I
crimes and a 7.7% reduction in calls for service over time in the experimental areas (Telep, Mitchell &
Weisburd, 2012).
Additionally, research suggests that most officers are often not provided sufficient information regarding
patrol patterns, but instead generally make these decisions with limited direction (e.g., Famega, Frank, &
Mazerolle, 2005). Hot Spot Policing can overcome this limitation by providing officers specific direction on
what areas are most in need of police attention.
The PPB’s Strategic Services Division was able to use 2010 to 2012 crime and call data for the months of May
to August to identify 167 micro hot spots (500’ x 500’ cells) which comprised 1.1% of the area of the city.
2013 data was then examined using these hot spots (see Appendix A). The areas identified accounted for
19% of the non-officer initiated calls for service and 18% of the crime types which officers could impact
through their presence (calls which generally occur indoors such as shoplifting, domestic violence and
embezzlement where not included). While not true “predictive policing” this analysis demonstrates the
possibility of utilizing these methods to police more effectively. Furthermore, these results confirm an earlier
analysis (see Appendix B) in which .9% of the area of the city accounted for 18% of the crimes examined.
While the strategy will initially entail additional dispatched calls, research suggests that if implemented
properly many, if not most, of the additional calls should be avoided by the improved patrol strategy. Crime
reductions may be realized without additional resources. The development of an automated system for
inputting calls has the potential to simultaneously reduce the workload of both dispatchers (reducing call
loads) and officers (crime reduction benefits).

Stakeholders
•
•
•
•
•

Chief Michael Reese – PPB Chief
Lisa Turley – BOEC Director
Renee Mitchell, Sacramento Police Department, SPD Sergeant and project advisor
Greg Stewart, PPB - Project Manager
Sean Sothern, PPB – Lead Officer
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•
•
•
•

Patrick Jones, BOEC – Partner Agency Coordinator
Murrel Morrely, BOEC – Partner Agency
Kris Henning, Ph.D, PSU – Criminology professor at Portland State University
Kimberly Kahn, Ph.D PSU – Psychology professor at Portland State University

The PPB has assembled a diverse group of stakeholders/advisors to oversee this innovation project. This
group included members of academia, BOEC, PPB, a sergeant from Sacramento PD who is also a Fullbright
scholar and is nationally recognized for her work in evidence-based policing. Drs. Kris Henning and
Kimberly Kahn (both of Portland State University) are participating in this project and providing analytic
expertise for both the evidence-based approaches to crime reduction as well as the potential equity impacts of
the project.
The PPB has assembled a Project Advisory Committee of patrol officers who work in the police precincts,
(i.e. “the street officers”) to advise the Chief on the progress of the project, to work to spread knowledge of
evidence-based policing tactics and to act as a source of information to other officers in their
precincts/divisions about the project. This group should help overcome potential cultural obstacles of this
new program.

Operationalization

The PPB will utilize the technology and analytic resources provided by this innovation to identify and
dispatch officers to pre-selected hot spots for crime on a daily basis. The Strategic Services Division (SSD)
will manage the data input of the “hot spot calls”, thus eliminating the adverse impact of creating 100 or
more additional calls daily on BOEC, thus creating no additional work for the partner organizations.
Officers will respond to these calls on a non-priority basis (meaning no immediate response) to minimize
impact on operations and response times to emergency calls. This will optimize officers’ available time (i.e.
time officers are clear and not on other calls). Officers will spend approximately 15 minutes in each hot spot
engaged in policing activity selected from a range of options provided by SSD (this will include traffic stops,
business checks, citizen contacts and/or meeting with local citizens etc.). Research has shown that spending
15 minutes in hot spots creates a residual benefit in terms of crime reduction after the officers have left
(Koper, 1995). These activities will focus on highly visible patrol, which has been demonstrated to reduce
crime (Braga, Papachristos, & Hureau, 2012).
Automatic Vehicle Locator (AVL) and Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) technology will be used to assess
compliance with the hot spot program. This approach leverages these existing technologies. Data will be
collected for subsequent evaluation.

Data Collection and Analysis

Data collection and analysis related to the proposed study will be managed by the analyst paid for with the
innovation grant funds. Pre-post data on calls for service and criminal offenses in each hot spot will be
obtained from PPB’s Records Management System and CAD systems. These variables, separately and as
change scores (i.e., post – pre), will be subjected to analysis of variance (ANOVA) and post-hoc comparisons
to assess whether there is an overall reduction in crime associated with the hot spots selected for treatment in
this project when compared with hot spots randomly selected as control locations.
To address concerns about crime displacement we propose using procedures developed by Bowers and
Johnson (2003; see also Ratcliffe, Taniguchi, Goff, & Wood, 2011). A weighted displacement quotient will be
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calculated using pre and post counts for each dependent variable from treated cells, 500’ buffer zones
surrounding treatment cells, and control areas. This analysis produces an estimate of the number of crimes
and service calls prevented in treatment areas after taking into consideration any increase in surrounding cells
resulting from displacement (or decrease resulting from diffusion of benefits).
CAD, AVL, and interview data will be used to determine the feasibility of assigning hot spot patrols via a
dispatch system. AVL data will be checked on a random sample of dispatch calls and crosschecked with
CAD data to verify compliance with hot spot patrols. CAD and AVL data will also be used to determine
whether time on site and methods of clearing calls varies over peak and non-peak hours.
As noted previously, for this project, the PPB will develop clearance codes 4 to capture officers’ activity inside
treated hot spots. Activities measured will include: traffic stops, investigative pedestrian contacts, noninvestigative citizen contacts, business contacts and high visibility patrol without other associated activity. At
the conclusion of the study PPB will examine the distribution of officer activities, assess whether activities
varied by shift, precinct, etc., and determine whether outcomes (crime, calls for service) across treatment hot
spots are associated with different distributions of officer activities. Supplemental data sources will be
collected and analyzed to identify other potential outcomes of the intervention.

Goals (Outcomes)
1) The Ability to Automate Call Entry

The hot spot project will require the entry of over 100 randomized hot spot patrol calls daily. The PPB
Crime Analysis Unit possesses the ability to identify the necessary locations, randomize the dispatch patterns
and provide this information (either via geographic coordinates or traditional addresses) in a variety of
electronic formats. Developing (or exploiting this capacity if it exists) the ability to automatically enter these
calls in the dispatch system will be essential in mitigating the project’s impact on BOEC. Additionally, this
capability is essential to the sustainability of the project in the current budgetary environment.
Quantitative Measurement:
The project will measure time spent establishing calls to be dispatched.

2) Conduct a randomized control trial to establish the optimal Hot Spot Policing
strategy for Portland

The hot spot project will require a trial period where both operational issues (such as how best to deploy
officers, what are the best activities to conduct in hot spots) are addressed. As well as values-based questions
can be examined (such as what impact hot spot policing has on disproportionate minority contact by police).
This is especially important as police work to improve community-police relations.
Quantitative Measurement:
The PPB will report lessons learned for operational aspects of the project and analyze the project’s impact on
crime and calls for service.

4

In 2011 the PPB introduced “study codes” into the CAD system. Initially introduced to allow for improved tracking of impact of how issues
such as alcohol, drugs, mental health etc. impact officer workloads, these codes will be adapted for capturing data related to officer activity on
HVIRP patrols.
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The project will also report on the possible impact on disproportionate police contact with minority citizens
in hot spots.

3) Conduct the necessary analysis to identify hot spots for treatment

The hot spot project will require additional analytic resources to identify hot spots and utilize emerging
technologies such as Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and statistical analysis (possibly including
predictive policing) to conduct the necessary analysis to maximize the value of this project.
Quantitative Output:
The project will develop a methodology for determining hot spot locations as well as a notes and material to
ensure the capacity to continue using this technique.

4) Project Outcomes

Quantitative Measures

Observed reductions in crime within the treated hotspots relative to matched pairs of untreated locations.
Quantitative Measures
Equity-based outcome measures, citizen feedback on the initiative and officer feedback on the initiative.

Expected Costs (Budget)
Goal 1: Automate call entry for hot spots

PPB and the Bureau of Emergency Communications (BOEC) believes that it will be possible to use the
“alarm permit file” 5 and a recurring call function to automate the call input for the hot spot project. This
system will reduce call input times from an estimated 6.66 hours a day (four minutes per call times 100 calls
daily) to just .47 hours by using this system. It will allow for calls to be established and rotated every two
weeks instead of daily, greatly reducing costs.
To accomplish this automation requires that the PPB purchase a single license of the full Versaterm CAD
desktop application (the software used to generate calls). Additionally, software for tracking AVL material is
necessary to measure treatment time in the hot spots and ensure compliance with the RCT protocols
This license will cost $6,270.

Goal 2 & 3: Conduct necessary analysis and randomized control trial

To accomplish this goal the PPB is asking for a limited-term (temporary) crime analyst position. The
estimated cost for a 9-month limited term crime analyst is $66,234.

5

A system for creating automated alarm calls which reduces call input times.
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Proposals

The PPB is requesting two possible funding packages from the Innovation fund. Both funding packages are
being requested as grants, as opposed to loans. The reason for this is that the funds seek to minimize costs
associated with the creation of a new project.
While the project should (based on a review of available scientific literature) reduce demand for police
services this reduction will reduce the marginal costs of policing (i.e. it may reduce overtime, fuel and other
savings but will not reduced fixed costs such as salaries and benefits). Actual cost savings to the Police
Bureau will be difficult to capture, and while it would be easy to create estimated savings in terms of average
costs, the PPB would still have to pay for existing fixed costs (see the Return on Investment section for
“potential” cost savings).

Proposal 1

The first proposal is for $6,270 to fund the necessary software for call implementation and no other funds.
This proposal is a small cost considering the potential benefits in reduced time entering calls.
Total cost for Proposal 1:
$6,270

Proposal 2

Proposal 2 asks for both the software necessary to support this project (see Proposal 1) as well as a 9-month
limited term crime analyst.
Total cost for Proposal 2:
$72,504

Return on Investment
Cost Savings

As mentioned above, savings generated by this project should not be calculated using a cost average because
this project will not reduce fixed costs for the PPB. While police calls do have an average cost (which some
agencies calculate by dividing their budget by the number of calls taken) such averaging is inappropriate. The
vast majority of PPB costs in terms of personnel and capitol are fixed. Therefore, cost saving because of
reductions in calls or crimes creates only marginal savings (i.e. some reduced court over-time, reduces use of
paper, gas, electricity etc.) unless they are sufficiently large so that precincts can be closed and personnel laidoff. The inability of the PPB to directly capture the benefits of these cost reductions makes such programs
difficult to fund without external assistance. Programs like the Innovation Fund can help address this
imbalance.
Calls for service and particularly crimes do cost the City of Portland. In fact, the Rand Corporation has
developed a cost calculator for determining societal costs associated with crime and to help calculate potential
fiscal benefits in crime reduction (see http://www.rand.org/jie/centers/quality-policing/cost-of-crime.html).
The PPB has conducted very preliminary analysis of this issue. The following should be considered a very
rough estimate and by no means definitive. This analysis examined crimes that it believed patrol police
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officers could impact 6 in the City of Portland between July 1 and September 30 for the years 2009 to 2012.
Using this data the PPB identified 150 hot spots that accounted for just 0.9% of the city in terms of area but
was associated with 18% of these kinds of crimes (see Appendix B). This analysis identified an average of
767 crimes occurring in just these hot spots over the three months (July through September) for the time
period observed. Table 1 examines the estimated crime reduction if this experiment is run in ½ the identified
hot spots between July 1 and September 30 7.
Table 1: Estimated Crime Reduction for the Hot Spot Experiment
Crimes in HS
Crime Reduction per Sac. RCT
Savings per lowest Rand estimate Savings after Proposal 2 Costs
767
95.875
$205,076.63
$137,572.63

Using the estimates in Table 1 it may be possible to run this experimental trial and save the city, its citizens
and its partners (County and State) $137,572.63.
The PPB will not directly capture the bulk of these savings. The estimate represents reductions in the use of
incarceration, court costs, and losses to citizens in terms of the value of property stolen or harms incurred
etc.
This project has a number of other potential benefits, which cannot be captured in terms of direct savings.
Benefits include:
•
•
•
•
•

6

Develop the use of evidence-based practices in the PPB
The development of an equity-based evaluation process for this project
Improved crime rates which should equate to increased livability, property values and social
engagement
The fact that preliminary analysis has been conducted and that processes are in place to rapidly move
this project to implementation
The existence of external stakeholders (such as PSU and Sgt. Mitchell from the Sacramento Police
Department) who are volunteering time and expertise to the project

This included crimes like motor vehicle theft, non-domestic violence assaults, burglary, certain types of larceny etc.
This figure is derived by taking the average number of annual crimes identified in the early hot spot evaluation, dividing those in half (because
only ½ the hot spots will be treated) , using ½ the reduction in crime observed in the Sacramento PD study to determine the crimes prevented and
multiplying this by the costs associated with an average larceny ($2,139). This estimate is not meant as a precise value for the money the City of
Portland will save but instead examines the savings for citizens, the city as well as other entities such as savings to the County and State as the
result of reduced incarceration. Finally, this estimate is not the result of precise analysis but instead relies on a number assumptions and is
therefore subject to significant variation.

7
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Project Timeline

Hot Spot Policing Project
Analyst
hired and
initial
analysis
begun

Nov. '13 Jan. ' 14 Mar. '14

Innovation
Grant
Application
submited

Pending succes of RCT
the project is expanded
and impelmented on a
permanant basis

Experimental
Phase of project
begun

July ' 14 Oct. '14

Pilot
phase
initiated
and
testing

Jan. '15 Mar. '15

Experimental
phase
concludes;
Analysis
Phase begins

Challenges/Impacted Bureaus

The PPB and BOEC have been working collaboratively on this process for several months and believe they
have successfully addressed the technical challenges associated with this project. The funds provided will
enable the PPB to conduct this RCT without greatly affecting other Bureaus such as BOEC.
The main challenges remaining are cultural. The PPB will be attempting an evidence-based approach to
policing using a randomized control trial to evaluate the implementation. This is a new patrol approach for
the PPB and will be challenging. An additional challenge will be that patrol officers will have less
discretionary time (as the focus of patrol will shift to directed patrol). This technique will initially generate
additional calls and may result in less time for officer to engage in other activities (although research suggests
the net benefit will be positive over time). This shift may cause frustration on the part of officers.
To overcome these challenges the PPB has already provided command training to PPB executive level
leadership on this program as well as related equity training. The PPB has established an internal advisory
board to assist the Chief in evaluating this project. Finally, this board will also be trained in evidence-based
policing approaches with the goal of spreading this approach internally.
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Appendix A – Proof of Concept Hot Spot Map for the City of Portland
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Appendix B – Proof of Concept Hot Spot Map for the City of Portland
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CITY OF PORTLAND

PPB/EBS INNOVATION
FUND REQUEST
UDAR to SAP Interface
Catherine Reiland and Sue Campbell
11/4/2013

This request for $197K in Innovation Funds represents a joint project between the Portland
Police Bureau and the Enterprise Business Solutions team to develop a two-way interface
between the PPB’s UDAR system and the SAP system.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Portland Police Bureau (PPB) relies on the Uniform Daily Assignment Roster
(UDAR), a scheduling application, to track work assignments of sworn personnel and
ensure that precinct minimum staffing needs are met. The UDAR is an essential tool for
the Police Bureau, allowing unique functionality in determining and managing minimum
staffing levels for patrol. Time data for both sworn and non-sworn employees is captured
in the system and timekeeper intervention is required to transfer the time data to SAP, the
City’s payroll system. This duplicate manual entry is time consuming and prone to error.
The Police Bureau, in cooperation with the Enterprise Business Solutions (EBS) team of
the Office of Management and Finance (OMF), proposes building a two-way interface
between the UDAR system and SAP to streamline and automate time capture processes
where possible.
Because of the number of projects in queue and the level of service demands of Police IT,
current staffing resources are unable to fully implement this request. This project
requires General Fund one-time discretionary funding of approximately $197,000 over
fiscal years 2013-2014 and 2014-2015, primarily to fund two full time equivalents. The
costs are outlined under the BUDGET heading of this document.
SCOPE OF WORK
- Document current time capture business process for Police Personnel
- Document required changes to business process and data capture in UDAR
- Blueprint and build the following interface solutions for Police UDAR system:
- SAP to UDAR– Work schedule data
- SAP to UDAR– Employee paid holiday data
- SAP to UDAR– Employee Quota data
- UDAR to SAP – Cost Center additions and modifications
- UDAR to SAP – Biweekly work schedule and daily work schedule
changes/adjustments
- UDAR to SAP – Employee attendance and absence data including regular
hours worked and exception time
- UDAR to SAP – Overtime entry (necessitates converting from paper OT to
digitized OT entry in the UDAR system)
- SAP - Expanded overtime reporting functionality
TYPE OF PROJECT
Technology and redesigning business processes
POTENTIAL CHALLENGES OR OBSTACLES
The City of Portland has complex timekeeping requirements to support collective
bargaining agreements, and SAP has very specific data requirements. EBS, in
collaboration with the Police Bureau, has identified the following complexities associated
with this project:
-

Police Bureau would need to capture and transmit accurate start and stop
times to SAP
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-

Timekeepers would need to adhere to error handling procedures to ensure
timely and accurate employee payroll

-

Technical and business process procedures must accurately deal with
retroactive changes to employee time data

-

Employee master data that affects pay must be kept up to date in SAP

-

Interface will need to run frequently to ensure the various systems are kept in
sync

-

System of record for manager approvals must be clearly defined

LEAD BUREAU AND OTHER GROUPS IMPACTED
Police Bureau, the Bureau of Human Resources and the EBS division of OMF (including
the assigned BTS Technical team)
PROJECT TIMELINE
The estimated timeline for the completion of this project is 13 months:
Project start date – January 1, 2014
Project end date – February 1, 2015
In order to complete the project, the Police Bureau Information Technology Division will
need to recruit and hire two positions: one Application Analyst IV and one Police
Administrative Support Specialist PASS. Both positions will require a level two
background check.
Total time to recruit and hire two positions: January 1, 2014 – April 1, 2014 total three
months
- Select resource: 1.5 months
- Background (Level 2): 1.5 months
The Application Analyst IV and the PASS will spend ten months on the project from
April 1, 2014 to February 1, 2015.
Tasks to be completed by Application Analyst IV:
Prior to UDAR to SAP interface development - April 1, 2014 – June 1, 2014 total two
months
- Learn UDAR code
- Become acquainted with SOPs and Directives related to:
• Staff and supervisor time entry,
• Supervisor time review,
• Step taken by supervisors to prepare rosters,
• Entry of PTO request and process for supervisor approval,
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• Reports developed in UDAR for supervisors,
• Personnel’s management of active roster and audit reporting,
• Fiscal’s timekeeping processes, viewing/printing of timesheets,
reporting, SAP exception processes (current time entry
methodology), management of staff without assignments, active
roster, and auditing;
• Bureau-wide staffing reports, and
• Administrative features such as managing users and RU’s in
UDAR
Perform UDAR to SAP interface development- June 1, 2014 – December 1, 2014 total
six months
- Review SOW
- Review user functionality specs and acceptance criteria
- Review end to end testing specs and acceptance criteria
- Map data fields
- Generate code for each interface
- Develop process, application workflow, and generate code for overtime
functions
- Generate testing process to ensure user functions and end to end acceptance
criteria are met
- Conduct iterative testing/repair processes
- Initiate and coordinate user group for initial and final product: To include
coordinating testing, feedback collection, change management, version
history, progress reporting with supervisor and user group. User group will
consist of: EBS, Police Fiscal, Police Operations, Police Investigations, and
BHR
- Manage deployment of final product to Police personnel

-

Brief EBS, ITD, and Fiscal personnel on processes, development, issues and
resolutions, and risks

Post implementation support and enhancements – January 1, 2015 – February 1, 2015
total one month
- Support technical issues and revise code.
- Collect, review, approve/disapprove, and develop enhancement requests.
- Brief Duong Pham on requirements, code used, support issues, outstanding
requests
Tasks to be completed by PASS:
- All administrative support related to this project, i.e., meeting
coordination/scheduling, note taking, copying and distribution, etc.
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Tasks to be completed by EBS team:
- Requirements/Blueprinting: March 1, 2014 – June 1, 2014 total three months
- Development (EBS): June 1, 2014 – December 1, 2014 total six months
- Testing: December 1, 2014 – February 1, 2015 total two months
PROJECT OUTCOMES
Full implementation of the UDAR to SAP interface should result in an ongoing savings
of one FTE. Additionally, there are operational efficiencies that should result in higher
productivity throughout the bureau.
The two-way interface, in conjunction with digitizing overtime entries and bureau-wide
ability to use Employee Self Service (ESS) and Management Self Service tools (MSS),
would potentially save an estimated 2,080 hours annually in timekeeping-related tasks.
All must be in place to realize these savings, which are estimated as follows:
- Automated biweekly work schedule changes - 52 hours savings annually
(timekeeper)
- Automated daily work schedule changes - 104 hours savings annually
(timekeeper)
- Automated shift premium changes - 104 hours savings annually (timekeeper)
- Automated exception entry - 510 hours savings annually (timekeeper)
- Digitized overtime entry - 1040 hours savings annually (timekeeper)
- Digitized overtime entry by employee - 270 hours savings annually (employee
and supervisor)
This project provides operational efficiencies by eliminating time currently spent
processing paper overtime slips. Overtime slips are completed by officers immediately
after working the shift. The process of manually filling out overtime slips is error-prone,
often resulting in over or under payments to the officer that then need to be reversed. A
digitized process will allow for built in drop down menus that restrict choices and
increase accuracy. Additionally, an electronic form will contain fields that are
automatically populated and the form can be automatically routed to the appropriate
supervisor.
Electronic overtime forms can be stored in the UDAR system indefinitely. The forms
can be searched, sorted and reported on, eliminating the administrative time spent
entering OT information at the precinct level, sending paper slips through interoffice mail
to Fiscal Services, and the filing of OT slips in Fiscal. With a digitized overtime process
and a UDAR to SAP interface, a greater percentage of overtime generated in the current
pay cycle will be paid in that cycle. Currently, 80% of the overtime slips generated in a
pay cycle (approximately 1,600 slips) are paid in that cycle. An automated process will
increase that to 97%.
The UDAR to SAP interface will allow Fiscal Services to redirect an FTE from
timekeeping to an area of greater need, analysis and reporting. Additionally, the role of
the timekeeper will evolve into a quality assurance, auditing and analysis function,
further increasing the accuracy of time entry and providing more precise data for
decision-making. Operational units will benefit from a reduced administrative workload,
allowing supervisors to devote more time to operational issues. The Police Bureau as a
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whole will experience more accurate data-driven decisions and a greater level of
efficiency.
PERFORMANCE METRICS
Qualitative
- Satisfaction (executive, manager, supervisor, timekeeper, employee, EBS)
Quantitative
- Change in the number of and time to perform manual transactions by
timekeepers
- Change in the number of and time to perform corrections by timekeepers
- Change in the amount of time available for quality assurance and audit by
timekeepers
- Change in the amount of overtime required to complete time entry
- Change in the number of retroactive adjustments
BUDGET
The total General Fund discretionary requested is $196,597.

Application Analyst IVLimited term
PASS-Limited term
Computer Equipment
Phone
Other

ONE TIME
$28,882 FY13-14
$86,716 FY14-15
$18,173 FY13-14
$56,826 FY14-15
$3,000 FY13-14
$300 FY 13-14
$800 FY 14-15
$550 FY 13-14
$1,450 FY 14-15

ON-GOING

Grand Total

TOTAL
$115,598
$74,999
$3,000
$1,000
$2,000
$196,597

The EBS resources dedicated to this project are existing on-going resources as follows:
-

EBS Sr. Business Systems Analyst (existing) – EBS Budget

-

Principal Information Systems Analyst (existing) – BTS Budget

The project leads dedicated to this project are existing on-going resources as follows:
Police lead: Catherine Reiland, Sr. Business Operations Manager, PPB Fiscal Services
Division (3-0727)
EBS lead: Sue Campbell, Principal SAP Business Systems Analyst, EBS team (5-8413)
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Innovation Fund submission:

Implement the “Stratified Model of Problem Solving, Analysis,
and Accountability” at the Portland Police Bureau
Submitted: November 4th, 2013

This submission is meant to serve as a placeholder for a more fleshed-out plan. Police Chief
Mike Reese and his Assistant Chiefs are meeting with the developers of the Stratified Model
on November 5th to determine if the model is appropriate for the Portland Police Bureau.
Based on what is known of the model so far, it appears to fit well with the PPB’s goals for
internal improvements. Due to the timing of this November 5th meeting, and at the suggestion
of Budget Director Andrew Scott, this submission is being sent in to the Innovation Fund Task
Force to meet the November 4th deadline.

Project description
Scope of work
The Stratified Model of Problem Solving, Analysis, and Accountability (“Stratified Model”) is
an evidence-based approach to the reduction of crime and disorder. Developed and tested by
Dr. Rachel Boba Santos and Dr. Roberto Santos, a criminal justice professor and police
commander respectively, with funding from the federal Office of Community Oriented Policing
Services (COPS), the model has been implemented in ten agencies in the US, Canada, and
New Zealand. The Port St. Lucie FL Police Department, where the model was first
implemented, was given the Excellence in Law Enforcement Research Award from the
International Association of Chiefs of Police in 2008 for its partnership with Dr. Rachel Santos
in developing and testing the model.
The Stratified Model incorporates tested best practices from well-known policing approaches,
including hotspots policing, CompStat, problem-oriented policing, traditional policing, and
intelligence-led policing. The model is based on three fundamental assumptions:
1. Problem solving is an effective process for implementing crime reduction strategies;
2. Crime analysis is useful and should guide police in implementing crime reduction
strategies; and
3. Systematic accountability is imperative for organizational change and consistency.
A synopsis from the COPS Guidebook on the Stratified Model explains:
The Stratified Model distinguishes among different types of
problems for which crime reduction strategies are implemented,
and assigns specific ranks with the responsibility for solving these
problems… more complex problems are assigned to higher ranks
in the organization and… the traditional hierarchical structure of the
police organization ensures, through an accountability process, that
the strategies are implemented and effective. That is, by separating
and distinguishing the types of problems, different analyses, crime
Innovation fund submission: Stratified Model at PPB
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reduction responses, and accountability are carried out by different
personnel within the agency, which stratifies the workload and
responsibility.
Importantly, responsibility for systematic problem solving is linearly
related… to rank with higher ranking officers being responsible for
more complex problems which require more in depth and complex
responses. Systematic accountability is also linearly related to rank
and is parallel to systematic problem solving. It is carried out
through systematic assessment and evaluation, a routine tracking
system of responses and their results, as well as regular meetings
that correspond to the temporal nature of the activity they address.
The Stratified Model is not an effort to replace an agency’s existing approach to crime and
disorder reduction, but rather to enhance it for maximum results and accountability.
The most recent adopter of the Stratified Model is Greensboro, North Carolina. The police
department there applied for and received a COPS “micro-grant” of $50,000 to hire Dr.
Rachel Boba Santos to assist them in implementing the model. The process is about halfway
complete, and involves (1) Dr. Santos conducting a needs assessment; (2) Dr. Santos
making recommendations for implementation; (3) Recommendations are operationalized into
a specific implementation plan; (4) Three key stages of implementation occur based on
previous agencies’ implementations; (5) Ongoing evaluation and adjustments are conducted.
We propose to hire Dr. Rachel Santos to assist in the implementation of the Stratified Model
at the Portland Police Bureau, similar to her current work with the Greensboro NC police
department.

Type of project
Process improvement

Potential challenges or obstacles
Portland Police Bureau is already engaged in significant change, and it may be a workload
issue to implement an additional change process.

Lead bureau and other groups impacted
The Portland Police Bureau, the Office of Neighborhood Involvement, their agency partners,
and the community.

Project timeline
Two to three years beyond an award of funding for the project.

Project outcomes
Potential cost savings
To be determined.

Innovation fund submission: Stratified Model at PPB
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Potential operational efficiencies







Faster identification of, response to, and resolution of crime patterns and problems
Prevention of lower-level crime and disorder problems from becoming bigger, more
complex problems
Consistent application of best response for each crime pattern or problem
High quality, efficient, evidence-based processes that are consistent regardless of
personnel changes
Most effort directed at highest-priority problems
Accountability at every level

Who benefits from savings or efficiencies
The community, especially those experiencing crime and disorder problems; PPB’s agency
partners; and the PPB itself.

Performance metrics
To be determined.

Budget
Total GF discretionary requested
To be determined. Approximately $50,000.

Leveraged funds
To be determined.

Return on investment timeline
To be determined.

Ongoing operations and maintenance costs
To be determined.

Staff requirements
To be determined.

Project lead contact information
Mike Reese
Police Chief, Portland Police Bureau
Mike.Reese@portlandoregon.gov
Stephanie Reynolds
Crime Prevention Program Manager, Office of Neighborhood Involvement
Stephanie.Reynolds@portlandoregon.gov

Innovation fund submission: Stratified Model at PPB
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J. Scott Andrews
Commission Chair
Aneshka Dickson
Commissioner
John C. Mohlis
Commissioner

November 4, 2013

Innovation Fund Task Force
City of Portland Innovation Fund
Portland, OR 97204

Steven Straus
Commissioner
Charles A. Wilhoite
Commissioner
Charlie Hales
Mayor
Patrick Quinton
Executive Director

Dear Innovation Fund Task Force,
We are pleased to submit our application to the City of Portland Innovation Fund for the Early
Adopter program. The Innovation Fund aligns with PDC’s current strategies to facilitate
economic growth and new opportunities for Portland. In particular, our agency is continually
identifying creative ways we can leverage the city and its resources efficiently to increase
competitiveness, foster urban innovation, and support business vitality throughout the city. The
Innovation Fund presents an opportunity for PDC and other bureaus to work together in a way
that will support our respective missions while achieving the common goal of a better Portland.
The proposed Early Adopter program is a strategy to more efficiently use the talents and
services of our local tech industry to meet city bureau needs for operations, maintenance and
capital projects. The program will convene city bureaus to identify current opportunities,
challenges and innovation best practices. The bureaus will work as a team (with guidance from a
consultant) to develop a technology-based tool to provide an interface between bureaus and
industry. The platform will allow each group to post ideas and proposed tech solutions such as
software-based management tools or integrated design approaches to hard infrastructure
products.
By embracing early adopter approaches and building on its practice of using public-private
partnerships to achieve economic and environmental goals, Portland can better reach the local
startup community, including minority and women-owned businesses.. . These companies
would benefit considerably from the city’s active role in their business development through
feedback on product demonstrations or direct purchasing.
This program is unique in its creation of collaboration among city bureaus and industry to use
technology for a more a productive and livable city.

222 NW Fifth Avenue
Portland, OR
97209-3859

Thank you for your time and consideration.

503-823-3200 Main
503-823-3368 Fax
503-823-3366 TTY

Sincerely,

Patrick Quinton
Executive Director

J. Scott Andrews
Commission Chair
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CITY OF PORTLAND INNOVATION FUND
Project Proposal: Early Adopter Pilot Program
November 4, 2013

Who supports this concept?

Lead Bureau:

Portland Development Commission

Partner Bureaus:

Bureau of Environmental Services
Bureau of Transportation
Bureau of Planning & Sustainability

Other Groups:

Portland Tech Industry Firms

City bureaus, a signature research center,
Oregon’s largest university and local
businesses. Letters of support for this
concept have been provided by:

Project Description
PDC will partner with city bureaus to develop and pilot an
early adopter program to illuminate tech solutions for city
bureaus’ operations and maintenance (O&M) and capital
project needs, while giving local Portland companies greater
access to a potential customer base. As a foundation, the
program will:
 Develop a platform by identifying current city
innovation activities;
 Convene the bureaus to discuss O&M and capital
needs, opportunities and challenges, and best
practices; and
 Review known local tech products and services,
ranging from software-based management solutions
to integrated design approaches to hard infrastructure
products.
The bureaus will work as a team (with guidance from a
consultant) to craft a technology-based tool that will provide
an interface between bureaus and industry to exchange needs
and proposed solutions.
The concept for this proposal stems from a previous effort
that was managed by the Office of Procurement to gauge the
interest from both the bureaus and private industry on
increasing their accessibility to one another. The city received
an overwhelming positive response from both sides about the
opportunity, but recommended a more institutionalized, longlasting approach. This project addresses that
recommendation. In addition, bureaus including BES and BPS
are engaging with companies in a variety of ways but with the
similar goal of incorporating new technology that produces a
cost savings on investments and improves project
performance. The early adopter program will build on these

Portland Bureau of
Technology Services
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City of Portland Innovation Fund
Project Proposal: Early Adopter Program
Lead Bureau: Portland Development Commission
November 4, 2013

activities to formalize and scale the city-to-business relationships.

What will this do?

Portland is known for its early adopter practices—using data and
technology to implement solutions that enhance the city’s quality
of life for businesses and residents. We have seen these
successes in areas such as the city’s leadership in the number of
LEED-certified projects and electric vehicle infrastructure
installation, and our utilities’ early entrance into the renewable
and energy efficiency markets. PDC seeks to leverage the city’s
early adopter culture by using the City of Portland’s purchasing
power to support local technology product and service providers.
In addition to the economic efficiency that such a partnership
could create, the program complements existing citywide
strategies including the Economic Development Strategy and the
Climate Action Plan.

It will bring value to the city and private
industry
This proposal creates an interface so
needs can be efficiently communicated
between the City of Portland and local
businesses. It will:




Help city government function
more efficient and provide better
service
Provide real feedback to local
businesses and access to a
potential first customer

Portland’s own tech businesses think of their city as a living
laboratory. These emerging firms are typically seeking a first
customer to support the commercialization and/or market
expansion of a product or service. In many instances, city government is an ideal first customer, whose
implementation of a new technology solution also improves services to the public. A recent example of a
successful match between government and industry has been the partnership between TriMet and
GlobeSherpa, a mobile ticketing platform. TriMet recently implemented the ticketing platform into its
own systems. Within the first month, the platform sold 100,000 tickets, translating into $450,000 in
sales. TriMet’s cost for selling electronic tickets is significantly less than the traditional paper ticket,
which has the agency promoting the mobile ticketing solution throughout Portland to an
overwhelmingly positive response from customers. GlobeSherpa can use the positive promotion to
market its service to other transit authorities across the country.
Partnership:
GlobeSherpa & TriMet
Through its partnership with start-up
GlobeSherpa, TriMet became the nation’s
first transit authority to accept mobile
payments for multiple modes of public
transit.

2
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City of Portland Innovation Fund
Project Proposal: Early Adopter Program
Lead Bureau: Portland Development Commission
November 4, 2013

The city offers an expansive universe for the application of local technologies and services in both capital
projects and O&M ongoing needs. Opportunities range from increasing public participation through
smart phone applications, to standardizing and analyzing massive available city datasets for operating
efficiencies, to installing new material technologies as part of right of way and infrastructure
investments. The options are considerable, and these kinds of pioneering solutions will be unlocked by
connecting Portland’s city and local industry innovators.
Scope of Work
To ensure long-term benefit and success, this proposal launches a pilot phase of an early adopter
program. The pilot consists of two key deliverables: a technical platform and a coordinating crossbureau advisory committee. The technical platform is the interface between city bureaus and local
companies as a means to consolidate points of contact and supply and demand information exchange.
Bureaus could post their O&M needs, potential projects to implement policy goals, and/or problem
statements; while the firms could upload information about their company, solutions, and/or provide
responses to posed problem statements. The following scope of work is required to deliver on these
outcomes:


Convene Advisory Committee: PDC would convene an Advisory Committee made up of city
bureau staff to launch and promote the pilot phase; serve as project team for the scope of work;
and make a recommendation regarding institutionalizing an early adopter program. During the
pilot phase, the Advisory Committee will meet monthly to solicit and select a consultant team;
share O&M and capital opportunities and challenges and best practices; coordinate with PDC on
industry engagement; and provide input on platform development. Once the program is
developed and operational, the Advisory Committee will meet on a quarterly basis to review
company submissions.
There would also be a set of strategic advisors to support the Advisory Committee by providing
insight and expertise to the project. It is envisioned that this group would consist of both local
partners such as Portland State University and OR BEST, as well as the Kauffman Foundation
who has been a leader this subject area.



Retain consultant for design and development of tech solution (likely web-based): The
Committee will develop a RFP to retain a consultant team to facilitate discussions and
recommend tech solutions to bureau needs. The consultant team is expected to include a range
of skills including engagement, user design and back-end technology development and
deployment.



Convene industry with Advisory Committee: Once the Advisory Committee has inventoried a
joint list of opportunities and challenges, the Committee will convene a select group of tech
companies to provide insight into the kind of information that would be useful in the tech
solution to help them market their products and services to bureaus.

3
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City of Portland Innovation Fund
Project Proposal: Early Adopter Program
Lead Bureau: Portland Development Commission
November 4, 2013

The early adopter program is a strategy to give a greater number of small companies access to
working with the city bureaus. PDC will make a special effort to include minority and womenowned businesses in the industry conversation and program development. PDC will do this by
integrating its existing initiatives such as inclusive entrepreneurship and connecting traded
sector activities to neighborhood economic development into the program. Ultimately, this
effort will reach companies that may not be aware of government partnership opportunities or
have not been able to enter the market via traditional procurement channels.


Assemble the information for the tech platform development: The tech platform will be an
interface between city bureaus and tech companies. The Advisory Committee will determine
content based on its inventory of opportunities and industry input.



Design and launch tech platform: The final step of the pilot will be to develop and launch the
tech platform. It will be a user-friendly product that creates a more efficient and effective way
for the city and industry to connect. Near-term measures of success will be increased exchange
between bureaus and industry and the progress of two or more partnerships/projects to test
phase.

Advisory Committee
The success of this effort will be based largely upon collaboration among city bureaus to develop a
solution that will meet their needs and improve individual bureaus’ ability to deliver public services,
while providing new economic development opportunities to the city’s clean-tech industry. Committee
members will have the following responsibilities:






Provide input on the development of the RFP for consultant and weigh in on the ultimate
selection
Participate in industry convening
Review technical platform solutions
City staff act as liaison to their own bureau to ensure engagement, information gathering, and
buy-in
Post pilot phase: review and respond to company submittals (likely on quarterly basis) and

Advisory Committee Members (Proposed)






Portland Development Commission
Bureau of Transportation
Bureau of Environmental Services
Bureau of Planning & Sustainability
Bureau of Technology





Office of Management & Finance /
Office for Community Technology
2 private sector representatives
Mayor’s Office
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City of Portland Innovation Fund
Project Proposal: Early Adopter Program
Lead Bureau: Portland Development Commission
November 4, 2013

Strategic Advisors
The following is a short list of proposed strategic advisors who are uniquely positioned to supplement
the knowledge and expertise of the Advisory Committee. The university system is a key actor in the
commercialization of technology by providing laboratory space and equipment as well as gap funding to
start-up companies. Entities such as Portland State and Oregon BEST would also benefit from
participating in the pilot to better connect their activities with the city’s opportunities and constraints.
Finally, the Kauffman Foundation is a national leader in supporting the connection between
entrepreneurship and resource efficiency in cities. The foundation has given accolades to Portland’s
budding entrepreneurship ecosystem and sees great potential in this program.




Portland State University, Institute for Sustainable Solutions: Opportunities for involvement and
practicum
Oregon BEST: Link to the state’s university system and provides gap funding to start-up clean
technology companies.
Kauffman Foundation: National leader in entrepreneurship and best practices

Potential Challenges or Obstacles


Each of the city bureaus has its own mission and culture in which to execute projects and carry
out the functions of that agency. It will be imperative for each of the participating bureaus to
have a sense of ownership over this program to ensure that the information exchanged within
the Advisory Committee and with the tech industry is filtered back through the agency in order
to capitalize on opportunities.



The Advisory Committee and consultant team will need to find the best manner in which to
collate and communicate information on the tech solution so that it is useful to the respective
bureaus.



As project or partnership opportunities are identified during the pilot phase, close coordination
with existing city policy and processes (including public procurement and permitting) will be
important to flag issues or adjustments, if any, that may be needed to address an early adopter
effort as distinct from the city’s conventional approach.

5
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City of Portland Innovation Fund
Project Proposal: Early Adopter Program
Lead Bureau: Portland Development Commission
November 4, 2013

Project timeline
FY 2013-14
January

Advisory Committee
-off meeting
Devise scope of work / Post consultant RFP

February / March

Select consultant
Convene industry for input
Gather bureau input, opportunities and project proposals

April / May

Tech platform design and development
Identify low-hanging project opportunities for early implementation

June

Complete tech platform development

FY 2014-15
July / August

Public launch of Early Adopter program
Outreach to industry
Bureaus continue to populate the tech platform with project proposals

September

Convene Advisory Committee to review submittals and discuss potential
uses

October / November

Identify at least two additional new project opportunities for early
implementation

December

End of pilot – recommendation by Advisory Committee on early adopter
program next steps

Risks to Project Timing


The Advisory Committee members will need to determine how their respective bureaus can
best use this program in a manner that will benefit their respective mission and structure and
committee members will need to agree across bureaus about pilot program short term focus
and prioritization. Simultaneously, the committee will need to reach consensus in a relatively
short period of time to determine best way in which to exchange information with industry.

6
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City of Portland Innovation Fund
Project Proposal: Early Adopter Program
Lead Bureau: Portland Development Commission
November 4, 2013



The design and development of a tech solution can be time intensive. The consultant will need
to be efficient in gleaning information from both bureaus and industry to create the solution.

Project Outcomes
The program is positioned to provide several benefits to both the city and industry in its goal of
coordinating and streamlining the way in which the city interacts with the business community on new
technology solutions. We will consider the pilot phase a success if it achieves the following:





Provide a platform that facilitates a better exchange of ideas between government (potential
purchaser) and firms
Create a transparent technical solution that is efficient, scalable and can be readily used by both
parties
Establishes five new bureau-industry discussions that otherwise would not have occurred
Leads to two or more projects that are progressing to test phase

Potential Cost Savings or Increased Revenues
The project will create a process and platform for bureaus to share ideas and experiences around new
technology and innovation with direct input from industry. The industry perspective may illuminate new
strategies to expedite ways of doing business and/or projects that will ultimately save city resources—
most notably time and money. The city would begin to see these cost savings and potential new revenue
streams once the solutions have been implemented. In this model, the city will be spending its dollars to
support the growth of local businesses which will in turn be paying business fees and taxes that add to
Portland’s economy.
A recent example of a revenue-generating model stems from a partnership between Lucid Energy, a
Portland-based firm and the city’s water bureau. In this instance, the bureau installed a LucidPipe Power
System (an in-pipe hydropower technology that generates electricity from flowing water) in tandem
with a large construction project at Powell Butte. The pipe will generate 1,100 megawatt hours of
energy per year—enough to power 150 homes. The $1.7 million pilot has been privately funded to
demonstrate Lucid’s proof of concept, while the city will share in the anticipated revenue from the sale
of generated electricity estimated at $55,000 in the first year. This public private partnership
demonstrates the variety of ways in which the city could structure early adopter projects.

Potential Operational Efficiencies & Beneficiaries
The key value-add of this project is increased efficiency and responsiveness. By bringing multiple
bureaus and private businesses under one effort, we will establish a more formalized method for
industry to begin a conversation with the city and simultaneously interface with several bureaus at one
time.
7
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Project Proposal: Early Adopter Program
Lead Bureau: Portland Development Commission
November 4, 2013

The City of Portland, the local tech industry and the public all benefit from this project.

City of Portland Bureaus

Local Tech Industry

Public Citizens

Better information on what is
currently available in the marketplace

Access to market information and
exchange with bureaus that may
otherwise not occur / greater civic
engagement from the business
leaders

Long-term challenges may be
resolved with new solutions

Greater cost efficiency through
testing new technologies and greater
coordination between the bureaus on
experiences

Locale for product demonstration and
proof of concept

Increased efficiency via lower
costs or more services

Opportunity to increase cost
effectiveness via local purchasing

Potential for City of Portland to be
“first customer”

Purchasing dollars stay in the
local economy and recirculate.

Performance Metrics
On a quarterly basis this project will report the:





Number of concepts posted by each bureau
Number of submittals received from private business
Number of exchanges between bureaus and industry resulting from platform
Number of projects under way

Budget
Total General Fund Discretionary Requested
Project Budget FY 2013/14 – FY 2016/17
BUDGET

Sources of Funds

Fiscal
Year

Request

2013-14

$40,000

Match
Dollars
(PDC)

TOTAL

$40,000

$80,000

Uses of Funds
Site
Hosting

Consultant

$2,000

$61,000

Reimbursable

Contingency

$5,000

$12,000

TOTAL

(Technical,
branding &
marketing)

$80,000

2014-15

$40,000

$40,000

$80,000

$2,000

$61,000

$5,000

$12,000

$80,000

Total

$80,000

$80,000

$160,000

$4,000

$122,000

$10,000

$24,000

$160,000
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City of Portland Innovation Fund
Project Proposal: Early Adopter Program
Lead Bureau: Portland Development Commission
November 4, 2013

Leveraged Funds
The table above shows PDC will commit a total of $80,000 over the next two fiscal years to this project,
which is a 1:1 match for the project funding. PDC will use the federal Jobs, Innovation and Accelerator
Challenge (JIAC) Grant as its source for match funding—which will also account for more than half of the
costs in the first fiscal year.
Return on Investment Timeline
The upfront costs to establish a process that stands to generate significant sustained cost savings and
potential revenue for the City of Portland are relatively low. With a small upfront investment, the pilot
will create partnerships between government and industry that would likely not occur but for a catalyst
program like early adopter. Ideally, the program will leverage multiple public-private partnerships
between bureaus and tech firms.
Ongoing Operations and Maintenance Costs
PDC is committed to being the lead agency for the pilot and providing the staff time and match funds to
develop the project. The initial costs in establishing the tech solution will be spent in the first two years
of the project. After that, the maintenance costs will likely be nominal hosting fees. (Please see the
projected timeline above for the proposed program as an indicator of ongoing costs.) Other incurred
costs will depend upon the future of the program in terms of its expansion beyond the tech industry as
well as the features made available on the tech solution. PDC proposes a review of the program at the
end of year one to confirm that it is adding value for both the bureaus and industry and that it should
continue. Assuming that it is successful, the Advisory Committee will agree on future participation and
time commitments from participating bureaus.
Staff Requirements
This project aligns with the city’s economic development strategies and the associated PDC clean tech
industry strategy and staff work plans. PDC has a plan to reprioritize work, so no additional staff would
be needed to execute. Partner bureaus will need to assign one staff member to be the bureau lead and
participate on the advisory board for this project.

PDC

Single Bureau*
Est.
Staff
FTE for
Staff
Time
project
(Hours)
Costs

Total
Staff
Costs

FY

FTE for
project

Staff Time
(Hours)

Est. Staff
Costs

2013-14

1.00

1040

$60,320

0.035

36

$2,088

$75,400

0.50

520

$30,160

0.035

36

$2,088

1.50

1,560

$90,480

0.7

72

$4,176

$32,248
$107,648

(Jan-June)

2014-15
(July-Dec)

Total

*Total number of bureau hours will depend on number of bureaus participating.
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DATE:	
  10.31.13	
  
	
  	
  
FROM:	
  	
  Ben	
  McKinley	
  
	
  	
  
Cascade	
  web	
  development	
  supports	
  the	
  Portland	
  Development	
  Commission’s	
  proposal	
  to	
  the	
  City	
  of	
  Portland	
  
Innovation	
  Fund	
  for	
  an	
  Early	
  Adopter	
  program,	
  which	
  will	
  facilitate	
  greater	
  opportunities	
  for	
  collaboration	
  
between	
  the	
  City	
  and	
  the	
  local	
  technology	
  industry	
  in	
  identifying	
  solutions	
  for	
  city	
  bureaus.	
  
	
  	
  
This	
  proposal	
  presents	
  an	
  opportunity	
  for	
  local	
  companies	
  such	
  as	
  mine	
  to	
  connect	
  with	
  the	
  City	
  in	
  a	
  pioneering	
  
way,	
  by	
  providing	
  a	
  platform	
  to	
  exchange	
  information	
  and	
  offer	
  expertise	
  that	
  can	
  leverage	
  the	
  City’s	
  resources.	
  
Simultaneously,	
  cascade	
  finds	
  great	
  value	
  in	
  the	
  potential	
  of	
  a	
  new	
  customer	
  such	
  as	
  the	
  City	
  who	
  is	
  willing	
  to	
  
test or	
  purchase	
  an	
  early	
  stage	
  product	
  and	
  provide	
  real	
  feedback	
  on	
  its	
  performance.	
  	
  	
  
	
  	
  
Cascade	
  is	
  a	
  digital	
  strategy	
  and	
  development	
  company	
  that	
  offers	
  a	
  variety	
  of	
  web	
  based	
  solutions.	
  	
  Our	
  
solutions	
  include	
  web	
  sites,	
  intranets,	
  remote	
  collaboration	
  tools,	
  mobile	
  apps	
  and	
  digital	
  marketing.	
  	
  We	
  are	
  
strong	
  supporters	
  of	
  the	
  community	
  with	
  myself	
  and	
  members	
  of	
  my	
  staff	
  sitting	
  on	
  a	
  number	
  of	
  boards	
  and	
  
committees	
  to	
  move	
  this	
  city	
  forward.	
  	
  	
  
	
  	
  
We	
  are	
  a	
  part	
  of	
  the	
  Portland	
  business	
  community	
  and	
  see	
  the	
  City	
  of	
  Portland	
  as	
  leader	
  in	
  supporting	
  the	
  local	
  
innovation	
  economy.	
  Cascade	
  is	
  interested	
  in	
  playing	
  a	
  role	
  in	
  the	
  Early	
  Adopter	
  program	
  and	
  willing	
  to	
  meet	
  
with	
  the	
  Advisory	
  Board	
  to	
  provide	
  the	
  private	
  business	
  perspective	
  as	
  well	
  as	
  adding	
  information	
  about	
  our	
  
company,	
  products,	
  and	
  services	
  to	
  the	
  tech	
  platform.	
  
	
  	
  
Thank	
  you	
  for	
  the	
  opportunity	
  to	
  show	
  our	
  support.	
  
	
  	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  

	
  
Ben	
  McKinley	
  
cascade	
  web//development	
  –	
  founder/ceo	
  
brandlive	
  –	
  cofounder/board	
  member	
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CITY OF PORTLAND

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND FINANCE
Charlie Hales, Mayor
Jack D. Graham, Chief Administrative Officer

Ben Berry
Chief Technology Officer
Bureau of Technology Services
1120 SW Fifth Ave., Suite 450
Portland, Oregon 97204-1912
(503) 823-5198
FAX (503) 823-5194
TTY (503) 823-6868

November 4, 2013

Patrick Quinton
Executive Director
Portland Development Commission
222 NW 5th Avenue
Portland, OR 97209
Dear Mr. Quinton,
The Bureau of Technology Services (BTS) supports the Portland Development Commission’s
proposal to the City of Portland Innovation Fund for an Early Adopter program. We believe this
pilot and program will help facilitate greater opportunities for the City and local businesses to
interact, create a platform for exchange, and identify new ideas and solutions for our City’s
operational and capital project needs.
We see the potential for the Early Adopter program to support us in our mission to provide cost
effective and quality services to the public. The program is structured to create a streamlined
approach to provide bureaus with current and new solutions that are in the local marketplace. By
testing and even purchasing from local companies, city bureaus will realize cost savings and/or
increase their service to the Portland community. In the process this will support the next
generation of Portland-based companies.
BTS is committed to working with the Portland Development Commission and fellow bureaus to
identify ways in which the City as a whole can maximize its financial and capital resources
through stronger cross-bureau coordination and private industry partnerships. We believe the
Early Adopter program is well positioned to achieve these goals. We are prepared to participate
on the proposed Advisory Committee that will meet regularly throughout the next calendar year
to further develop and implement the program.
Thank you for the opportunity to show our support.
Sincerely,
Ben Berry
Chief Technology Officer
Bureau of Technology Services
City of Portland
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November 4, 2013
Nat Parker
GlobeSherpa
2025 NW Overton Street
Portland, OR 97209

GlobeSherpa supports the Portland Development Commission’s proposal to the City of Portland Innovation Fund for
an Early Adopter program which will facilitate greater opportunities for collaboration between the City and the local
technology industry in identifying solutions for city bureaus.
This proposal presents an opportunity for local companies such as mine to connect with the City in a pioneering way, by
providing a platform to exchange information and offer expertise that can leverage the City’s resources. Simultaneously,
GlobeSherpa finds great value in the potential of a new customer such as the City who is willing test or purchase an early
stage product and provide real feedback on its performance.
GlobeSherpa is a Portland, Oregon-based software company that specializes in mobile application development for transit and parking agencies. We strive to be the most innovative provider of mobile software and services that enable our
clients to improve operations and better serve their customers.
We are a part of the Portland business community and see the City of Portland as leader in supporting the local innovation economy. GlobeSherpa is interested in playing a role in the Early Adopter program and willing to meet with the
Advisory Board to provide the private business perspective as well as adding information about our company, products,
and services to the tech platform.
Thank you for the opportunity to show our support.

Sincerely,

Nat Parker
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November 1, 2013
Patrick Quinton
Executive Director
Portland Development Commission
222 NW 5th Avenue
Portland, OR 97209
Dear Mr. Quinton,
Indow Windows supports the Portland Development Commission’s proposal to the City of
Portland Innovation Fund for an Early Adopter program. It will facilitate greater opportunities for
collaboration between the city and the local technology and clean tech industries in identifying
solutions for city bureaus’ operations and maintenance and capital project needs.
This proposal presents an opportunity for local companies such as Indow Windows to connect
with the city in a pioneering way, by providing a platform to exchange information and offer
expertise that can leverage the City’s resources. We are a nimble and innovative company by
nature and would find great value in the city as a new customer, who is willing to test or
purchase an early stage product and provide real-time feedback on its performance.
Indow Windows produces custom thermal window inserts for the residential and commercial
markets. Our product creates a double paned window with a patented compression tube
resulting in 94% of the thermal insulation of standard double pane replacement windows and
overall energy savings that often exceed replacement windows.
We are a part of the Portland business community and see the City of Portland as a leader in
supporting the local innovation economy. Indow Windows is interested in playing a role in the
Early Adopter program and is prepared to meet with the Advisory Board to provide the private
business perspective as well as adding information about our company, products, and services
to the tech platform.
Thank you for the opportunity to show our support.
Sincerely,

Sam Pardue
CEO, Founder
	
  
2267 N. Interstate Ave. Portland, OR 97227 p. (503) 284-2260 indowwindows.com
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Institute for Sustainable Solutions
Post Office Box 751 - SUST
Portland, Oregon 97207-0751
Market Center Building
Suite 110, 1600 SW 4th Ave.
Portland, OR 97201

sustainability@pdx.edu
www.pdx.edu/sustainability

November 3, 2013
Patrick Quinton
Executive Director
Portland Development Commission
222 NW 5th Avenue
Portland, OR 97209
Dear Mr. Quinton,
The Institute for Sustainable Solutions at Portland State University (ISS) supports the Portland
Development Commission’s proposal to the City of Portland Innovation Fund for an Early
Adopter program. The pilot is an opportunity for greater collaboration amongst the city,
technology industry, and academic partners to build upon the city as a living laboratory.
As an academic institution and the hub for sustainability at Portland State University, ISS sees the
potential for the Early Adopter program to support our mission in developing sustainable practices
via multi-disciplinary approaches. We recently launched the Clean Challenge in partnership with
Wells Fargo to support campus clean tech innovators and entrepreneurs. The competition was a
great success and an indicator that there is much more to be done to elevate our entrepreneurial
potential. There is a tremendous amount of synergy amongst the innovation activities occurring
throughout the city. The Early Adopter program is the nexus to capture and leverage the work that
has been done to date to prepare tomorrow’s workforce, support the growth of the entrepreneur
tech community, while benefiting city projects.
ISS is committed to working with the Portland Development Commission to identify ways in
which the City as a whole can maximize its financial and capital resources through stronger
partnerships with academia and industry. We believe the Early Adopter program is well positioned
to help us achieve these goals. We are prepared to be a strategic advisor to the project throughout
the next calendar year to further develop and implement the program.
Thank you for the opportunity to show our support.
Sincerely,

Jennifer H. Allen
Jennifer H. Allen, Ph.D.
Director, Institute for Sustainable Solutions and Associate Professor, Public Administration
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DATE: 11/01/13
FROM: Kristofer Beem of RapidMade Inc.
RapidMade Inc supports the Portland Development Commission’s proposal to the City of Portland
Innovation Fund for an Early Adopter program which will facilitate greater opportunities for
collaboration between the City and the local technology industry in identifying solutions for city
bureaus’ O&M and capital project needs.
This proposal presents an opportunity for local companies such as mine to connect with the City in a
pioneering way, by providing a platform to exchange information and offer expertise that can leverage
the City’s resources. Simultaneously, RapidMade Inc finds great value in the potential of a new customer
such as the City who is willing to test or purchase an early stage product and provide real-time feedback
on its performance.
RapidMade provides advanced design, materials and manufacturing solutions that help clients create
new products, accelerate development, improve quality, and lower cost. Early stage and up & coming is
where we excel.
We are a part of the Portland business community and see the City of Portland as a leader in supporting
the local innovation economy. RapidMade Inc is interested in playing a role in the Early Adopter
program and willing to meet with the Advisory Board to provide the private business perspective as well
as adding information about our company, products, and services to the tech platform.
Thank you for the opportunity to show our support.
Sincerely,

Kristofer Beem
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October 29, 2013
FROM: Walker Tracker
Walker Tracker supports the Portland Development Commission’s proposal to the City of
Portland Innovation Fund for an Early Adopter program which will facilitate greater opportunities
for collaboration between the City and the local technology industry in identifying solutions for
city bureaus’ O&M and capital project needs.
This proposal presents an opportunity for local companies such as mine to connect with the City
in a pioneering way, by providing a platform to exchange information and offer expertise that can
leverage the City’s resources. Simultaneously, Walker Tracker finds great value in the potential
of a new customer such as the City who is willing to test or purchase an early stage product and
provide real feedback on its performance.
Walker Tracker creates and administers private, activity-based wellness portals for
organizations. We provide the tools, communications structure, and expert guidance to
integrate wellness into your organizational culture, engaging employees in fun challenge events
that promote exercise and well-being.
We are a part of the Portland business community and see the City of Portland as leader in
supporting the local innovation economy. Walker Tracker is interested in playing a role in the
Early Adopter program and willing to meet with the Advisory Board to provide the private
business perspective as well as adding information about our company, products, and services
to the tech platform.
Thank you for the opportunity to show our support.
Sincerely,

David Mays
President
Walker Tracker
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~ -

CITY OF PORTLAND

~~* ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
1120 SW Fifth Avenue, Room 1000, Portland, Oregon 97204 - Nick Fish, Commissioner - Dean Marriott, Director
October 31, 2013
Patrick Quinton
Executive Director
Portland Development Commission
222 NW 5th Avenue

0" .
Dear~t'~ --

Portland, OR 97209CX.•

The Bureau of Environmental Services (BES) supports the Portland Development Commission's
proposal to the City of Portland Innovation Fund for an Early Adopter program. Like all
government, BES is under pressure to accomplish more with fewer resources. We would
welcome greater opportunities for collaboration between the City and the local technology
industry to identify new ideas and solutions for our bureau's operational and capital project
needs. Our understanding is that the Early Adopter program would create a platform for
exchanging ideas and solutions between the public and private sectors.
Our core mission requires that we provide cost effective and quality services to the public. Our
experience is that information about new technologies that are available in the local
marketplace is the key to innovation in our business practices that can help us drive down costs
of operations and maximize the effectiveness of our capital improvement program. The ability
for BES employees to discuss problems directly with local technology companies allows for
rapid development of new ideas, products and services that are beneficial to all parties.
Currently, we meet with companies seeking the kind of feedback and communication that is
proposed in the Early Adopter program. We also share best practices with other bureaus. An
inter-bureau Advisory Committee that brings focus to these interactions for the benefit of the
City and our local technology industry could make the process even more effective.
BES is prepared to work with the Portland Development Commission and other bureaus to
identify ways in which the City as a whole can maximize its financial and capital resources
through stronger cross-bureau coordination and private industry partnerships. The Early
Adopter program should position us to help achieve these goals. We would be pleased to
participate on the proposed Advisory Committee to further develop and implement the
program.
Thank you for providing leadership on this issue.

Dean Marriott
Ph: 503-823-7740 Fax: 503-823-6995 - www.portlandoregon.gov /bes - Using recycled paper. - An Equal Opporhtnity Employer.
For disability accommodation requests call 503-823-7740, Oregon Relay Service at 1-800-735-2900, or TDD 503-823-6868.
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M EM O
DATE:

November 4, 2013

TO:

Innovation Fund Task Force

FROM:

Susan Anderson, Director

CC:

Andrew Scott, City Budget Office
Patrick Quinton, PDC
Leah Treat, PBOT
Mike Abbaté, Parks and Recreation

SUBJECT:

Support for three Innovation Fund proposals

In addition to the two proposals that BPS has submitted, I would like to express support for
three other proposals to the Innovation Fund.
1. PDC: Early Adopter Program
This program will help facilitate opportunities for collaboration between the City and the
local technology industry, accelerating the adoption of innovative technologies by bureaus
and supporting emerging products and services developed by Portland businesses.
The Early Adopter program has the potential to advance BPS’s mission to provide creative and
practical solutions to community challenges. By testing and in some cases purchasing
innovative products and services from local technology companies, bureaus can benefit from
increased efficiency while supporting the next generation of Portland based companies.
This program aligns with existing BPS activities, including assisting new companies with
identifying demonstration opportunities throughout the City of Portland. In addition, we are
currently updating the Climate Action Plan and have identified business partnerships as a
strategy to accelerate carbon reduction solutions. Improved information exchange with
industry will strengthen our ability to recognize and support emerging innovations at local
firms.
2. PBOT: Old Town Chinatown Neighborhood Energy Efficient Transportation Mobility Hub
PBOT’s proposal to improve both the energy efficiency and functionality of the lighting in the
Entertainment District exemplifies the work of the City Energy Challenge, which seeks to cut
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City energy bills, reduce carbon pollution, and improve City services. LED lighting offers both
energy savings and increased public safety. LED lighting has the dual advantage of using
substantially less energy than the technologies it replaces—often savings of 50 percent or
more—while also adding the ability to dim or brighten lighting levels as needed. PBOT’s
proposal also includes transportation surveillance cameras for monitoring performance of the
traffic signal system, expanding the City’s capabilities to manage its transportation system in
real time.
3. Parks: Aquatic Center Water Heating Efficiencies and Replacement of Walker Direct
Digital Control System
Parks is proposing to upgrade boilers at six of its aquatic facilities and replace the aging
control system for its heating and ventilation system at the Dishman Community Center. Like
the PBOT LED project, these projects advance the City’s long standing City Energy Challenge,
in this case by improving the efficiency of building systems to save energy and improve the
comfort and customer experience of the facilities. Both of these projects are reliable
investments in demonstrated technologies that will produce a return to the General Fund
while advancing the City’s energy and carbon goals.

BPS is prepared to provide technical assistance and otherwise support PDC, PBOT and Parks in
implementing their proposals, including serving on PDC’s proposed Advisory Committee and
assisting in any remaining processes and paperwork to secure Energy Trust rebates.
Please let me know if you have questions about our interest in any of these proposals. Thank
you for the opportunity to convey my support.

2 of 2
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M EM O
DATE:

November 4, 2013

TO:

Innovation Fund Task Force

FROM:

Susan Anderson, Director

CC:

Andrew Scott, Director, City Budget Office

SUBJECT:

Innovation Fund Proposal: Landslide Mapping Project

Introduction
This proposal is to produce high quality, detailed maps of landslide risk areas to improve the
City’s ability to prepare for landslides. These maps will enable City bureaus to route
infrastructure to limit risk and avoid costly damage to roads, pipes and other assets. These
maps will also enable homeowners and developers to better anticipate costs associated with
their building projects and avoid unnecessary and costly geotechnical engineering in low risk
areas.
Landslides are a major geologic hazard in Oregon. Landslides have created a number of
problems in and around Portland’s hills, damaging private property, transportation corridors,
fuel and energy conduits and communication facilities. Development and other human
activities can activate landslides. Increased runoff, excavation in hillsides, shocks and
vibrations from construction, non engineered fill and changes in vegetation from land clearing
can trigger landslide events. In addition, climate change projections suggest Portland will
experience wetter winters, exacerbating landslide events.
Accurate maps help to prevent and plan around potential landslides. Unfortunately, existing
landslide susceptibility maps in use throughout the City are old and known to be inaccurate.
More accurate topographic information, derived from 2004, 2005, and 2007 LiDAR (Light
Detection and Ranging) flights, is available for the Portland metropolitan region. This project
proposes to contract with the Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries (DOGAMI)
to use the updated data to generate shallow and deep landslide susceptibility mapping of
Portland. This project would greatly improve the detail and accuracy of the landslide hazard
maps used by multiple City bureaus (see Figure 1, page 2).
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New, accurate and precise landslide maps will be used by any bureau conducting work related
to public construction projects, emergency response coordination, asset management, natural
hazard mitigation, and permitting private development. The attached proposal from DOGAMI
details the project process, scope of work, and deliverables.
Figure 1: Landslide Hazard Map Examples

Existing Map Detail

LiDAR Based Map Detail

Source for LiDAR Based Map: Burns, William J., 2009, Shallow Seated Landslide Susceptibility Map of the Northwest Quarter of
the Linnton Quadrangle, Multnomah and Washington County, Oregon, Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries
Technical Report to Washington County, Oregon.

Background
The Bureau of Transportation has been documenting landslide events in Portland for decades.
Since 1974, over 1,300 landslide events have been recorded, averaging 34 per year. In 1996,
due to record rainfalls, a total of 606 events were recorded. Many of these landslides are
small events that require removal of debris from roadways. However, when a landslide affects
the stability of the roadway itself, or when a landslide undermines a structural foundation,
the expense of landslide mitigation is typically very high. Examples from recent landslide
mitigation projects are provided in Table 1 on the following page.

2 of 7
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Table 1. Examples of costs/losses from recent landslides
Year

Effect

2011

Landslide Location
Springwater on the
Willamette

2011

1433 SE Reedway St.

2011

1376 SW Broadway Dr.

2011

Damage to roadway

2011

Sam Jackson Parkway
Cornell Rd. at Audubon
Society

2012

2740 NW Calumet Dr.

Loss of yard and deck support

Partial Loss of Trail Support
Damage to private property and
public trail at Oaks Bottom
Damage to private property and
Broadway Drive

Damage to public roadway

Mitigation
Cost

Public/Private
Expense

$541,000**

Public BPR

$122,000*

Private

Combined
$1,413,000

Public PBOT

$71,437

Public PBOT

$90,000*

Private

Public PBOT

*Estimated cost of repair contract only
**Cost estimate (project in construction)

Portland’s Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan outlines several important landslide related actions
that will reduce risks, improve safety and save both the City and the public money (see Table
2). These actions are dependent on the existence of landslide hazard delineation, which
cannot be accomplished without more detailed and accurate landslide hazard maps and data.
The completion of this mapping project would enable multiple City bureaus to begin
implementing many of the important actions outlined in Table 2.

Table 2: Portland Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Landslide Related Actions
Develop a comprehensive landslide map for the City of Portland to identify hazard areas and
to improve communications with the public.
Mitigate Portland’s water supply infrastructure from landslide hazards.
Initiate more operations and maintenance pilot projects along roads that inform about the
development of standards for managing stormwater in ditches in landslide prone areas.
Review the effectiveness of existing regulations related to development in landslide hazard
areas.
Employ alternative construction methods such as trenchless construction on City projects to
reduce the impact that development can have in landslide prone areas.
Develop a multiple agency multi hazard evacuation plan (earthquake, flood, fire and
landslide at a minimum).
Create a mitigation mapping committee to index and maintain GIS mapped inventory and
develop prioritized list of critical facilities, residential and commercial buildings within known
hazard areas such as earthquake, erosion, the 100 year and 500 year floodplains, invasive
plant species, landslide and wildfire areas. Identify parameters and methods for new maps as
needed to meet multi hazard mitigation goals and to improve communication with the public.

3 of 7
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Review and amend City Code and other compliance documentation to require that all
facilities that store or handle hazardous materials (including large tanks) and which are
located in the 500 year floodplain, landslide, or other hazard areas, develop a hazardous
materials inventory statement. This statement will be made available for Fire Bureau review.
Require that these storage tanks are either adequately protected or relocated outside of the
500 year floodplain, landslide, or other hazard areas.
Develop and incorporate building ordinances commensurate with building codes to reflect
survivability from all hazards to ensure occupant safety.
Update the Infrastructure Master Plan and System Vulnerability Assessment, Sewer Failure
Response Plan.
Assess existing earthquake related mitigation plans and vulnerability studies to identify areas
of conflict, duplication or gaps between studies & secondary hazards of earthquake.
(Earthquake triggered landslides are an expected secondary seismic hazard.)
Develop a plan to strengthen sewer infrastructure in areas where street overlays and sewers
have potential to collapse in a seismic event. (Earthquake triggered landslides are an
expected secondary seismic hazard.)
Assess the vulnerability of the water distribution system to seismic events: work toward
hardening the system. (Earthquake triggered landslides are an expected secondary seismic
hazard.)
Project Description
1. Scope of work: Contract with the Oregon Department of Geology & Mineral Industries
(DOGAMI) to use data gathered by Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) imaging technology
to develop detailed shallow and deep landslide susceptibility maps and Geographic
Information System (GIS) files; and to make those maps and files readily accessible for all
City bureaus.
2. Type of project: Use LiDAR data to develop detailed maps that will enable multiple City
bureaus to improve understanding of landslide hazards, and actively reduce risk of
landslide impacts through planning and informed engineering to proposed and existing
development areas and infrastructure projects.
3. Potential challenges or obstacles: No challenges or obstacles are expected. The LiDAR
data exists and DOGAMI has the staff expertise and resources to devote to the project (see
attached proposal from DOGAMI).
4. Lead bureau and other groups impacted:
o

The Bureau of Planning and Sustainability (BPS) will manage the project.

o

Other bureaus that will directly benefit from the maps developed by this project
include: Bureau of Transportation (PBOT), Bureau of Development Services (BDS),
Bureau of Environmental Services (BES), Water Bureau, Parks & Recreation (PP&R),
Bureau of Emergency Management (PBEM), Fire & Rescue (PF&R).

o

The public, including homeowners and developers, will also benefit from improved
access to accurate information about landslide risks.

4 of 7
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5. Project timeline: DOGAMI is available to begin the project in 2014, with project
deliverables available within two years. The major milestone of the project includes the
delivery of landslide hazard maps, GIS files and a report detailing historic landslide points,
landslide inventory, shallow landslide susceptibility and deep landslide susceptibility.
These products are expected toward the end of the two year project period. There are no
identified risks to the proposed timeline.
Project Outcomes
6. Cost savings: Cost savings as a result of the nonoccurrence of damage from future
landslide events cannot be quantified with certainty. However, as indicated in Table 1,
the cost of recovering from a single landslide often exceeds the cost of this mapping
project.
7. Benefits: The City of Portland, homeowners and developers, and populations vulnerable
to climate change impacts will all benefit and save money from the completion of this
project.
The landslide susceptibility mapping will provide the information necessary for City
planners and project designers to incorporate landslide risk into the design process. In
some cases, avoiding high landslide risk areas can significantly reduce the cost of
infrastructure construction. For example, although alternate alignments to route water or
sewer pipes through low landslide risk areas may be longer, they can be cheaper to build
and provide a longer life expectancy for the utility. Existing landslide hazard maps do not
provide the level of detail needed to enable City bureaus to make informed decisions
about the best routing of infrastructure (see Figure 1 on page 2).
Current City codes are not consistent with actual landslide risk, leaving homeowners and
developers unsure whether or not a slope stability assessment is required. Existing maps
do not enable permit applicants to predict whether a geotechnical engineering report will
be required. Conversely, properties that are actually in low risk areas may currently be
required to provide slope stability assessments due to the poor quality of existing hazard
delineation. Updated and detailed landslide susceptibility maps will provide the basis for
updated city codes related to requirements for construction in high landslide risk areas.
This will enable homeowners and developers to better understand the potential risks,
anticipate costs associated with their building projects, and avoid unnecessary and costly
geotechnical engineering in low risk areas.
All populations are affected by climate change, but not all communities have the same
ability to respond. As a result, some are more vulnerable than others. In Portland,
communities of color and low income communities experience disparities (e.g., greater
risk of poor health, reduced access to housing, un and under employment, limited access
to transportation options, etc.) that will be exacerbated by the impacts of climate
change. As a result of climate change, Portland’s future climate is projected to include
warmer, wetter winters, which will increase the incidence of landslides. The updated
maps generated by this project will enable the City to understand where vulnerable
populations live in proximity to landslide hazards, and to priority climate change
preparation actions accordingly.
8. Operational efficiencies: This project will make detailed and accurate landslide hazard
information readily available to City planners, engineers and designers. Operational
efficiencies will be achieved through avoiding staff time and costs associated with making
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uninformed decisions such as routing a water or sewer pipe through the toe of a landslide,
requiring a geotechnical engineering assessment on a project that is actually in a low
landslide risk area. Additional operational efficiencies will be gained from reducing
landslide risks and better protecting public and private property by implementing the
landslide related actions outlined in the Portland Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan.
9. Performance metrics: Measuring the avoided costs and/or the nonoccurrence of damage
from future landslide events is difficult to quantify. Potential performance metrics for this
project include:
o

Development of a) shallow and deep landslide susceptibility maps for Portland, b)
mapping of historic landslide points, and c) a landslide inventory

o

Integration of these products into the City’s geographic information system (GIS)

o

Utilization of the new maps and data for infrastructure project design and
engineering, land use and hazard mitigation planning, and updates to city codes in
high risk areas

Budget
10. Funding request:
Contractor = Oregon Department of Geology & Mineral Industries (DOGAMI)
Estimated Budget = $101,000 (see attached proposal for more details)
DOGAMI Personnel Services:
$78,000
DOGAMI Services and Supplies:
$2,400
DOGAMI Indirect Costs:
$20,600
Fiscal Year

*Estimated
Budget

FY 13 14

~$25,250

Billed over two quarterly invoices.

FY 14 15

~$50,500

Billed over four quarterly invoices.

FY 15 16

~$25,250

Billed over two quarterly invoices.

Billing Cycle

*The actual amount billed during any given quarter will depend on the number of DOGAMI staff hours spent on
the project during that time.

11. Leveraged funds: No funds are being directly leveraged on this project. However, several
in kind resources are being leveraged including existing City of Portland staff time and the
utilization of existing LiDAR topographic data (which is very expensive to generate).
12. Return on investment: The return on investment will occur in the future as a result of
reduced or avoided private and public losses due to landslides. Cost savings as a result of
the nonoccurrence of damage from future events are not feasible to quantify; however,
the cost of recovering from a single landslide often exceeds the cost of this mapping
project.
13. Ongoing operations and maintenance costs: None
14. Staff requirements: Staff requirements include project oversight and management by the
Bureau of Planning and Sustainability, technical review of draft deliverables by City
landslide experts, and negligible Bureau of Technology System (BTS) staff time from the
Corporate GIS program to upload the final mapping data to the city database. Existing
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staff will complete these tasks; as such no additional funds are requested to cover City
staff.
15. Project contacts:
o

Project Coordinator: Michele Crim, Sustainability Manager, Bureau of Planning and
Sustainability, 503 823 5638 or michele.crim@portlandoregon.gov

o

Technical Expert: Ericka Koss, Geotechnical Engineer, Bureau of Environmental
Services, 503 823 6316, ericka.koss@portlandoregon.gov
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Proposal to City of Portland
October 16, 2013
Ericka Koss
Environmental Services
City of Portland
1405 North River Street, Building 117
Portland, OR 97227
Re: Proposal, Regional Shallow and Deep Landslide Susceptibility Mapping
We are pleased to provide you with a proposal for conducting a regional LiDAR-based shallow
and deep landslide susceptibility map for the City of Portland.
We understand the city is currently working on improving the understanding of natural hazards.
Deliverables of this study will include hazard maps, GIS files, and a report describing the
analysis. We would be able to start this work in 2014 and estimate 2 years to complete
depending on the complexity of landslide hazards in the study area (Figure 1).

Significance of the Problem
Landslides are a major geologic hazard in Oregon, and the impact of landslides on property and
life safety for Oregonians will only increase as population increases and development advances
into more landslide prone urban peripheries. For a typical year, an estimated $10 million is spent
on landslide losses in Oregon (DOGAMI, OFR 02-05). In years of heavy rainfall, losses can
increase to $100s millions. Ideally, local governments would have detailed and reliable maps of
landslide hazards that would allow them to actively reduce risk of landslide impact to proposed
and existing development areas through planning and informed engineering. Such maps are
available for only a small part of the state. Part of this proposal is to produce such maps for the
City of Portland.
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Figure 1. Study area (~197 square miles) including the water pipeline corridor from the
Bull Run watershed.

Background
Until only recently (2006), the only local government in Oregon with access to even partially
complete landslide hazard mapping is Salem, which has a detailed map of deep-seated landslide
susceptibility. Over the last few years, Oregon has begun to acquire significant swaths of Light
Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) topography data, which can be converted into a digital
elevation model (DEM) of unprecedented resolution and accuracy even in forested areas. In the
first year of the use of this LiDAR data, DOGAMI compared landslide mapping using existing
techniques (air photo survey and three other remote sensing types of data sets) to mapping with
LiDAR in a small portion of the the Portland Hills. DOGAMI recently published a paper which
describes the details of these findings at the First North American Landslide Conference in 2007
(Burns, 2007). The LiDAR reveals many more slides, and allows such rapid and spatially
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accurate delineation of slide boundaries that the only way to make truly definitive landslide maps
will be with LiDAR. The first municipality in the State of Oregon, the City of Oregon City, is
the first city to have one of these “new” landslide maps which was created by DOGAMI using
the LIDAR technology (Madin and Burns, 2006). Very fortunately, LIDAR data is available for
the entire area which is proposed for this study.
The first step in creating landslide hazard maps is a detailed inventory of past landslides
following the Protocol for Inventory Mapping of Landslide Deposits from Light Detection and
Ranging (lidar) Imagery (Burns and Madin, 2009). We have just completed creating this
database for the entire area in this proposal (Figure 2).
We have already completed some susceptibility maps in the Portland Metro through a
collaborative project with Washington County and Clackamas County and just started to work on
susceptibility maps for the Bull Run watershed. We proposed to create shallow and deep
landslide susceptibility maps for the area in outlined in black on Figure 1.

Figure 2. Map of the area with finished landslide inventory maps. There are over 7,000
landslides within the map area.
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Proposed Tasks
We propose to assist the City of Portland in understanding the landslide hazards which threaten
the Portland Region. The tasks that we propose are aimed at regional geologic hazard
assessment. These tasks include the following details:










Consolidate current available information on: geology and geologic hazards
Consolidate and finalize a database on historic landslides
Consolidate lidar based landslide inventory mapping in proposed study area
Create shallow and deep landslide susceptibility maps for the study area
Provide landslide hazard maps, GIS files, and report for the following:
o Historic Landslide Points
o Landslide Inventory
o Shallow Landslide Susceptibility
o Deep Landslide Susceptibility
Help integrate products into city geographic information system (GIS), planning, and
FEMA Predisaster Mitigation Plan
Present results to the city
Help integrate map products into city landslide hazard regulations

Fee Estimate
We estimate the following costs for study area and scopes: ~$101,000 with the tasks described
above.
Oregon Dept of Geology & Mineral Industries
City of Portland Landslide Susceptibility
Personal Services
Staff

Units

NRS 4 (Bill Burns)
Month
Geol 2 (tbd)
Month
GIS Specialist
Month
Sum Staff PS:
Services and Supplies
Sum Direct Costs:
Indirect Costs
SUM TOTAL COSTS

# Units

Salary and
Benefits

3.00 $ 9,323 $
6.00 $ 6,364 $
2.00 $ 5,901 $
$

Total

27,970
38,185
11,802
77,957

$ 2,400
$ 80,357
25.60% $ 20,571
$ 100,928

If you have any questions, please contact me at 971-673-1538 or bill.burns@dogami.state.or.us.
Sincerely,
William Burns, MS, CEG
Engineering Geologist
CC: Andree Pollock, DOGAMI
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M EM O
DATE:

November 4, 2013

TO:

Innovation Fund Task Force

FROM:

Susan Anderson, Director

CC:

Andrew Scott, Budget Director

SUBJECT:

Innovation Fund Proposal: Updated LiDAR Data for Portland

Introduction
This proposal helps fund a new, summer 2014 regional LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging)
flight to update the City’s current LiDAR data which dates from 2004, 2005, and 2007. While
the City has used LiDAR for a wide range of innovative analysis to date, as described below,
Portland’s data sets are drawn from three, non overlapping LiDAR flights from different years,
of varying quality, and therefore of varying utility. The updated data will both capture
current development conditions, which have changed
substantially since 2004, and provide much higher
Figure 1: LiDAR system
quality information, giving bureaus vastly improved
power to map, analyze, and act on development issues.
LiDAR is a plane based sensor that sends a pulse of
infrared laser light toward the ground, collects the
reflections of that pulse back at the sensor, and
precisely measures the travel time of the laser from all
objects from which it is reflected. This travel time is
measured against the known location of the sensor—
calculated using GPS and other equipment that
measures the orientation of the plane—to establish the
elevation of each reflecting location. These pulses are
sent in rapid succession, such that a laser pulse hits
every 6 to 12 square inches of surface and objects that
sit on that surface (buildings, vegetation, power lines,
signs, etc.). Figure 1 shows a basic LiDAR system.
Source: USGS
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Through post processing of the data, precise models of both the surface topography (the
ground, known as a “digital elevation model”) and the tops of things on that ground (the
“first return” model) can be derived. These models are extremely accurate: current sensors
can locate objects in three dimensional space with an average error of three inches or less.
Figure 2 below shows an example of these LiDAR derived models.
Figure 2: Examples of LiDAR derived elevation models (Tryon Creek)

DEM (showing surface topography)

First return model (showing trees and buildings)

Source: City of Portland, Bureau of Planning and Sustainability

LiDAR is extremely effective at surveying large areas quickly and accurately. A single flight
covering the City of Portland urban service boundary could be done in less than one day. It
would entail roughly 6 billion laser pulses, with an average of four reflections received from
each pulse. This would result in approximately 24 billion individual survey measurements of
the surface and all that sits on it. The scale of this measurement is what makes LiDAR so
valuable, so cost effective (compared to traditional methods of survey), and so revolutionary
in terms of our ability to collect and create geographic data.
The City of Portland has used LiDAR is a variety of ways, some very innovative, including the
following:
1. Building mapping:
 Until LiDAR data first became available throughout Portland in 2007, the City had a
relatively poor understanding of where buildings were located, how tall they were,
and their square footage.
 A 2007 LIDAR flight allowed us to automate the mapping of all buildings in the
Portland metropolitan area (~600,000 structures); it also allowed us to better
identify where there were no buildings, improving the accuracy of our inventory of
vacant land.
 LiDAR derived buildings are one of the primary inputs into the City’s land use and
development forecasting models. An accurate map of buildings allows us to
compare what exists on the ground with what is allowed to be built, thus
identifying buildings likely to be redeveloped because they greatly underutilize
their allowed development capacity; these locations will accommodate most of
Portland’s growth over the next 30 years.
 Portland was one of the first cities in the nation to create a detailed 3D model of
buildings for the entire metropolitan region, a model which is widely used for
planning purposes both inside and outside the City.
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2. River, stream and wetland mapping:
 When LiDAR became available throughout the City in 2007, BPS mapped over 300
miles of streams in the City using automated mapping techniques, including 130
miles of streams that were unknown before LiDAR identified them.
 LiDAR has been the main reference for wetland delineation when a field survey is
not possible or practical. LiDAR is also used to supplement field delineation.
 BPS used LiDAR data and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers surveys to map “Ordinary
High Water” for both the Willamette and Columbia Rivers. This has been a critical
dataset for the West Hayden Island project.
3. Hydrologic modeling:
 BES’s Asset Systems Management team developed a tool, the Basin Delineator, to
help create high quality surface water basin boundaries for stormwater system
planning. Previously, most basin delineation had been done using manual methods
across a variety of programs and projects, which was time consuming and produced
relatively low quality delineations. This tool would not have been possible without
the availability of LiDAR.
4. Automated image classification (vegetation and impervious surfaces mapping):
 LiDAR has allowed for more accurate mapping of vegetation—most notably tree
canopy—throughout the City.
 BPS is working on automated methods of tree canopy mapping that would use
future LiDAR flights, with simultaneously collected high resolution digital aerial
images, to map tree canopy in the City with a very high level of accuracy. Portland
would be one of the first jurisdictions in the nation to use this approach, especially
at the image resolution from a new combined aerial/LiDAR flight (three inches);
 BPS is also developing a methodology for using new, more accurate and consistent
LiDAR data to automatically map impervious surfaces at the same three inch
resolution.
5. Infrastructure planning:
 LiDAR has been used by BES to identify micro basins that could negatively impact
the performance of green street facilities, and is used extensively in the design of
these facilities.
 LiDAR is used extensively by BES, PBOT and Water in the pre design of facilities
and system changes. Recent examples include the Tryon Creek sewer line
replacement, Luther Road Johnson Creek restoration, Glenwood/Bybee culvert
replacement, and the Powell Butte and Kelly Butte reservoir projects. LiDAR is also
used to augment field surveys, which are expensive and difficult to conduct over
large areas.
6. Hazard mapping:
 City LiDAR data has been used by FEMA to improve the precision of floodplain
maps, including the Special Flood Hazard Area (100 year floodplain).
 BES has used LiDAR data to model potential flood events in the Columbia Slough.
 LiDAR has been used by Oregon’s Department of Geology and Mineral Industries
(DOGAMI) to map earthquake faults in the Portland area.
 LiDAR has been used extensively for landslide hazard mapping. BPS, PBEM, and BES
are currently working with DOGAMI to find funding to produce high quality,
detailed maps of landslide risk areas from LiDAR derived elevation models to
improve the City’s ability to prepare for landslides. (BPS is also submitting a
proposal to the Innovation Fund to support the landslide mapping project.) Newer
LiDAR data would improve the accuracy of this mapping.
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Background
The Portland region was one of the first urban areas in the U.S. to use LiDAR. The City of
Portland flew a small LiDAR pilot in the Tryon Creek watershed in 2004. We partnered with
DOGAMI and several federal agencies to fly the Columbia Slough and Portland’s West Hills in
2005. In 2007, Portland partnered with Metro and 30 or so other local, state, and federal
organizations to fly the remaining areas of the Portland metropolitan area that were not
flown in 2004 and 2005. Figure 3 below shows the extent of the three Portland LiDAR flights.
Figure 3: Portland LiDAR flights

Source: City of Portland, Bureau of Planning and Sustainability

The technology has improved dramatically in the last decade. The 2004 and 2005 systems in
particular were fairly immature, with much less precise measurement compared to the 2007
flight—approximately one measurement per square meter, as opposed to the eight
measurements per square meter in 2007. The accuracy of the measurement in 2004/2005 was
also significantly lower—12 to 18 inches versus the six to eight inches of the 2007 flight. The
result is a significant portion of the City—a portion with some of the most variable terrain and
surface cover—is mapped much less accurately than the areas covered in 2007. Consequently,
all products derived from the older LiDAR data—buildings, streams, vegetation—and the
infrastructure and planning work that relies on LiDAR derived elevation models for an
accurate elevation model is less accurate as well. A new LiDAR flight would be more accurate
than the 2007 flight and significantly more accurate than the 2004/2005 flights. Table 1 on
the following page summarizes the changes in data quality since 2004.
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Table 1: Summary of Portland LiDAR flights
Average Accuracy
Flight year
Precision
1 pulse/square
2004
meter
8 12"
1 pulse/square
2005
6 12"
meter
8 pulses/square
2007
meter
6 8"
12 pulse/square
2014 (proposed)
meter
2 6"
Source: TerraPoint (2004/2005), Watershed Sciences (2007), DOGAMI (2014)

The inconsistency in LiDAR data is the basis for this proposal. Portland is currently covered by
three outdated, non overlapping LiDAR flights of varying quality and, therefore, of varying
utility.
Project planning is currently underway for a summer 2014 LiDAR flight that would re fly the
entire Portland metropolitan area (as well as collect three inch resolution aerial photos). The
project is being organized by Metro under the umbrella of the “Regional Aerial Consortium,”
an organization comprised of all jurisdictions within the urban growth boundary that funds
yearly aerial photo flights. The City of Portland belongs to this consortium, and agencies
within the City contribute to a budget of approximately $30,000 per year dedicated to
purchasing yearly six inch resolution photos (this budget is managed by the Bureau of
Technology Services Corporate GIS team). Because a combined LiDAR/aerial photo flight and
post processing is significantly more expensive than aerial photos alone, the anticipated cost
to the City for the 2014 flight is estimated to be $120,000 to $180,000 (of a total project cost
to the Metro consortium of approximately $700,000). Given the wide range of expected
innovative applications of these data sets, we are seeking up to $150,000 from the Mayor’s
Innovation Fund to make up some or all of that difference.
Project Description
1. Scope of work: Partner with Metro to contract and fund a summer 2014 LiDAR/aerial
photo flight for the Portland metropolitan area; all resulting products will be delivered as
Geographic Information System (GIS) files; files and all resulting products will readily
accessible to all City bureaus via the City of Portland’s central GIS “hub.”
2. Type of project: Use latest LiDAR technology to improve the mapping of surface
topography and objects on the surface in the City of Portland.
3. Potential challenges or obstacles: The project would be contingent on other jurisdictions
in the Metro consortium increasingly their yearly funding for aerials to include LiDAR as
well. This is not a certainty, but Portland’s commitment would strongly convey the value
to other jurisdictions of participating. Funding LiDAR on our own is probably not feasible
at this time, as the cost to Portland would double or triple. There is no financial risk. The
City would only commit funding if the project moves forward as planned.
4. Lead bureau and other groups impacted:
o

Metro is the lead agency for managing and administrating the LiDAR flight and
contracting with the consultant.
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o

BPS has historically served as the lead organization in the City for managing and
processing LiDAR data and anticipates continuing to do so. All products will be made
available to all City bureaus as they become available.

o

BPS will work with the BTS Corporate GIS team on the specifics of the project budget
and administration of any Innovation Fund resources.

o

BPS, BTS Corporate GIS, and BES will continue to participate in the Metro aerial
consortium that is planning the 2014 flight.

5. Project timeline: Planning is currently underway for the 2014 flight, targeted for either
summer or early fall. The current priority is securing enough funding from all participating
jurisdictions. About 20 local jurisdictions have committed to the project, with the
condition that most of the 30 or so participating agencies join the project.
Project Outcomes
6. Cost Savings: LiDAR generates in a variety of cost savings across multiple bureaus. It
reduces the need for field survey, which is time consuming and requires cooperation of
property owners. Manual mapping of features like streams and buildings is also time
consuming and, without LiDAR, not possible in many areas due to a lack of consistent
data. LiDAR also prevents costly mistakes in the design of systems like green streets and
stormwater facilities by accurately mapping surface topography, drainage basins, and
allowing for better predictions of overland water flow.
7. Benefits: Current, seamless, consistent LiDAR coverage of the entire City.
8. Operational Efficiencies: This project will make detailed and accurate topographic,
building, hydrologic, and vegetation data readily available to City planners, engineers and
designers. Efficiencies will be achieved through avoiding staff time and costs associated
with field survey. Additional operational efficiencies will be gained from reducing risks
from natural hazards like floods, landslides, and earthquakes by better mapping the
location of those hazards.
9. Performance Metrics: New LiDAR data and derived elevation models made available to all
City agencies by the end of 2014.
Budget
10. Funding Request:
Contractor: TBD (Contract will be administered by Metro)
Estimated Total Budget: ~$700,000
Estimated City of Portland contribution: $120,000 to $180,000
City of Portland currently budgeted: $30,000
Requested funding for City of Portland shortfall: $90,000 to $150,000
*the exact shortfall will depend on how many jurisdictions contribute to the project; $150,000 is
estimated to be the maximum potential shortfall

Fiscal Year

Budget

FY 13 14

$0

FY 14 15

$90,000 to
150,000

FY 15 16

$0
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11. Leveraged Funds: Total cost of a regional LiDAR flight is approximately $700,000, of which
the City will pay a maximum of $180,000. Metro will also pay $180,000. The rest of the
cost will be paid by other regional jurisdictions such as Washington County, Multnomah
County, City of Gresham, Oregon City, Lake Oswego, etc. A complete list or jurisdictions
and their potential contribution to the project will be provided when it is finalized in
early 2014.
12. Return on Investment: A new LiDAR flight will mean more accurate topographic
information for the City as a whole at a relatively low cost. It will mean more efficient use
of field survey crews, more comprehensive and more accurate GIS data (buildings,
streams, wetlands, etc), more efficient and accurate infrastructure design and planning,
and better knowledge of potential hazards (floods, landslides, earthquake) in the Portland
area.
13. Ongoing Operations and Maintenance Costs: None
14. Staff Requirements: Staff requirements include project oversight, coordination with Metro
and other local jurisdictions, coordination with Metro on the Request for Proposals, and
data processing and distribution by the Bureau of Planning and Sustainability and the
Bureau of Technology Services Corporate GIS program. BPS is prepared to fulfill these
responsibilities within its existing staff and budget.
15. Project Contacts:


Project Coordinator: Kevin Martin, Technical Services Manager, Bureau of Planning
and Sustainability, 503 823 7710, kevin.martin@portlandoregon.gov



Budget Lead: Mitch Vanderperren, Corporate GIS Solutions Architect, Bureau of
Technology Services, 503 823 5632, Mitch.Vanderperren@portlandoregon.gov



Technical Support: Mark Liebe, Bureau of Environmental Services – Asset Systems
Management, 503 823 7607, mark.liebe@portlandoregon.gov
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Innovation Fund Proposal
Capital Improvement, Utility, Maintenance, & Construction Coordination
Overview
PBOT is the lead bureau in charge of preserving one of the City’s largest assets, our streets, and
providing a platform to work and coordinate work in the public right of way. Consolidated
coordination will allow the bureau to share basic information to identify and resolve potential
conflicts on projects and in‐street construction before they result in costly pavement cuts,
trench patching or paving, and avoid multiple and conflicting traffic disruptions for the public
that we have seen repeatedly over the past few years.
This funding request is for a web‐based application system for tracking and mapping agencies’
capital improvement (CIP) and maintenance plans, plus management systems to enable
coordinated decisions for both immediate and long term work in the public right of way at the
most comprehensive level. For optimum performance access of both internal (other City
bureaus and agencies) and external stakeholders (other jurisdictions and private utilities and
developers) is essential. Participation is required from all public agencies and utilities with
assets (pavement, traffic signals, water lines, and sanitary sewer systems, in addition to those
owning conduit, vaults and cabinets, poles, transformers, etc.) in the public right of way. The
bureau will utilize off‐the‐shelf systems that interface with electronic data without a need for
significant detailed customization. These systems exist in the market currently and can provide
broad benefit for managing the City’s assets.
Currently CIP and capital maintenance planning and coordination for public right of way work is
done through a number of separate and disparate systems. Problems with the current business
practices exist: lack of central data and decision making; lack of a lead bureau; several failed
attempts to overhaul the process with internal solutions; data on City corporate systems is not
current and not well maintained; isolation of various systems creates data error, rework and
duplicative data entry; employing technical staff unfamiliar with projects to look for and
manage errors and omissions; and, CIP data that does publish to Portland Maps and creates
liability for the City due to the inaccuracies. In addition, mapping and reporting is not
standardized for the coordination process.

Project Description
The proposed solution is technology plus management and process improvements, with
funding requested for testing viability and start‐up of the system.
Through the technology, effectiveness will be achieved by public right of way utilities and asset
managers mapping planned work in one controlled city‐wide system. The system outcomes
include at the most basic level, identifying overlapping and potentially conflicting work areas
and defining resolution for construction activities. Identified overlaps will inform decision
making across the city for planning capital and maintenance work. An agency making self‐
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motivated bottom‐line business decisions today would use this system to decide where to
invest in capital expansion/capital maintenance by considering others’ pavement cuts,
temporary lane or street closures, and pavement work. For PBOT, as asset manager of the
pavement system, less pavement cuts and temporary right of way work sites simply equate to
longer pavement life and better flowing traffic and safety during construction.
Benefits of technology coupled with process improvements will allow:
 leveraging technology to reduce manual processes or increase performance
 streamlining business processes
 implementing lean process improvement
 improving customer service
 collaborating with other governments and the private sector to reduce costs
 consolidating services currently provided by multiple entities to enhance service
delivery and reduce costs.
Work Scope
Project Type: technology; consolidation of services; process improvement; and redesigning
business processes
Technology Elements:


Map‐based CIP coordination system



Allow the sharing of project data with other outside parties involved in construction
management in the Portland Metro area.



Project conflict identification, reporting and resolution.



Comprehensive CIP Coordination: internal City and external stakeholders



Data Input: Upload/Project Creation



Status: Reports and notifications



Contains historic data



Watch Flags and Dashboard to monitor conflicts



Map and Filtering to provide details on locations and projects



Reporting and querying



Public Access (with filters and access controls on permission)



Interface with parcel‐based permitting software underway with ITAP Project



Coordination and Conflict Resolution: Results to inform comprehensive CIP coordination



Off the shelf technology without the need for special customization



Work with any standard web browser
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Greatest Challenge: For success, this technology must be accompanied by organizational
transformation and process improvements; these are key components. This will build upon
similar coordination that has occurred with the City’s permitting functions. Lack of a
coordinated capital expansion and maintenance planning across the city is a long standing
problem. The Bureaus of Environmental Services and Transportation, and the private utility
Northwest Natural Gas explored a technology solution together in 2009. Barriers that
prevented a more coordinated system change included: (a) a lack of City bureau controls on
reporting CIP data from inconsistent platforms and inconsistent reporting; (b) cost to
implement; and, (c) the need for all asset owners to use the system but lack of sufficient
mandates to a broad based use. With this grant, the cost barrier of “(b)” is significantly
reduced. The new technology coupled with a project management/process improvements will
address “(a)”.
Bureaus, agencies, and utilities each use individual separate systems for planning and tracking
capital work and this requires a consolidated system. With this new system, the City would
require all agencies with assets in the right of way needing maintenance and upkeep (virtually
all) to either convert to the city’s system, or maintain two systems. Due to the significance of
this issue, a feasibility phase is requested to allow for options to be considered in more detail
and depth.
The implementation would also be significant enough to merit review by the Council directed
Technology Oversight Committee.
Budget Request
The project includes three phases:
(1) feasibility‐scoping including impacts analysis and recommended implementation
(2) implement technology and business practices including feedback and adjustments
(3) monitor and manage
A grant is requested for phases (1) and (2):
Start‐up costs plus ongoing management and software maintenance costs are anticipated.
Staff requirements: In addition to each bureau’s current CIP coordinators, bureaus’
maintenance staff need to be involved. IT staff need to be involved for planning, compatibility
analysis, procurement and deployment. A new FTE assigned to manage the project during all
project phases (planning, development, procurement, etc. and implementation) is anticipated;
this would either be an expanded role for an existing PBOT staff‐person involved in CIP
coordination or a new position.
Program Management: 1.0 FTE in year 1; ½ FTE for year 2 and 3
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Each effected bureau is assumed to covered costs and resources with current staffing plans and
revenue. Assumption assumes the technology provider converts data at start up and is
included in the purchase price.
Technology Procurement and Implementation: Cost depends on data conversion required and
customization. Estimate $250k ‐ $750k (very low confidence level to be refined during scoping
period of the project)
Ongoing Technology Maintenance: $50‐100k annually (low confidence level – to be refined
based upon actual off‐the‐shelf technology selected)
Return on investment timeline: immediately after project implementation for conflict and
coordination; 2‐4 years estimated to see better asset management results
Stakeholders and Other Bureau Support
Bureau support will come from BTS as this is envisioned to interface with city CGIS and Portland
Online systems. It must have the Council directed commitment of other bureaus and outside
agencies. By bureaus included in addition to PBOT, PWB and BES, and likely POEM and
Community Technology/Cable and Franchise. Other government agency buy‐in includes ODOT,
TriMet, the Port of Portland, and Multnomah County. Support is essential from franchise/tariff‐
based Utilities including Gas, Telecom, Electric, etc. Support from these entities would
probably be by mandate from the City, however this requires investigation in the initial phase
of the project. If a private utility chooses to participate by their choice, it would likely based on
a benefit/cost study for holding down rates.

If awarded:
Upon award of the grant PBOT as lead agency will:


Assign a lead project manager



Prepare a three‐phase plan, including scope, estimates and target milestones:
(1) feasibility‐scoping (a) impacts analysis (b) recommended implementation (including
financing strategies for the ongoing maintenance and management of the system)
(2) implement technology and business practices (a) feedback and adjust
(3) monitor and manage



Develop an input strategy including right of way utility/asset managers, technical advisors,
legal counsel



Prepare and submit periodic project reports including status, updates to timeline, progress
on meeting stated milestones, expenditures to date, action plans and success factors.



Be available to meet with project sponsors to share findings, discuss solutions, and problem
solve roadblocks to success for each of the projects.



Upon conclusion of steps (1) and (2) of the project, PBOT will submit a close‐out report
documenting the actual budget used for the project, actual savings or benefits obtained
PBOT Innovation Fund Request, p 4 of 5
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(one‐time or ongoing), and actual impacts, including any unintended consequences. The
report will also highlight the lessons learned and the applicability of the project outcomes to
other areas of the City.
Contacts:
This proposal and project funding request is supported by PBOT Director Leah Treat.
Application prepared by Christine Leon, PBOT Development/Street Systems Management
Division Manager.
Information sources: Susan Aldrich, Mark Liebe ‐ BES, Kevin York, Alex Bejarano – PBOT

PBOT Innovation Fund Request, p 5 of 5
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Date: November 4, 2013
To:

Bureau Innovation Fund

From: Dan Bower, Division Manager
RE:

TMA Partnership

Active Transportation

Innovation Fund

The Portland Bureau of Transportation is happy to submit an application that represents a
unique partnership with the private sector that will help advance innovation in the
transportation sector. The application is a partnerships with a Transportation Management
Associations (TMAs) which is a non-profit, membership driven entity that works with
business to improve mobility and advance sustainable practices.
The application is for $35,000 to begin work on creating a dynamic, or variable priced onstreet parking environment in South Waterfront. The work will lead to new parking
paradigm in which users pay data-driven market costs for on-street parking in the district,
much like users in San Francisco or Seattle do today. The application funds the
development of a work program and data collection to support and inform the effort in
concert with the TMA.
The partnerships is a worthy investment and will lead to efficiencies and innovation in
parking that benefit the City.
Thank you for your consideration. Please let me know if you have any questions.
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November
2013

Pete Collins, Executive Director
South Waterfront Community Relations
November 1st , 2013
Innovation Fund Project Submission
I.

SCOPE OF WORK

South Waterfront Community Relations (SWCR) has functioned as a Transportation Management Association over
the past three years. SWCR would like to continue as a TMA in a public‐private partnership with the City of
Portland, Bureau of Transportation. With aggressive VMT and non‐SOV goals as outlined by local planning
documents, a TMA is a critical component to the South Waterfront and the City of Portland’s long‐term success.
The Innovation Fund would allow for continued TMA activities including monitoring on‐street parking and mode
split data collection. This data will be used to better understand parking in the South Waterfront and how it can
better managed through efficiencies, including a Progressive Parking structure. SWCR is asking for $35,000 from
the Innovation Fund. SWCR will pledge $15,000 in private funds. Total project cost is $50,000.

II.

TYPE OF PROJECT
1.

2.

III.

Transportation Demand Management. Activities include:
o

Streetcar Pass Sales

o

Quarterly Community Walks

o

Monthly Transportation Tips in Newsletters

o

Spring Bicycle Repair series

Data Collection for Parking Management Solutions. Data includes:
a.

On‐street parking occupancy & turnover data

b.

Transportation Mode split data

PROJECT HISTORY
SWCR has functioned as a successful TMA over the past three years, bringing innovative and needed TDM
activities to this developing community. With established programs, and local participation (6,700

1
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newsletter subscribers, and 300 Facebook members), the TMA is a valued organization in the
neighborhood.
SWCR has tracked mode data and parking data as important indicators of current and future TMA
projects. As overall trips have increased over the past three years, the percentage of those driving alone
has remained fairly constant. To avoid crippling congestion as the district develops, TDM programs and
projects will be needed to hold auto trips in line. With decent mode splits and rising parking occupancy
levels (see below), a more comprehensive parking management strategy will be paramount to ensure
community development and success.
2011‐2013 Transportation Mode Split Data:
Auto Trip

Bicycles

Walk

Streetcar

Bus

2011

62%

13%

14%

9%

2%

2012

68%

14%

12%

5%

1%

2013

65%

10%

20%

2%

3%

2013 Parking Occupancy Data:

IV.

CHALLENGES/BARRIERS
As an established TMA, there will be no challenges/barriers for continued TMA work and data/mode
collection. Over the past three years, SWCR has tracked parking and transportation data, so there are
established methodologies and practices.

V.

LEAD BUREAU
Portland Bureau of Transportation

2
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VI.
1.

PROJECT TIMELINE
Transportation Demand Management. Activities include:

2013‐2014

April

May

June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Streetcar Pass
Sales
Quarterly
Walks
Monthly
Transportation
Tips
Spring Bicycle
Repair Series

2.

Data Collection for Parking Management Solutions. Data includes:

2013‐2014

April

May

June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

On‐street
parking
occupancy &
turnover data

Transportation
Mode split
data

3
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VII.
1.

PROJECT OUTCOMES & DELIVERABLES
Efficiencies & Measurements

Transportation Demand Management Activities
Efficiency

Measurement


Increased awareness of
transportation options




Increased use of
transportation options

Increased knowledge of
parking data





# of subscribers to
monthly/weekly
newsletter

Benefits


Reduced
congestion



Less CO2
emissions



Increased
revenue on
transit systems

# of participants

# of Portland Streetcar
sales



Increased
neighborhood
livability



Tracking City
mode‐split
data (Climate
Action Plan
calls for
reducing VMT
per capita by
30% by 2030)



Data collection
can be used
for innovative
parking
management
efforts –
Progressive
Parking
initiatives



Local
economic
metric

Transportation Mode Split
data (historical
comparison)

On‐street occupancy &
turnover study

Deliverable(s)


TMA
Quarterly
Report
outlining
TMA
activities &
metrics



Annual
Transportatio
n Mode Split
Report –
including
historical
comparisons



Annual
Parking Study
Report –
Occupancy &
Turnover
data with
recommenda
tions

4
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VIII.

BUDGET

The total cost of the year‐long project proposal is $50,000. SWCR is asking for $35,000 from the Innovation Fund.
SWCR will contribution $15,000 as local match.
PROJECT

INNOVATION FUND COS

SWCR COST

TOTAL PROJECT COST

TMA Activities

$15,000

$10,000

$25,000

Parking Data Collection

$10,000

$5,000

$15,000

Transportation Mode Split
Data Collection

$10,000

TOTALS

$35,000

IX.

$10,000
$15,000

$50,000

PROJECT SUCCESS LEVEL

As an established TMA with knowledge of successful TMA programs, transportation mode split methodology and
parking data techniques, SWCR is extremely confident the project will be a success.
X.

ONGOING COSTS

There will be zero ongoing costs associated with this project.
XI.

STAFFING REQUIREMENTS

SWCR will conduct all work for this project. Quarterly and Annual reports will be submitted to PBOT in line with the
workplan.
XII.

PUBLIC BENEFITS



Increased Transportation Options awareness & use



Increased Transit Revenue



Increased neighborhood livability – more ped/bike use



Comprehensive understanding of transportation choices



Accurate parking data in anticipation of a stronger parking management strategy

XIII.

PROJECT READINESS

5
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XIV.

This project is 100% ready to move forward.

PROJECT REPORTING

Project Reporting:


Quarterly reports outlining TMA activities will be submitted to PBOT



Annual parking and mode split data reports will be submitted to PBOT.

6
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November 4, 2013
Andrew Scott
City Budget Office
1120 SW Fifth Ave, Room 1300
Portland, OR 97204
City of Portland Innovation Fund Proposal:
Old Town Chinatown Energy Efficient Transportation Mobility Hub
Dear Andrew,
The Portland Bureau of Transportation is pleased to present this proposal to your office
and the Innovation Task Force for consideration. The goals of this proposal are to update the
transportation infrastructure in the Old Town Chinatown Neighborhood to be more energy
efficient resulting in energy savings for the City’s General Fund and our City’s residents. The
request for $300,000 would result in savings during the first year and would ultimately be a
net benefit to the City’s bottom line.
The attached proposal provides details for an initiative that makes the Old Town
Chinatown District safer, more energy efficient and saves on operation and maintenance costs
for the City. This includes the following elements:


Upgrade historic ornamental street lights to LED with dimming controls



Update PBOT communications infrastructure to support partner agency needs

 Assess the feasibility of an EV charging stations and public WiFi.
The elements of the proposal closely align with the Portland Bureau of Transportation’s
goals to be a leading and progressive, multimodal, transportation agency focused on
improving the quality of life for its citizens through proactive transportation operations,
advanced technologies, and best practices for transportation management. As the City seeks
to reduce its carbon footprint, LED lighting is a proven way to deliver cost effective services
that requires less maintenance.
We understand the requirements of the proposal and look forward to the next steps of the
process.
Sincerely,

Peter Koonce, PE
Division Manager, Signals, Street Lighting, & ITS
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CITY OF PORTLAND

Innovation Fund Proposal
Old Town Chinatown Energy Efficient Transportation Mobility Hub

Submitted by

November 4, 2013
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Pro
oject
Des
scripttion
The City of Portland Bureeau of Transporrtation
(PBOT) iis excited to pressent this propossal to
the Mayoor’s Office for funnding under the
Innovatioon Funds Prograam. The Innovaation
Fund obj
bjectives are to pprovide seed money for
one-timee investments thaat encourage neew,
creative ideas to reduce ongoing expensses,
increase revenues, creatte efficiencies, aand
provide improved servicees to the City’s innternal
and exteernal customers.
Our requuest for $300,0000 includes somee
elementss that are fundam
mental to the Citty’s
businesss practices; delivvering a safe pubblic
street. Thhe primary purpoose of the grant is to
replace tthe lighting with LED fixtures to pprovide
a whiter light that can bee brighter and dim
mmed
upon reqquest. The projecct will result in an
immediatte return of $13,,000 in rebates aand
cost saviings during the ffirst year. The liffe of
the projeect the energy coost savings exceeeds
the requeested amount annd there are num
merous
environm
mental benefits. A
Annualized overr 20
years, the LED fixtures rreturn the originaal
investmeent back to the G
General Fund. Thhe
project iss scalable and thhe award amounnt can
be reducced by as much aas $150,000,
assumingg PBOT uses exxisting staff assoociated
with ongooing maintenancce and operationns of
the existiing lighting systeem as a part of tthe
project.
The projeect proposal inclludes the develoopment
of a pilott public WiFi systtem that can be used
by multipple agencies in thhis district and aan
Electric V
Vehicle (EV) chaarging station, w
which
would coomplete a Mobilitty Hub for the Old
Town Chhinatown Neighbborhood and the City’s
emergingg Entertainment District.

1
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The PBOT Innovative
I
Funds Proposal (PIFP
P)
will result in a cost effective, sustainable
lighting systtem upgrade thaat will reduce
operational and maintenancce costs, resultinng
in long term General Fund savings.
s
PBOT
receives Geeneral Fund dollaars for the cost of
o
electricity annd reducing thesse costs will provvide
additional ongoing General Fund available for
f
other prograams and projectss City Council
deems a priority.
The proposeed system will provide increasedd
efficiencies and a less intrussive and
environmentally sensitive ligghting system that
can be controlled remotely to
t adapt to events
in the Old Town-Chinatown Neighborhood.
The project will include innoovative lighting
controls that can increase light levels (such as
when the Old Town Chinatoown Entertainmeent
District closees for the eveninng) and will offerr a
communicattions network that others can usse.
As a part of this project, PBOT will expand its
i
ability to moonitor transportattion conditions inn
the area to keep
k
Portland moving.
m

insstallation of an E
Electric Vehicle ((EV) charging
staation.
Thhis proposal hass five main compponents that
incclude:









Conversion oof ornamental strreet lights
from high preessure sodium (H
HPS) lamps
and inductionn (QL) lamps to new energy
efficient LED
D light sources.
Installation off secure lighting controls for
remote accesss and monitorinng
Future integrration with Comm
munity
Technology ((public WiFi), Firre Bureau,
and Police B ureau needs
Modificationss to PBOT local
communicatioons network to ssupport
secure lightinng controls and ccameras.
Feasibility stuudy, design, locaate, and
install an EV charging stationn.

Ass shown in Figurre 1, the proposeed
orrnamental light cconversion under
coonsideration is loocated within thee
Enntertainment Disstrict of the Old TTown
Chhinatown Neighbborhood in Downntown
Poortland and conssists of 204 luminaires

New IP adddressable camerras to monitor
lighting leveels along with better lighting will
provide for improved public safety
Fiigure 1 - Proposeed Project Area
within a disttressed area of
Downtown. A feasibility study as a
part of the proposal
p
will consider how
other agenccies may utilize the
enhanced communications
infrastructurre within the Old Town
Neighborhood as well for a variety of
purposes similar to cities suuch as San
Jose, New York
Y City, and Boston (1).
To further im
mprove upon thee existing
transportatioon infrastructuree and fill in
gaps within the Old Town
Neighborhood of Portland, this
t project
is also propoosing a feasibilitty study and

2
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preedominantly Cityy of Portland stanndard twin
andd single ornameental poles. The proposal will
nott change the ornnamental poles nor
n alter the
dessign features of these fixtures. The
T
prooposed boundaries consist of thee area west
of NW 1st Street, east of NW 5th Sttreet north of
Burnside Street, annd south of NW Everett St
(inccluding lighting along
a
both sidess of Everett).
Figgure 2 shows thee current infrastrructure of EV
Chharging stations in
i the Old Town Chinatown
Neeighborhood. Theere is a noticeabble gap of
faccilities within thiss District. Part of this
prooposal would evaaluate the need for
addditional infrastructure to modernize the
transportation netw
work to meet
ChhargePortland’s goal
g of making stations
s
avaailable to the public.
Figu
ure 2 - EV Chargiing Stations in Po
ortland, OR

Exploratiion of expansionn of the City’s proovision
of public WiFi is consisteent with the City’s
Broadband Strategic Plaan (3), adopted inn fall of
2011. Thhis project will coonsider the possible
implementation of a Neigghborhood access
point thaat can be used too increase afforddability
of broadbband services. TThe expansion oof the
PBOT coommunications infrastructure willl
provide information on thhe traffic flow in tthe
area, thee use of the EV ccharging station,, and
the streeet lighting in a waay that lets the
infrastruccture be more prroactively managged.
This propposal has been ddeveloped to meeet a
number oof the Mayor’s oobjectives for thee
program as identified witthin the remaininng
sections of this proposal. We feel strongly that
this efforrt represents a “B
Back to Basics”
perspecttive for Transporrtation while at thhe
same tim
me stretching to aachieve some m
more
laudable transportation innnovation that w
will
guide futture investmentss for the City .

3
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Scop
pe of Work
This Scope of Work identifiees and describess
the major coomponents of woork that needs too be
accomplisheed for a successsful project
outcome. We
W have combined the five
componentss of the project innto three efforts::
design phasse/feasibility studdy, public outreaach,
and project implementation..

Design Phase/Feas
P
sibility Stud
dy
for EV Charging
C
Sttation and
Use of Communica
C
ations for
Public WiFi
W








Assesss existing lightingg, types of
luminaire mounts, and operating voltagge
in the field.
f
Designn hardware for coonnecting the
system
ms into the existinng communicatioons
system
m.
Compleete feasibility stuudy (in concert with
w
public outreach)
o
to idenntify the best
locationn of the EV charrging station withhin
the Oldd Town Chinatow
wn Neighborhood.
Assesss requirements foor offering publicc
WiFi iddentifying requireements of the
system
m and potential private
p
sector or
non-proofit partners.




Ornamental
O
l Street Lig
ght
Conversion,
C
, Communic
cation
Network
N
Mo
odifications
s, Control
System
Sy
and
d Camera
In
nstallations
s






Public Outreach
O




4

Conduct public outreacch to engage
stakeholders within thee City and more
specificcally within the Old
O Town
Chinatoown Neighborhoood.
Conduct lighting test im
mplementation foor
neighborhood to evaluaate and insure
changees meet their exppectations.

Neighborhoood feedback will be gathered
as a part of thhe initiative, to innsure the
lighting meetts the communityy’s interests.
Collaborate w
with car sharing companies
that utilize EV
Vs and the utilityy companies.
Gather feedbback from partneer agencies
on effects of the system for ffuture
implementati on sites.



Procure lightting fixtures for sstreet lighting
conversion.
Implement sttreet light converrsion using
PBOT mainteenance crews.
Identify light pole locations and other
facilities to bee converted to faacilitate the
installation off the communicaations
system.
Local vendorrs for roadway ligghting,
communicatioons, and lightingg controls will
be engaged tto provide a cosst effective
energy savin g system. Theree are a
number of opptions for ornamental
luminaire connversions.
Produce planns and specificattions for use
on future impplementation of oornamental
street lightingg conversion proojects.
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Type
T
of
o Projject ( Focus
s Area
as)
The PIFP includes a focus on a nuumber of
areeas that help achhieve the objectives of the
Innnovation Fund. These
T
areas of focus
f
incclude:


Leveraging Teechnology to Reeduce
Manual Proceesses and Increaase
Performance




Impproving Customeer Service
Colllaborating with O
Other Governmeents
andd the Private Secctor to Reduce C
Costs

Further ddiscussions of thhese focus areass and
how theyy meet the Innovvation Fund objeectives
can be foound under “Prooject Outcomes”
Section oof this proposal.

Potent
P
tial Ch
hallen
nges a
and
Obstac
O
cles
The conversion of the existing streeet lighting
fixttures is the majoority of this project and this is
a faairly straightforw
ward exercise rouutinely
performed by PBO
OT maintenance staff. Thus,
thee largest portion of this project haas limited
riskk. That being said, there are twoo challenges
forr the work identiffied under this PIFP. The
firsst of these is the ability to take addvantage of
thee existing commuunications infrasstructure.
The existing comm
munications infrastructure will
neeed to be modifieed to provide acccess into the
exiisting network. Fortunately,
F
broaadband
equipment has impproved significanntly since the

last municipal WiFi roll oout attempted by
Portland.
The secoond challenge w
will be to identify aand
engagingg all of the stakeeholders within thhe Old
Town Chhinatown Neighbborhood. Amongg
known orrganized groupss and agencies, tthere
are geneerally individuals and other lesseer
known grroups that need to be identified and
engagedd to build a conseensus for the prooject.
Known ccity bureaus and other impacted
interest ggroups are identtified in the follow
wing
section.

Lead
L
Bureau
B
u and Othe r Imp acted
d
Groups
G
s
The City of Portlannd Bureau of Traansportation
is the
t lead bureau for the PIFP. Addditionally
theere are a number of other groupss both
privvate and public that
t will benefit with
w the

proposedd project. Publicc outreach will bee an
importannt part of this prooposed project too keep
everyonee informed and in support of the

5
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proposed im
mprovements. Otther groups incluude
the followingg:




Chinesse Benevolent Asssociation
Local business
b
ownerss
Downtoown Public Safeety Action
Committee





Portland Parkks Bureau Service
Coordination Team
Lan Su Chineese Garden
Old Town Chhinatown Neighbborhood
Association

Proj ect T imelin
ne
The followinng is an anticipatted schedule for the
level of workk outlined in thiss proposal. This
schedule will allow for the design,
procuremennt, installation, annd system
integration (surveillance
(
cam
meras) needed to
t
complete a successful projeect. This propossed
schedule will allow for PBOT
T to take
advantage of
o existing mainttenance staff to
perform the HPS and QL lam
mp to LED light
source convversions, control system and
camera installations. The schedule has time

Figure 3 - Proposed Project Schedule

6

inccluded to allow P
PBOT and otherr bureaus to
cooordinate with staakeholders and special
intterest groups. TThe feasibility stuudy efforts
may extend througgh the entire yeaar if early
coonsensus is not rreached on locaation and
exxtent of the impleementation for thhe EV
chharging stations or the public WiFi system.
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Projec
P
ct Outc
come s
The PIFP will provide many positivve outcomes
forr the Old Town Chinatown
C
Neighhborhood.
This includes both qualitative and quantitative
q
benefits for PBOT and partner ageencies,
citizens, local businnesses, and the ultimately
thee City’s General Fund. These beenefits are
sum
mmarized here as
a they pertain to the “Focus
Areeas described prreviously.





Le
everaging Technology
T
y to
Reduce
Re
Man
nual Proces
sses and
In
ncrease Perrformance








LED lighting uses
u 50% less energy than
existing technnology and will reeduce
energy costs and maintenancce
requirements..
LED luminairees consume lesss energy
than their equuivalent HPS andd QL
luminaires.
LED light sources are easily controlled
c
reducing light pollution and intrusion onto
residences.
With the addittion of a remote lighting
control system
m, both maintenaance and
operational coosts will further be
b reduced
since the lightting system can be
monitored rem
motely.
 PBOT can monitor the lightting
systems, auutomate identificcation of
troubled lum
minaires and witth GIS
mapped lum
minaires, mainteenance
crews are able
a to be dispattched
directly to the troubled lumiinaire.
 Lights burnning during the day due to
photocell or other failures can
c be
identified and corrected, saaving
o
costss.
additional operational
 Being in thee entertainment district with
festival streeets, The City caan lower and
increase ligght levels as neeeded for the
given night time activities.

Thee color renderingg capabilities of LLED
whitte light far exceeed the existing H
HPS
techhnology. This m
means blues are blue
andd reds are red maaking identification of
vehicles and peoplee easier in a nighht time
envvironment.
Permanent traffic suurveillance cameeras
withh connections intto the PBOT
com
mmunications neetwork will providde
ability to respond too traffic backups on
Wesst Burnside.

Impro
oving Custo
omer Servic
ce








Welll lit streets proviide a better sensse of
welllbeing, security aand can spur
economic developm
ment.
Impproved maintenance methods redduce
the time to address outages and chhances
of ligghts being out aat night.
Highher definition viddeo images and
lightting allows for trrue color rendering to
incrrease public safeety.
Thee addition of an E
EV charging stattion will
fill inn gaps within thee Old Town Chinnatown
Neigghborhood and provide citizens
addditional opportunity to utilize alterrnative
fuel vehicles. Car shharing companiees may
bennefit from the oppportunity to utilizze
thesse new facilities.. Wireless connectivity
to thhe EV charging sstation would prrovide
reall time information on their use.
Wireeless connectivity to the EV chaarging
stattion would providde real time
information on theirr use. Car sharinng
com
mpanies may bennefit from the
oppportunity to utilizee these new facilities.

7
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Collabor
orating with
h Other

beeneficial outcomee to provide bettter lighting
annd enhanced seccurity that providdes a more
ennvironmentally frriendly delivery oof services.

Governm
ments and the Private
e
Sector to
t Reduce Costs
C
PBOT has reached
r
out to seeveral partner
agencies to collaborate for this
t proposal,
including thee Bureau of Plannning &
Sustainabilitty, the Police Buureau, and the
Office of Coommunity Technology. Each
agency has missions to servve the citizens and
a
business ow
wners within the Old Town
Chinatown Neighborhood.
N
This
T project will
result in colllaboration that seeks a mutually

Ann expansion of thhe communicatioons
inffrastructure withhin the Old Townn Chinatown
Neeighborhood willl allow PBOT thee opportunity
to better manage traffic and allow
w other
goovernment bureaaus to take advaantage and
shhare the communnication infrastruucture
reducing the needd for additional C
City
coommunication neetworks to be esstablished.

Pote
ential Opera
ationa
al Effiicienc
cies
The main opperational efficieencies will be
realized from
m the conversionn of the existing
HPS and QLL lamps to LED light sources and
the implemeentation of a lighhting control systtem.
The followinng annual energyy savings were
estimated and summarized in Table 1.

low
wer failure ratess, the ability to m
monitor
lum
minaire health reemotely from maaintenance
offfices, and the abbility to dispatch repair crews
dirrectly to failing luuminaires. PBOTT
maintenance crew
ws should have a 76 percent
reduction in mainttenance needs.

A reduction in annual mainttenance will be
realized from
m the conversionn of the existing
HPS and QLL lamps to LED light sources and
the implemeentation of a lighhting control systtem.
With longer life, fewer mainttenance cycles,

In addition, the coonversion from H
HPS and QL
lam
mps to LED ligh t sources and thhe addition of
ann EV charging sttation reduces thhe overall
caarbon emissions . This is an addditional step in
heelping the City m
meet sustainabilitty and
reduction in carboon emission goalls.

Table 1 – Estimated Annual Energy
E
Savings

Desccription

Existing
Luminaires*

Power Coonsumption
(kW
Whr/yr)

79,442

Proposed 45 Watt LED
Luminaire
Without
With
Dimming
Dimming
37,613
28,211

*Existing luminnaires consist of 50-1100W HPS (consum
ming 126W) and 154--85WQL luminaires.

8

Energy Reeduction
Existing to LED
D Conversion
Without
With
Dimming
Dimming
41,829
51,231
(53%)
(64%)
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Potent
P
tial Co
ost Sa
avings
s
The lighting and coontrols conversioon of the
exiisting HPS and QL
Q lamps to LED
D light
souurces has the grreatest potential to provide
cosst savings to PB
BOT. Table 2 summarizes
thee anticipated eneergy savings andd resulting
cossts.

the district. These assum
med costs couldd be
subtracteed from the requuested grant amoount
and assoociated as a costt sharing opportunity.
Having thhe ability to sharre the PBOT
communications infrastruucture among citty
bureaus provides the opportunity to
consolidaate services reducing the need ffor
costly inddependent comm
munication netw
works.

Table 3 identifies the costs that PB
BOT would
invvest in the system
m to replace the street
lighhting. The existinng replacement schedule
asssumes a combinnation of HPS annd QL
fixttures consistent with the current fixtures in

ble 2 – Estimated
d Lighting System
m Conversion annd Controls Cost Savings
Tab

Description

Energy Cost
(per year)

Existiing
Luminaires*

$7,3888

45W
W LED Luminairee
Withoout
Dimm
ming

Withh
Dimmiing

$3,4498

$2,4887

Cost S
Savings from Exiisting
System
Withoout
W
With
Dimm
ming
Dimm
ming
$3,8990

$4,901

*Exxisting luminaires connsist of 50-100W HP
PS (consuming 126W
W) and 154-85WQL luminaires.

ble 3 – Estimated
d Capital Cost Saavings Associateed with Replacem
ment Luminaires
Tab

Descriptionn

Cost ($)

Replacemennt Luminaires
1000W HPS and
45W LED
D
85W QL*
$158,000
$107,0000

C
Cost Savings
Using LEDs
$51,000

*Exxisting luminaires connsist of 50-100W HP
PS (consuming 126W
W) and 154-85WQL luminaires.
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Who
o Bene
efits
The improveements being prroposed provide
benefits in cost
c savings andd improved
efficiencies to many government bureaus and
the private sector.
s
Many of these benefits
have been discussed
d
througghout this proposal
and are brieefly summarized here.




Portlan
nd Bureau of Transportation
Tr
–
reduceed operational coosts with energy
efficiennt LED luminairees, reduced
maintenance due to lonng LED luminairre
life cyccles and controlss that can monitoor
system
m health.
Mayorr’s Office – immeediate savings inn
the General Fund due to decreased





energy costss and positive puublic
perception.
Private Secttor – enhanced oopportunities
for EV chargiing (car sharing companies),
increased puublic safety asso ciated with
the enhancedd street lighting ffor the
Entertainmennt District
Neighborho od Residents - Improved
civil life due tto less intrusive lighting
(dimming in ooff-peak), access to EV
charging stattion, and potential for public
WiFi.

Perfforman
nce Metrics
M
s
A number of performance metrics
m
are availaable
to track propposed improvem
ments to lighting and
surveillancee. Most of these performance
measures reely on implemennting the
improvemennt, measuring syystem performannce
and conducting an analysis of the new
performancee results with hisstorical data.
Reduction in Maintenancee - PBOT has thee
capability too monitor maintenance activities for
their lightingg systems. Reduuctions in
maintenance can be measuured by comparinng
existing maiintenance recordds in the area wiith
future records. Control systtems have a
multitude off tools available that
t can help
identify trends and outages that can be
compared too maintenance activities.
a
Reduction in Energy Conssumption and
Cost - PBO
OT has the capabbility to monitor
operational costs of their lighting systems.

Since a majority oof the electrical ssystems
wiithin the City aree flat rated, reducctions in
ennergy consumptiion will need to bbe estimated.
Coontrol systems hhave the ability too monitor
ennergy consumptiion at the luminaaires level.
Ennergy usage cann be monitored aand compared
to utility tariff ratess to determine eenergy costs.
Thhese can be com
mpared to historiical estimates
of luminaire energgy consumption w
within the Old
Toown Chinatown N
Neighborhood.

Implement

Analyzee

Meaasure
10
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Reeduction in Com
mmunication Cost
C - The
Citty will immediateely realize a savings in
moobile data requireements currentlyy used for
transmitting video and
a other data through
witthin the Neighboorhood.
Improvements in Surveillance an
nd Light
Qu
uality - The Policce Bureau has expressed
e

interest in increasing lighht levels in the O
Old
Town Chhinatown Neighbborhood to improove
Police efffectiveness in thhe area. Improveed
street lighting is widely thhought to be an
effective means of preveenting crime, seccond in
importannce only to increaased police pressence
(3).

Budge
B
t
TO
OTAL GENERAL FUND
DISCRETIO
ONARY
REQUESTE
ED
The PFIP proposal can be implemented within
a single
s
fiscal yearr. The total General Fund
disscretionary beingg requested is $3300,000 and

includes hardware procuurement, engineeering,
and instaallation of the vaarious systems
included in this proposal. The award am
mount
could be modified by thee Innovation Fund
Selectionn Committee as necessary to fit the
overall project budget. A breakdown of tthe
proposedd project elemennts is shown in TTable
4.

ble 4 – PIFP Prop
posed Budget
Tab

Item
Wireless
Communication
C
System
CCTV
C
Cameras
EV Charging
Station
New LED
luminaires







New Lighting
Controls
Engineering
Installation





N
Notes
Includees root/mesh acccess points and controller
cabinet communicationns equipment

Cost
$50,000

Camerras to be used too improve safetyy and monitor
traffic.
Includees the feasibility study, design, aand installation
the EV
V Charging Statioon
Includees 202 new ornaamental LED lum
minaire retrofit
kits witth globes and tw
wo new LED cobrra head style
luminaires.
Cost asssumes that exissting ornamentaal globes will be
replaceed and luminairee installation willl be done by the
City.
Includees lighting controols 110 street ligghts

$25,000

Includees both design aand construction management.
Includees a two person electrical crew aand bucket
truck.
Total Requested
R
Buddget

$25,000
$112,0001

$17,000
$45,0001
$26,0001
$300,000

Coost reimbursement of these line items coould be eliminated ass a part of the projecct award since somee of these activities ooccur as
a paart of existing operations and maintenannce activities, thus thhe total request coulld be $150,000.
1
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LEVER
RAGED FU
UNDS
PBOT curreently provides lighting system
maintenance within the Old Town Chinatow
wn
Neighborhood. The funds that are currentlyy
available to facilitate on-goinng maintenancee
(monies currrently identified to replace the
existing fixtuures) will be available for
installation of
o the proposed lighting system and
controls.

syystem. No cost eescalations weree considered
ass part of the evalluation (thus cosst savings are
veery conservative due to the nature of the 20yeear lifespan of thhe LED fixtures). The factors
annd assumptions that went into thhe evaluation
prrocess to determ
mine payback aree summarized
beelow and have b een developed tthrough
exxtensive researcch and involvemeent in lighting.

Energy Trusst of Oregon is an
a external funding
source available that the Citty of Portland thaat
has committted to provide reebates for
installation of
o the LED luminnaires and
potentially thhe control system
m. These funds can
be returned to the General Fund
F
at the
conclusion of
o the project.

Beecause of the higgher capital costt for QL
lum
minaires and maaintenance requirements that
doo not differ greattly from LED lum
minaires, the
return on investmeent converting too LED
lum
minaires would bbe immediate. TTherefore the
RO
OI only comparees a conversion of HPS
lam
mps to LED ligh t sources.

Energy Tru
ust of Oregon (E
ETO) – The ETO
O
administers incentives for ceertain energy
saving improovements for a variety
v
of privatee
individuals, companies, andd agencies.
Discussionss with ETO staff have confirmed
that agency wide LED or Ennergy Efficient
Street light conversions
c
are eligible for custoom
incentives. Each project is evaluated
individually. Based on inforrmation providedd on
previous conversion projectts within the Cityy of
Portland, thee replacement of
o existing 70 to 100
1
Watt lamp sources
s
with new
w 45 Watt LED light
sources cann have potential per light incentivve
payback of $40
$ to the City, yielding
y
$8,000 in
immediate savings.
s

Initial Costs: Thee initial cost for a luminaire is
sim
mply the time annd materials requuired to install
annd energize a neew luminaire. Ann experienced
crew is capable off an approximatee 45-minute
insstallation time.

RETUR
RN ON
INVEST
TMENT (R
ROI)
The largest and easiest quaantifiable ROI
component of this proposal is the street lighht
conversion from
f
HPS and QL
Q lamps to LED
D
and the control system. A simple payback
was calculated for the conveersion that includded
the upfront capital
c
cost of thhe lighting controol

12

Installation Costt: The installationn costs are
asssumed to be eqqual for the HPS and LED
lum
minaires. Both lluminaires utilizee the same
typpe of mounting m
mechanism, aree assumed to
bee mountable on tthe same arms, and wire
coonnections can bbe made identicaal.
An
nnual Operationn Cost: The annnual
opperation costs arre dependent onn energy
coonsumption of thhe luminaire, the number of
hoours per day the luminaire will opperate, and
the electrical rate (cost per kilowaatt hour). For
this analysis, it waas assumed thatt roadway and
arrea lights are on an average of 44,100 hours
peer year per luminnaire. The averaage electrical
rate paid by the C
City of Portland iss $0.093 per
kilowatt-hour. Waatts per luminairee takes into
HPS and QL
acccount the lumin aire, ballast for H
lum
minaires, or drivvers for LED lum
minaires.
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in two yeears for cobra heead luminaires and one
year for oornamental luminaires. If a lightiing
control syystem is utilizedd, this payback pperiod
will respeectively occur wiithin two monthss and
one-and--a-half and montths sooner.

ONGO
OING OPERATION
NS
& MA
AINTENAN
NCE COS
STS
The overrall operational aand maintenancee cost
for the im
mproved street lighting and contrrol
system w
will decrease with a conversion oof the
existing H
HPS and QL lighhting system to a new
LED systtem. All luminaires consume ennergy
and evenntually require m
maintenance. Thhe
followingg are on-going LE
ED lighting
maintenaance requiremennts:


An
nnual Maintenaance Cost: An assumption
waas made of a 1000,000 hour life foor LED
lum
minaires and 30,000 hours for HPS
lum
minaires. With a longer lamp lifee, the
maaintenance costss for LED luminaaires will be
lesss than for HPS luminaires.
l
The HPS
lum
minaires in this study
s
were assum
med to have
a catastrophic
c
failuure rate of 25 percent. LED
lum
minaires were annalyzed with an assumed
a
cattastrophic failuree rate of 0.2 perccent. This is
bassed on review off long life cycless for other
cities with major LE
ED luminaire insstallations.
Co
onservation Incentives: Energyy Trust of
Oreegon currently offers
o
a $40 per lamp
l
rebate
forr LED conversionns assessed on a project by
prooject basis. Thiss rebate was asssumed and
applied to the initiaal fixture cost.
Paay Back: The sim
mple comparison of HPS
lum
minaires to the LED luminaires analyzed
a
in
thee analysis show a payback can be
b obtained




Estiimated life of an LED Luminaire is 20
years
No lamps to burnouut. Preventive
maintenance will coonsist of cleaningg and
insppection only.
Cleaaning is recomm
mended at 10 yeaars
(oncce during life cyccle of luminaire).
Spoot re-lamping is eestimated at lesss than
0.2%
%.

After the first two years oof converting thee 204
QL and H
HPS luminaires to LED luminairees
within thee Old Town Chinnatown Neighboorhood,
PBOT wiill start to realizee the economic
benefits of reduced mainntenance and
operationnal costs. This m
means that eachh year
without a control system $7,080 will be
availablee to the General Fund. If a contrrol
system iss installed, then $9,750 will be
availablee to the General Fund.

STAF
FF REQUIIREMENT
TS
The City of Portland Bureeau of Transporrtation
currentlyy has personnel aassigned to street
lighting ssystems engineeering, maintenannce,
and adm
ministration. The conversion of thhe

13
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street lights from HPS and QL
Q lamps to LED
D
light sourcess will not requiree additional staff for
on-going opperations and maaintenance of thee
system. In fact,
f
with the maaintenance beneefits
of LED lighting, the City shoould experience
fewer failurees requiring less maintenance caalls.
This will alloow maintenance staff to be
allocated to other priority projects. The onlyy
exception iss that City mainteenance personnel
will be used to install the neew LED light
sources. With
W 110 light polees and 204
luminaires, this
t is estimatedd to be 163 hourss of
installation time.
t
With the adddition of lighting control systemss,
street lights can be monitoreed to alert
maintenance staff of a luminnaire failure and
maintenance crews can be dispatched to exxact
locations ratther than an appproximate area too
locate a failuure, saving addittional time. Police
Bureau stafff can take advanntage of
permanentlyy located IP trafffic cameras

14

coonnected into thee PBOT communication
neetwork providing an ability to moonitor
coonditions in the nneighborhood.
With
W better light leevels and fewer ffailures, there
is also a potential increase in pubblic safety that
caan equate to few
wer patrols. Thiss will allow
poolice officers to ppatrol in other arreas more
regularly. Under w
white light sourcces such as
wiith LED luminairees, true colors oof objects can
bee identified allow
wing police staff tto more
quuickly identify annd research inciddents.
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